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1. Introduction 

 

According to Herodotus, when the powerful 

king Croesus of Lydia asked the Delphi 

oracle whether he should go to war with the 

Persians, the answer he got was “If you 

attack the Persians, you will destroy a 

mighty kingdom”. 

 

Given the infamy of oracles in Greek mythology, it is fairly simple for us to spot the 

ambiguity in this oracular reply. As it turned out, the Delphi oracle had politely 

denied predicting what was about to happen, and instead of telling the full truth, the 

oracle had chosen to be ambiguous (‘a mighty kingdom’ could refer to the kingdom of 

the Persians or to that of Croesus himself, or perhaps some other, unknown kingdom). 

Overjoyed by the receipt of the oracular reply, Croesus felt sure that he would destroy 

the Persians. Note that, from an oracle-point-of-view, being ambiguous is the best 

way to keep dissatisfied customers from legitimately claiming their money back, 

while keeping up the appearance of profundity. Thus, Croesus should’ve seen it 

coming; if only had he understood the ambiguity, he might have tempered his 

hawkish intentions and prevented his destined defeat. Fact is, he had not understood, 

and instead of sleeping on it another night, he generously rewarded the Delphians for 

providing him the answer he had desired and told his soldiers to buckle up. 

The Delphian ambiguity illustrates that we have to fulfill at least two 

important tasks in order to arrive at a contextually appropriate interpretation for a 

given word. We have to establish its general lexical meaning (sense) and we have to 

determine to what or whom it refers (reference). This bipartite exercise, establishing 

sense and reference, is the common thread throughout this thesis. In the following 

chapters, I will present experimental evidence that (a) suggests that it is possible to 

relatively selectively track how we establish sense and reference in discourse 

comprehension, (b) reveals individual differences in how we do this, and (c) identifies 

the brain structures that are involved in establishing sense and reference. But before 

doing so, I will touch upon some very general topics to provide relevant background 

and briefly outline the issues that are addressed in this thesis. 
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1.1. Why study discourse comprehension? 

A very simple answer is: because discourse is the natural habitat of words and 

sentences. Surely there are exceptions, but words and sentences are, more often than 

not, part of a wider communicative context like a conversation or a story (e.g., 

Graesser, Millis & Zwaan, 1997). In fact, speaking, hearing, reading or writing some 

form of connected discourse is what adults do throughout most of their conscious life 

(at least in this culture). The importance of discourse production and comprehension 

is obvious: it is our principal means to communicate ideas, facts, and feelings across 

time and space, i.e. to exchange meaning in a way that many consider to be unique for 

the human species. This said, studying word- and sentence-level comprehension 

simply won’t suffice if we want to gain a full understanding of our language 

comprehension system. 

The ultimate goal and most essential aspect of language comprehension is 

getting at the conceptual interpretation of a sentence in its appropriate context, i.e. 

understanding what a speaker or writer had meant to convey (e.g., Clark, 1996). 

Without this grasp of significance, we would constantly be saying “I know what 

you’re saying but I don’t see what you mean”. However, how humans arrive at this 

contextually appropriate meaning has long been a relatively ignored subject in 

psycholinguistics, as many language researchers in the 1950’s to 80’s focused on the 

comprehension of isolated words and sentences (but see Sanford & Garrod, 1981; 

Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). The prevalent view on our language faculty was that it 

was a separate component or module of human cognition that processes syntactic and 

lexical-semantic (word meaning) information without, at least initially, taking into 

account the general discourse context (e.g., Fodor, 1983). Furthermore, the initial 

dedication to study word recognition and syntactic analysis by researchers using 

neuroimaging techniques also arose from the more general attitude that it seemed best 

to start simple, i.e., to delineate the primary aspects of language comprehension, 

before venturing into the unknown and intricate realms of discourse where just about 

anything non-linguistic can affect comprehension.  

And indeed, discourse comprehension is an inherently complex enterprise. Not 

because everything we say or write is either profound or incomprehensible, but 

because it is intertwined with virtually all cognitive functions and processes, including 

memory, perception, affective processing, problem solving and reasoning (e.g., 

Graesser et al., 1997). So, when we are engaged in conversation or reading a book, 
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merely accessing the meaning of each individual word and combining these meanings 

in accordance with syntax is not enough: To arrive at a full-scale, contextually 

appropriate interpretation, we have to integrate all of this with our knowledge of the 

communicative context and of the world around us, including all that has been said 

before, i.e. the discourse context. 

 

1.2. Building a coherent situation model 

In models of narrative text comprehension, successful discourse comprehension has 

been equated with the construction of a coherent mental representation of the state of 

affairs described in the text at hand, i.e. a situation model (e.g. Garnham, 1981; 

Johnson-Laird, 1983; Kintsch, 1988; Zwaan & Radvanksy, 1998). Though the main 

models of discourse comprehension may differ in their terminology and their 

architectural and processing assumptions, the common denominator is the assumption 

that successful discourse comprehension amounts to constructing a coherent situation 

model. 

The essential characteristic of a situation model is that it does not represent the 

text itself, but what it is about. Situation models are mental representations of the 

people, objects, locations, events, and actions described in the text, not of the words, 

phrases, clauses, sentences, and paragraphs in the text (e.g., Zwaan, 1999). Thus, 

when readers and listeners construct a situation model, they somehow translate 

linguistic input into a conceptual representation, which transcends and is more easily 

remembered for longer periods than exact phrasing (e.g., Kintsch, Welsch, 

Schmalhofer & Zimny, 1990).  

Research on situation models suggests that they tend to resemble our mental 

representations of the real world and that readers tend to behave as if they were in the 

narrated situation. For example, we assume by default that events are narrated in their 

chronological order, with nothing left out, presumably because this is how we 

experience events in everyday life (e.g., Zwaan, 1999; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). 

Also, events that happened just recently are more accessible to us than events that 

happened a while ago: the word ‘enter’ is more accessible after “A moment ago, John 

entered the building” then after “An hour ago, John entered the building” (e.g., 
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Zwaan, 1996)1. Analogous to our real-world experiences with space, readers are 

slower to recognize words that denote objects distant from a protagonist than those 

that denote close objects (e.g., Glenberg, Meyer & Lindem, 1987). 

Our situation models are also furnished with less fundamental types of world 

knowledge: given the sentence “The electrician examined the light fitting”, subjects 

are slower to read “She took out her screwdriver” than “He took out his screwdriver”, 

because our real-world knowledge tells us that electricians are stereotypically male 

(Carreiras, Garnham, Oakhill & Cain, 1996). 

In sum, we comprehend discourse by constructing mental models that parallel 

our perception and understanding of the world around us. By doing so, we can 

vicariously experience what we read or hear, and make mental leaps from our actual 

situation into fictional situations at different times and places (Zwaan, 1999). 

 

1.3. Sense and reference 

Word meanings are the building blocks with which we construct situation models of 

narrative text. As kingdom in the Delphian reply, word meaning can encompass a 

general sense and a more specific reference. This distinction between sense and 

reference goes way back, and may have a predominately philosophical connotation 

for some people. It was first coined by Frege (1892) to elucidate the subtle intricacies 

of linguistic meaning that had long been a matter of philosophical debate (though 

similar distinctions had already been made by other theorists, see Martinich, 2001). 

The most famous demonstration of the distinction between sense and reference goes 

like this: the expressions ‘the morning star’ and ‘the evening star’ have different 

senses, as the former is the first bright object (other than the sun or moon) to appear in 

the eastern sky at sunrise, and the latter is the last to disappear in the western sky at 

sunset. However, they have the same reference as they refer to the same object, the 

planet Venus (before this fact was discovered by some ancient astronomer, people 

thought they were observing two different celestial bodies). Stating that “the morning 

star = the morning star” is trivial and uninformative, but stating that “the morning star 

= the evening star” provides significant information about the world (as would saying 
                                                 
1 In this experiment, accessibility (or availability) was measured through a probe-recognition task. In 

this task, subjects read a sentence and are subsequently presented a critical probe word. Subjects have 

to determine whether the probe word was mentioned in the preceding sentence. The speed and/or 

accuracy of their responses are considered to reflect conceptual accessibility. 
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that “Superman = Clark Kent”). Thus, the cognitive significance (or meaningfulness) 

of a statement is determined by a combination of the sense and reference of its terms. 

Frege’s intention was to address the relationship between linguistic 

expressions and entities in the real world. However, within the situation model 

framework of discourse comprehension, sense and reference relate to the fictional 

situation as described in the text. A word either does or doesn’t make sense because 

its meaning does or does not fit the situation as described. Also, a word does or 

doesn’t pinpoint some specific entity in the situation model. For example, adjectives 

like ‘green’ or ‘furry’ generally do not represent a specific entity by themselves, 

though they may help us to select entities from a set of candidates. Not all noun 

phrases pinpoint a specific entity either. Consider, for example, the meaning of ‘a 

doctor’ in the following sentences: 

 

1a. Hannibal Lecter is eating a doctor. 

1b. Hannibal Lecter is a doctor. 

 

Comparing the situations as described in 1a & 1b, it becomes clear that it is not 

enough to grasp the general dictionary meaning of ‘doctor’ (e.g., someone who 

completed medical school). One also has to establish its referential meaning. The 

expression ‘a doctor’ in 1a sets up a new referent entity for some doctor who was 

being eaten, but in 1b it only provides information about Hannibal Lecter himself. As 

Jackendoff (2002) points out, some noun phrases (e.g., definite noun phrases like ‘the 

doctor’) are inherently referential because they pick out an independent individual, 

while others are referential only by the virtue of their predicative role in the sentence. 

Predicate noun phrases (as ‘a doctor’ in 1b) do not carry referential claims but behave 

like adjectives, contributing description but no new individual. On the other hand, 

some of our words do not really have a specific sense of their own and express 

meaning by being a referential device, for example the pronoun ‘it’: 

 

2a. John bought the new Coldplay CD. The next day Bill bought it too. 

2b. John bought the new Coldplay CD. But the next day Bill stole it. 

 

The pronoun ‘it’ refers to a CD in both 2a and 2b, but only in 2b does it refer to the 

exact same copy of the new Coldplay CD John bought (see also Garnham, 2001). 
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One of the earliest studies to address referential aspects of discourse 

comprehension comes from Haviland & Clark (1974). In this study, participants read 

sentence pairs like 3a and 3b: 

 

3a. Ed was given an alligator for his birthday. The alligator was his favorite 

present. 

3b. Ed wanted an alligator for his birthday. The alligator was his favorite 

present. 

 

An alligator in 3a implies the existence of a specific alligator as a referential entity in 

the discourse, but ‘an alligator’ in 3b does not (or does so to a lesser extent). 

Therefore, the use of ‘the alligator’ in the second sentence of 3b (which expresses a 

referential claim about a specific alligator) is relatively unwarranted compared to that 

in 3a. Consistent with this notion of referential legitimacy, people read the second 

sentence faster (more easily) following 3a versus 3b. 

In sum, words can carry referential claims in as far as they pinpoint specific 

discourse entities, either by forcing us to set up new referents or by referring to 

already known entities. Figuring out such referential relationships between words and 

entities in a story or conversation is a fundamental ingredient of discourse 

comprehension, because it allows us to keep track of who or what is being talked 

about2. 

 

1.4. The time course of semantic and referential analysis 

In psycholinguistics, sense and reference are often associated with semantic and 

referential analysis respectively. Through semantic analysis, we retrieve meaning 

from individual words and combine them into larger units of meaning. Through 

referential analysis, we figure out the identity relationships between words in the text 

and entities in our situation model of the discourse.  

One of the amazing features of the human language system is that, to keep up 

with the pace of everyday conversation, semantic and referential processes are carried 

                                                 
2 This is not always as trivial as it seems, as some novels can pose real ‘referential challenges’ to the 

reader. For example, I found the huge amounts of similar-sounding Russian names in Tolstoy’s War & 

Peace rather puzzling for at least for the first tens of pages.  
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out rapidly and effortlessly as the message unfolds. This rapid time course of semantic 

and referential analysis has been an important theme in the psycholinguistics of 

sentence- and discourse comprehension. An early, often-cited experiment addressing 

the speed with which people establish sense during language comprehension comes 

from Swinney (1979). Swinney asked subjects to listen to sentences such as 4: 

 

4. Laura was not surprised when she found several spiders, roaches, and 

other bugs in the corner of the room. 

 

Note that the word ‘bugs’ has multiple senses, as it can mean insects or electronic 

listening devices. Just after hearing ‘bug’s, subjects were presented a string of letters 

on the screen, and they had to decide whether it was or was not an existing word. 

Within 400 ms of bugs, subjects responded faster to words that were related to both 

lexical meanings of ‘bug’ (e.g., ‘spy’ and ‘ant’) than to an unrelated control word 

(e.g., ‘sew’). After 700 ms, only the word related to the dominant meaning (‘ant’) was 

facilitated. These results were taken as evidence that people automatically activate 

both word meanings, and use context to select the appropriate meaning relatively late. 

The latter conclusion illustrates the general tendency in the early literature to 

describe language comprehension as proceeding from analysis of form, through local 

meaning, to contextual integration in a stage-by-stage fashion (e.g., Garrod & 

Sanford, 1994, for discussion). Under this modular or serial view, the initial 

processing steps are assumed to involve lexical and syntactic analysis, followed by 

semantic analysis, and only when this is complete is the sentence evaluated in relation 

to the discourse context (e.g., Forster, 1979; Frazier & Fodor, 1978). Alternatively, 

more interactive models have been posited in which semantic information can affect 

the initial syntactic analysis (e.g., Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; MacDonald, 

Pearlmutter & Seidenberg, 1994; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980). This discussion 

revolving around the temporal and functional independence of language processes has 

dominated psycholinguistic research throughout the years (e.g., Carreiras & Clifton, 

2004). In recent years, however, it seems that there is a growing consensus that the 

meaning of every incoming word is immediately retrieved, combined through 

syntactic structure-building operations and related to the global context (e.g., 

Carreiras & Clifton, 2004; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 2005). 
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Evidence that linguistic context has an immediate influence on language 

interpretation has come from multiple sources. For example, initial evidence of 

sentence context effects came from Marslen-Wilson (1973, 1975), who used a 

shadowing task (requiring people to repeat speech as they hear it) to show that the 

semantic and syntactic plausibility of a word in a given sentence has direct effects on 

the speed with which people can restore errors in what they hear. Early evidence that 

discourse context has an immediate effect of word processing came from Marslen-

Wilson and Tyler (1980), who used a word-monitoring task that requires subjects to 

monitor short stories for a target-word specified in advance, and to make a timed 

response as soon as the target is detected. Consistent with results from the 

abovementioned shadowing task, subjects made faster responses when the target-word 

was more plausible given the prior discourse. Furthermore, evidence from eye-track 

experiments (where people’s eye movements and fixations are tracked during reading) 

has shown that the contextual plausibility of a word has an effect on the very first 

fixations made during reading (e.g., Traxler & Pickering, 1996). 

Another type of evidence to support the incremental nature of the language 

comprehension system has come from experiments that have addressed ambiguity 

resolution during discourse comprehension. With respect to the earlier-mentioned 

study by Swinney, numerous experiments have shown that there, in fact, is an initial 

advantage of contextually appropriate word meanings over inappropriate word 

meanings (see Sanford, 1999, for discussion), rebutting the claim that word 

processing is initially context-free (e.g., Swinney, 1979).  

Similarly, many experimental studies have addressed the effect of referential 

context on syntactic ambiguity resolution (e.g., Spivey-Knowlton & Tanenhaus, 

1994).  For example, consider sentences 5a and 5b: 

 

5a. The hippie warned the friend that they were running out of pot… 

5b. The hippie warned the friend that was about to pass out… 

 

Both sentences are completely correct, even though ‘the friend that’ is temporarily 

ambiguous as to whether it is followed by a complement clause that will specify the 

warning (as in 5a), or by a relative clause providing additional information about the 

friend ( as in 5b). When presented in isolation, people generally expect a complement 

clause (which is syntactically simpler and encountered more often, Brysbaert & 
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Mitchell, 1996; Ferreira & Clifton, 1986), and take more time to read the second part 

of 5b compared to that of 5a, suggesting that readers experience temporary difficulties 

with the interpretation of 5b. 

 However, when two friends have been introduced in the discourse (e.g., one 

friend that was about to pass out and another friend that was still sober), the use of the 

relative clause is much more felicitous, because the word friend is then referentially 

ambiguous and additional information is needed to resolve this ambiguity (e.g., Crain 

& Steedman, 1985). In this case, a complement clause does not resolve the referential 

ambiguity, and as a result, readers will experience problems with interpretation of 5a 

compared to 5b, and the pattern obtained with isolated sentences is reversed (e.g., 

Spivey-Knowlton & Tanenhaus, 1994; Van Berkum, Brown & Hagoort, 1999; see 

also Hanna et al, 2003; Sedivy et al, 1999; Tanenhaus et al, 1995, for comparable 

evidence from visual-world eye-tracking experiments). 

Thus far, I have treated semantic and referential analysis as rather distinct 

types of linguistic processing. However, it is important to emphasize that they are 

actually entangled at the functional level, and one could say that sense and reference 

are different aspects of the same phenomenon called conceptual interpretation. For 

one thing, only if we know who’s who can we make sense of the comings and goings 

of story characters, and our understanding of a described situation reciprocally 

influences whom we take to be the referent of a given expression. Also, the ease of 

establishing the referential meaning of noun phrase anaphors is also dependent on the 

semantic overlap of two noun phrases (e.g., ‘burglar’ and ‘criminal/student’ in “A 

burglar had accidentally trapped himself inside a lingerie boutique. Unfortunately, the 

cash register was completely empty, and the boutique would not open for another 

eight hours. Nevertheless, the criminal/student had a good night sleep on a bed of 

bras”).  

Even when anaphoric expressions are low on semantic content (as with 

pronouns), solving a referential relationship always involves semantic analysis on the 

level of the situation model. Here, we should keep in mind that this distinction 

between semantic and referential analysis is partly a matter of definition, as both have 

been defined at different levels. According to more traditional approaches (e.g., 

Fodor, 1983), semantic analysis involves the retrieval of word meaning from long-

term memory, while, for example, the computation of contextualized word meaning 

(and thus establishing referential meaning) belongs to the domain of pragmatics. 
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However, as many theories do not assume an ideologically fixed boundary between 

semantics and pragmatics (e.g., Clark 1996; Jackendoff, 2002), they are both referred 

to as conceptual interpretation, of which referential processing is an integral part. 

Thus, the distinction between semantic and referential analysis is more ill-

defined than I have made it appear. However, the fact that conceptual interpretation 

can run into different kinds of trouble can be taken as a starting point for an 

experimental investigation of semantic and referential analysis. Sometimes, the 

meaning of a word does not fit the contextual constraints experiences. For example, a 

sentence containing a semantically anomalous word describes a situation that is at 

odds with our expectations based on the real world, causing problems with the 

dynamic construal of meaning from units stored in long-term memory. In other 

situations, a word’s meaning does satisfy the contextual constraints, but it may not be 

specific enough for the reader to build a complete situation model (as in the case of 

referential ambiguity). This problem involves our need to keep multiple instances of a 

single unit from long-term memory separate in working memory during 

comprehension (e.g., Jackendoff, 2002). 

I will take the processes involved in dealing with semantically anomalous and 

referentially ambiguous words as examples (or operational definitions) of semantic 

and referential processing throughout this thesis. More specifically, I will use the ERP 

effects elicited by semantically anomalous and referentially ambiguous words to 

investigate semantic and referential aspects of discourse comprehension, without 

claiming that they reflect strictly either semantic or referential analysis. But before I 

discuss these ERP effects, which form the starting points for the experiments as 

described in this thesis, I will briefly address two types of neuroimaging techniques 

that are often used in psycholinguistic studies. 

 

1.5. EEG/ERP & fMRI 

EEG/ERP 

EEG involves the recording of small brain-electrical potentials at the scalp by means 

of electrodes. Psycholinguists are usually interested in the EEG signal elicited by 

particular critical stimuli, such as a specific critical word embedded in an isolated 

sentence or a discourse. The most common EEG measure used in psycholinguistic 

research, therefore, is the average Event-Related brain Potential (ERP), which 

primarily reflects those features of the raw EEG signal that are specifically elicited by 
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the processing of the critical stimulus. ERPs are made out of positive and negative 

deflections with, on average, particular peak-latencies and scalp-distributions. 

Specific components of the ERP are often hypothesized to be related to specific 

cortical events, i.e. psychological processes. The ERP component nomenclature is 

often based on their polarity and peak latency, e.g. the N400 ERP is a negative wave 

peaking at about 400 ms that is elicited by every word in a sentence (see Figure 1.1a 

for a schematic illustration; Note that, in language comprehension research, negativity 

is generally plotted upwards). 

The most common approach to quantify the net effects of an experimental 

manipulation is by comparing the amplitude of the ERP component in the 

experimental and control conditions, assuming that modulation of amplitude may 

inform us about modulation of the underlying cognitive processes. One method to 

quantify the ERP results is to define a window surrounding the component peak 

(based on known results from earlier studies or on visual inspection of the 

waveforms), and use the average activity within this window as the amplitude 

measure for each condition. The difference between the mean amplitude of the ERPs 

from two conditions of interest is called an ERP effect (see Figure 1.1b for a 

schematic N400 effect). 

 

 
Figure 1.1a (left). N400 ERP waveform at electrode Pz. Figure 1.1b (middle). N400 effect elicited by a 

semantically anomalous word (‘cloud’) compared to a control word (‘cake’). Figure 1.1c (right). P600 

effect elicited by a syntactically anomalous word (‘laughed’) compared to a control word (‘laugh’). 

 

The basic advantage of using ERPs to study language comprehension is that their 

multidimensional nature provides us with a great deal of potentially relevant 

information that we cannot obtain with behavioral response tasks (e.g., Van Berkum, 
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2004, for discussion). Besides telling us whether our brains are sensitive to certain 

linguistic manipulations and informing us about the temporal dynamics of certain 

processing steps, ERPs provide cues to the identity of the cognitive event at hand (by 

virtue of possible differences in their polarity, morphology and scalp-distribution). As 

such, ERPs enable us to selectively track specific aspects of language comprehension. 

For example, while semantically incoherent or unexpected words elicit an N400 effect 

compared to coherent or expected control words (e.g., Kutas & Hillyard, 1980, 1984), 

syntactically incorrect words elicit a P600 effect compared to syntactically correct 

control words (e.g., Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992). The N400 and P600 ERP have 

provided psycholinguists with valuable information with how the human language 

system deals with semantic and syntactic information under different linguistic 

circumstances (e.g., Brown, Hagoort & Kutas, 2000; Hagoort, Brown & Osterhout, 

1999, for reviews). 

A final advantage of ERPs is that they allow us to tap into cognitive processes 

relatively unobtrusively, that is, one does not require an additional, artificial response 

task that may induce task-specific strategies other than the task one is interested in, 

language comprehension (e.g., Van Berkum, 2004, for discussion). 

 

fMRI 

Because the ERP signal has a very high (~1 ms) temporal resolution, it can be used to 

reveal exactly when particular processing events have occurred. The spatial resolution 

of the ERP signal is relatively low, however, in that it cannot tell us where exactly in 

the brain a given electrical signal is coming from. In order to examine where in the 

brain certain cognitive processes take place, most scientists use functional Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (fMRI), which involves the noninvasive registration of small 

changes in blood flow in specific areas of the brain. Because such blood flow changes 

are lawfully related to neuronal activity, they can be used to detect which brain areas 

show increased activity (work harder) in response to particular manipulations, e.g., 

different types of problems with conceptual interpretation. The fMRI signal has 

excellent spatial resolution, allowing researchers to pinpoint active brain areas with a 

precision of several millimeters. The temporal resolution of fMRI is fairly low, 

however, allowing us to track changes in brain activity with limited precision only. 
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1.6. ERP signatures of discourse-level sense and reference  

Evidence that the brain responds in qualitatively different ways to problems with 

semantic and referential analysis during discourse comprehension comes from two 

ERP studies by Van Berkum and colleagues (1999a,b). While ERPs have been used to 

study semantic analysis in sentence comprehension since the 1980’s (Kutas & 

Hillyard, 1980; Brown et al., 2000), Van Berkum et al. (1999b) were the first to use 

ERPs to systematically address the functional equivalence of sentence- and discourse-

level comprehension. In their study, it was shown that N400 effects elicited by 

sentence- and discourse-level anomalies (see sentences 6a and 6b respectively for 

examples, anomalous words are printed in boldface) had the same time course, overall 

morphology, and scalp distribution. 

 

6a. Gloomily the men stood around the pencil of the president. 

6b. As agreed upon, Jane was to wake her sister and her brother at five 

o’clock in the morning. But the sister had already washed herself, and the 

brother had even got dressed. Jane told the brother that he was 

exceptionally slow. 

 

In another ERP study, Van Berkum and colleagues (1999a) investigated the effect of 

referential context on syntactic ambiguity resolution (see also paragraph 1.4). Their 

subjects read two types of stories: 

 

7a. Just as the elderly hippie had lit up a joint, he got a visit from a friend and 

a nephew. Even though his friend had had quite a few drinks already, and 

the nephew had just smoked quite a lot of pot already, they insisted on 

smoking along. The hippie warned the friend that there would be some 

problems soon. 

7b. Just as the elderly hippie had lit up a joint, he got a visit from two friends. 

Even though one of his friends had had quite a few drinks already, and the 

other one had just smoked quite a lot of pot already, they insisted on 

smoking along. The hippie warned the friend that there would be some 

problems soon. 
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Referentially ambiguous nouns (‘friend’ in 7b) elicited a frontally distributed, 

sustained negative ERP effect compared to non-ambiguous control nouns (‘friend’ in 

7a). Note that this ERP effect is qualitatively distinct from the classic N400 effect in 

terms of morphology and scalp distribution (see figure 2). 

 
Figure 2a (left). ERPs to written words that were semantically coherent or anomalous with respect to 

the wider discourse (Van Berkum et al., 1999b). Figure 2b (right). ERPs to written words that were 

referentially unique or ambiguous with respect to the wider discourse (Van Berkum et al., 1999a). 

 

In example 7b, the referentially ambiguous situation is retained throughout the final 

sentence. However, the referentially induced ERP effect is also observed when the 

referentially ambiguous situation is only temporarily (Van Berkum et al., 1999a, 

2003), as when the final sentence of 7b is “The hippie warned the friend that had 

smoked a lot of pot that…”. Note that such temporarily ambiguous situations are 

common in everyday language when a particular referent is singled out from several 

candidates (see also Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 2005). The type of expressions that we 
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use to denote entities depends on the saliency and specificity of their perceptual 

features (e.g., Brennan & Clark, 1996; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986), but also on the 

type of features. For example, we may ask for “the blue t-shirt” if there are t-shirts 

with different colors, but it is equally felicitous to ask for “the t-shirt with the blue 

stripes” if there are t-shirts with different patterns around, even though this latter 

expression is temporarily referentially ambiguous. The point is that, just as the N400 

ERP is not a simple semantic anomaly detector but reflects routine semantic analysis 

during language comprehension (Brown et al., 2000), the referentially induced ERP 

effect reflects the processing of linguistically problematic situations that are not just 

artifacts of psycholinguistic experimenting, but rather naturally result from the way 

we use language for communication. 

 

1.7. Outline 

The ERP results as reported by Van Berkum and colleagues (1999a,b) show that 

discourse-level semantic and referential consequences of a word modulate the ERP 

waveform within some 250-300 milliseconds. Consistent with the available 

behavioral evidence, these results provide convergent evidence that semantic and 

referential aspects of word meaning are rapidly related to the preceding discourse 

context. However, the primary significance of these ERP results lies in the fact that 

they provide qualitative evidence for (1) the functional equivalence of sentence- and 

discourse-level semantic analysis, and for (2) the functional non-equivalence of 

establishing the semantic and referential fit between a word and the preceding 

discourse. 

The existence of a specifically referentially induced ERP effect suggests that it 

is possible to relatively selectively track referential processing during discourse 

comprehension. As such, this ERP effect may prove very useful to study referential 

aspects of human communication without resorting to artificial behavioral tasks. 

However, we first need to assess the level of ambiguity this effect actually reflects. 

Note that in example 7b, one could argue that the referentially induced ERP effect 

reflects the fact that upon encountering the word ‘friend’, both friends are equally 

likely referential candidates. However, one might also argue that it reflects the fact 

that two friends had been mentioned in the discourse, irrespective of whether they are 

plausible referential candidates. The first possibility relates to ambiguity at the level 

of the situation model that readers construct during comprehension (e.g., Zwaan, 
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1999), while the second possibility involves a more superficial ambiguity that has 

more to do with lower-level memory processing (e.g., Kintsch, 1988; Myers & 

O’Brien, 1998). In Chapter 2, we contrasted these accounts of the referentially 

induced ERP effect by examining ERP responses to nouns that were referentially non-

ambiguous but that were associated with two discourse entities (e.g., ‘the girl’ with 

two girls introduced in the context, but one of which has died or left the scene). 

We mentioned in paragraph 1.3 that pronouns have little semantic content and 

are principally used as referential devices. In fact, we use pronouns almost 

continuously because they offer us short-cuts for maintaining reference to entities that 

are in the focus of the discourse or conversation (e.g., Gordon, Grosz & Gilliom, 

1993; Sanford & Garrod, 1989). Consistent with this notion, readers experience 

difficulties with interpretation when a full description is used where a pronoun is 

appropriate (so-called repeated name penalties, e.g., Gordon et al., 1993; Swaab, 

Camblin & Gordon, 2004). Resolving pronouns is such a highly automated process 

that we often do not notice that pronouns are formally ambiguous (i.e., that they 

cannot be resolved based on their linguistic features like male/female, singular/plural). 

In Chapter 3, we examined two factors that may contribute to whether readers do or 

do not taken into account both interpretations of a referentially ambiguous pronoun 

(e.g., “David told John that he…”), namely individual verbal skills and the contextual 

bias towards one particular referential reading. 

The experimental design as described in Chapter 3 also allowed us to deal 

with another issue in another version of this experiment. While psycholinguists have 

started to uncover the functional neuroanatomical networks involved in phonological, 

syntactic and semantic processing, what brain regions are involved in referential 

processing has been relatively ignored in neuroimaging research. In Chapter 4, we 

report an fMRI study in which we compared BOLD responses to referentially 

ambiguous, referentially failing and referentially successful pronouns, in addition to 

semantically anomalous and correct words. This allowed us to investigate to what 

extent semantic and referential analysis draw upon common and distinct neural 

ensembles during sentence comprehension. 

As discussed in paragraph 1.2, the situation models that we construct during 

language comprehension are strongly influenced by our world knowledge. In this 

regard, the fact that ‘cloud’ in “he ate the cloud” elicits an N400 effect (Figure 1.1b) 

reflects the fact that eating clouds is unexpected given our real-world knowledge of 
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what we can and cannot eat. However, the things that we communicate need not 

always be possible in the real world. Our ability to give new meanings to old words 

(and vice versa) reflects the flexible and innovative way we use language to refer to 

things around us (e.g., Clark, 1996; Pinker, 1994). For example, we might use ‘cloud’ 

as a quasi-poetic metaphor for spun sugar. Furthermore, eating a cloud may be a 

perfectly normal thing to do for some character in a cartoon. In Chapter 5, we tested 

the power of discourse by exploring whether a suitable discourse context can 

completely neutralize a strong, local semantic violation. In particular, we examined 

whether discourse context could overrule a semantic feature that lies at the heart of 

our understanding of the world, but that is also often violated in cartoons: animacy. 

 In Chapter 6, we examined whether language comprehenders would detect an 

animacy anomaly (similar to those reported in Chapter 5) if discourse context and 

world-knowledge conjointly bias towards an alternative interpretation, a situation that 

is known to cause semantic illusions (e.g., Barton & Sanford, 1993). Listeners were 

presented with animacy violations that were acoustically unfocussed (hence, not 

signalling critical information) and embedded in a context that strongly biased 

towards a semantically plausible interpretation. The critical issue was whether 

animacy violations presented under these circumstances would elicit the same N400 

effects as when they occur in isolated sentences. 

Finally, in Chapter 7, I will briefly review the findings from this thesis, discuss 

their implications for our knowledge of discourse processing, and outline possible 

future directions for gaining a deeper understanding of the human language 

comprehension system. 
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2. Who are you talking about? Tracking discourse-level referential 

processing with ERPs. 
 

Abstract 
In this event-related brain potentials (ERP) study, we explored the possibility to 

selectively track referential ambiguity during spoken discourse comprehension. 

Earlier ERP research has shown that referentially ambiguous nouns (e.g., “the girl” 

in a two-girl context) elicit a frontal, sustained negative shift relative to 

unambiguous control words. In the current study, we examined whether this ERP 

effect reflects ‘deep’ situation model ambiguity or ‘superficial’ textbase 

ambiguity. We contrasted these different interpretations by investigating whether a 

discourse-level semantic manipulation that prevents referential ambiguity also 

averts the elicitation of a referentially induced ERP effect. We compared ERPs 

elicited by nouns that were referentially non-ambiguous but were associated with 

two discourse entities (e.g., “the girl” with two girls introduced in the context, but 

one of which has died or left the scene), with referentially ambiguous and non-

ambiguous control words. While temporally referentially ambiguous nouns elicited 

a frontal negative shift compared to control words, the ‘double bound’ but 

referentially non-ambiguous nouns did not. These results suggest that it is possible 

to selectively track referential ambiguity with ERPs at the level that is most 

relevant to discourse comprehension, the situation model. 

 

2.1. Introduction 

As there is only a limited number of different names around, some people probably 

recognize the following situation: you and a friend have two acquaintances with the 

same forename (e.g., ‘John’). At some point your friend tells you that he saw ‘John’ 

the other day. But you don’t know which ‘John’ your friend is actually talking about, 

and you will have to ask for further specification. Until further notice, ‘John’ remains 

referentially ambiguous. 

Of course referential ambiguity is not restricted to proper names, but arises 

whenever a reader or listener is unable to select a single referent for a name, pronoun 

or noun phrase (NP) out of multiple candidates. For example, “the girl” is also 

referentially ambiguous when embedded in a two-girl story context that doesn’t allow 

you to make a fair choice. This ambiguity illustrates that to get at the fullest meaning 

possible, one must establish both the meaning of a word (sense or semantic analysis) 

and its reference to a certain entity (referential analysis or anaphoric processing). 
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Establishing reference is of particular importance during discourse 

comprehension or dialogue. As conversations and stories unfold, entities are referred 

to over and over again. If we were unable to establish reference for repeated referring 

expressions, our understanding of discourse would be next to nothing. For this reason, 

researchers studying discourse comprehension have spent a great deal of attention on 

referential processing (e.g., Graesser, Zwaan & Millis, 1997, for review), mainly with 

behavioural measures like self-paced reading or cross-modal probing. But unlike 

other linguistic sub-processes like syntax and semantics, referential processing has 

received relatively little attention from researchers who study sentence or discourse 

comprehension with event-related brain potentials (ERPs). 

Researchers have used ERPs for decades now to track the temporal dynamics 

of different linguistic sub-processes without a confounding task (that may induce 

task-specific strategies), while the multidimensional characteristics of ERPs can 

provide cues to the identity of the cognitive event at hand (e.g. Van Berkum, 2004). 

For example, a number of ERP components have been identified as to distinctively 

tap into syntactic or semantic aspects of language comprehension, and have 

subsequently been exploited to study syntactic and semantic analysis in different 

linguistic environments (e.g., Brown, Hagoort & Kutas, 2000, for review). But until 

recently, no one had looked for a distinct ERP signature of referential analysis in 

language comprehension. 

Evidence that the brain responds in qualitatively different ways to problems 

with reference than to problems with either syntax or semantics came from a recent 

series of ERP studies by van Berkum et al. (1999a, 2003a). While semantic and 

syntactic processing are predominantly associated with the N400 and P600/(E)LAN 

respectively (e.g., Friederici, 2002; Hagoort, Brown & Osterhout, 1999), referentially 

ambiguous nouns (e.g., “the girl” in a two-girl context) and referentially ambiguous 

pronouns (e.g., “David noticed John when he stood up.”) elicit a frontally dominant 

and sustained negative shift (Van Berkum et al., 1999a, 2003a, 2004; see Van 

Berkum, Koornneef, Otten & Nieuwland, 2006, for review).  

In the current study, we further examined the utility of this ERP signature as a 

tool to selectively track referential ambiguity during discourse comprehension. The 

rationale for this study is that the referentially induced ERP effect reported by Van 

Berkum and colleagues may be taken to reflect ambiguity on two different levels of 

language processing. First, it may reflect ‘deep’ situation model ambiguity from 
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having two referential candidates for a single anaphor. Alternatively, it may reflect a 

more ‘superficial’ ambiguity at the level of memory for text (‘textbase’; e.g., Kintsch, 

1998) that arises because a single lexical concept (“the girl”) has featured twice to 

denote two different entities in the discourse. 

In the former case, this referentially induced ERP can actually inform us about 

the waxing and waning of referential accessibility, i.e. the changes in focus on story 

characters that accompanies their comings and goings. For instance, while readers and 

listeners have a default focus on story protagonists (e.g., Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998), 

the accessibility of secondary characters (or objects) is partly dependent of whether 

they are part of the same scenario as the protagonist (e.g., Glenberg, Meyer & 

Lindem, 1987). If they are, their accessibility will be greater, perhaps reflecting the 

need to keep them readily available as a future referent (see also Horton & Rapp, 

2003, for an account in terms of perceptual perspective of story protagonists). Given 

that readers construct and continuously update a mental model that allows focussed 

characters to be more easily accessed, they can, in principle, also use this model to 

avoid referential ambiguity. For example, when two girls were originally mentioned 

in a story, but one girl has passed away early in the story (and is therefore out of 

focus), ‘girl’ in “when they met a year later, he told the girl” is not referentially 

ambiguous. Pursuing this logic, if the frontal negative shift reported by Van Berkum 

et al. (1999a, 2003a) reflects situation model referential ambiguity, it should also 

prove to be sensitive to this waxing and waning of referential accessibility.  

In contrast, the ERP effect reported by Van Berkum et al. may also reflect a 

more superficial, low-level ambiguity. Such an account might go along the lines of 

what are called bottom-up, memory-based accounts of text processing (e.g., Kintsch, 

1998; Myers & O’Brien, 1998). According to such accounts, a referring expression 

will automatically activate all antecedents that share features in common with that 

anaphor (e.g., when different entities are referred to by the same lexical concept), be it 

by a process of spreading activation (e.g., Kintsch, 1998) or resonance (e.g., Myers & 

O’Brien, 1998). As a consequence, these antecedents will initially be returned to 

working memory, independent of whether this will ultimately facilitate or hinder 

further processing, and irrespective of whether they are suitable candidates or not. 

Although it would be interesting if the ERP effect reported by Van Berkum et al. 

reflects such a ‘superficial’ ambiguity, this effect then couldn’t inform us on how 

readers and listeners ultimately establish reference during discourse comprehension. 
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In short, the abovementioned competing accounts illustrate that the functional 

significance of this ERP effect still needs to be established. Whether it can actually be 

used to selectively track discourse-level referential processing hinges on whether it is 

sensitive to discourse-level changes in referential accessibility of story characters. In 

the experiment reported below, we addressed this issue by examining whether the 

elicitation of this ‘referentially-induced’ ERP effect is averted by a discourse-level 

semantic manipulation that prevents referential ambiguity. 

Subjects listened to short stories describing a protagonist and two secondary 

characters engaged in conversation. Three story-types were created by manipulating 

the denotation of the secondary characters and/or the story content (see Table 1), but 

every story contained two noun phrases that referred to one of the secondary 

characters (the pre-critical and critical NP respectively). In the 1-1 referent condition, 

both the pre-critical and critical NPs had only one possible referent, hence were 

referentially unambiguous. In the 2-2 referent condition, both NPs had two possible 

referents, hence were referentially ambiguous. But in the 2-1 referent condition, only 

the pre-critical NP was referentially ambiguous, while the critical NP was 

referentially unambiguous. 

We measured ERP-responses to pre-critical and critical NPs. In the 2-2 

referent condition, both ambiguous NPs should elicit a frontal, sustained negative 

shift (as reported by Van Berkum et al, 1999a, 2003a) relative to the corresponding 

NPs in the 1-1 referent condition. The pre-critical NP in the 2-1 referent condition 

was also referentially ambiguous, and should thus also elicit this ERP effect. Our 

crucial comparison, however, was at the critical NP in the 2-1 referent condition 

(when one secondary character had already left the scene). If this unambiguous NP 

still elicits a frontal negative shift, the ERP effect reported by Van Berkum et al. can 

be taken to reflect superficial, ‘textbase’ ambiguity. Alternatively, if the unambiguous 

NP does not elicit a frontal negative shift but an ERP that resembles the 1-1 referent 

condition instead, the referentially induced ERP can be taken to reflect ‘deep’ 

discourse-level referential ambiguity. 

 

2.2. Methods 

Thirty-one right-handed, healthy college students (14 males, mean age 21.8, native 

speakers of Dutch) listened to 90 naturally spoken Dutch stories. Each story consisted 

of 5 sentences and contained one protagonist and two secondary characters. The 
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protagonist was always denoted with either a proper name (e.g., “Jim”) or a simple 

definite noun phrase (e.g., “the police-officer”). The two secondary characters were 

always denoted with an NP followed by a relative clause of at least 4 words (e.g., “the 

nephew who was into history”).  

 
Table 1.  Example story (approximate translation from Dutch). Pre-critical and critical NPS are 

printed in boldface, and the crucial event in the 2-1 referent condition is printed in italics. 

1-1 Referent 

At the family get-together, Jim had been talking to his nephew who was very much into politics and 

his uncle who was really into history. But Jim himself was only interested in sports, cars, girls etc. 

The uncle who was into history left early, but the nephew who was into politics kept rambling on. 

Jim didn’t understand one bit and got rather bored. He told the nephew who was into politics that 

politicians should not systematically neglect delightful and important subjects like sports and girls. 

 

2-2 Referent 

At the family get-together, Jim had been talking to one nephew who was very much into politics and 

another one who was really into history. But Jim himself was only interested in sports, cars, girls 

etc. The nephew who was into history kept telling boring stories, and the other one also kept 

rambling on. Jim didn’t understand one bit and got rather bored. He told the nephew who was into 

politics that politicians should not systematically neglect delightful and important subjects like 

sports and girls. 

 

2-1 Referent 

At the family get-together, Jim had been talking to one nephew who was very much into politics and 

another one who was really into history. But Jim himself was only interested in sports, cars, girls 

etc. The nephew who was into history left early, but the nephew who was into politics kept 

rambling on. Jim didn’t understand one bit and got rather bored. He told the nephew who was into 

politics that politicians should not systematically neglect delightful and important subjects like 

sports and girls. 
 

In the 1-1 referent condition, the secondary characters were denoted with different 

NPs (e.g., one uncle who… and one nephew who…). In the 2-2 and 2-1 referent 

condition, identical NPs were implied by using the substitution ‘another’ to 

circumvent any differential effect of lexical repetition of the critical NPs across 

conditions. The subsequent relative clauses consisted of at least 3 words and differed 

only in the final word (e.g., “who was into history” and “who was into politics”). 

The first sentence of each story introduced all three characters. The second 

sentence always made explicit reference only to the protagonist. The third sentence 
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described the actions of both the secondary characters: In the 1-1 and 2-1 referent 

condition, one secondary character left the scene (e.g., ‘died’ or ‘left the room’). In 

the 2-2 referent condition, both characters stayed in the current scene. The fourth 

sentence was used to again foreground the protagonist. The fifth sentence was 

identical across conditions and followed the template <protagonist > <matrix-verb> 

<secondary character> <remainder>. This final sentence involved a secondary 

character that was still present in the scene. Whether this secondary character was 

first-mentioned in either sentence 1 or 3 was balanced over the set of stories. To 

justify the use of the complete relative clause in the final sentence, the theme of the 

final sentence was always closely related to the content of the relative clause (e.g., 

following “who was into politics…”, the remainder of the sentence would 

subsequently describe political affairs). 

Three different versions of each story were recorded by the same female 

speaker with a normal speaking rate and intonation. To control for systematical, 

prosodic differences between referentially ambiguous and non-ambiguous speech 

segments, we had twenty different subjects participate in a forced-choice decision 

task. After subjects were fully informed about possible prosodic differences in case of 

referential ambiguity, their task was to classify all speech segments (truncated before 

the disambiguating word, e.g., “the nephew who was into”) as taken from a sentence 

in which this segment was referentially ambiguous or not. The results from this pre-

test showed that they were not able to classify segments above chance-level.  

Three trial lists were used for the ERP experiment. For the first list, 30 stories 

of each condition were pseudorandomly mixed with 60 filler stories (materials from 

Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006b, experiment 1) such that neither condition occurred 

more than two times consecutively, while trials of each type were matched on average 

list position. The other two lists were derived from the first by rotating the different 

trial types. The total of 150 stories was divided in ten blocks, separated by a pause. 

Each trial was separated from the next by a 5 sec silence and was preceded by a short 

warning tone. Total time-on-task was approximately eighty minutes. Participants were 

seated in front of two loudspeakers, and were informed that they would be listening to 

short stories. They were instructed to listen for comprehension and minimize 

movement. No additional task demands were imposed. 

The EEG was recorded from 30 standard scalp locations, amplified (band-pass 

filtered at 0.03 Hz-100 Hz), digitized at 500 Hz and re-referenced to the mean of left 
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and right mastoids. Ocular and muscular artifacts were corrected by means of a 

procedure based on Independent Component Analysis (e.g., Makeig, Jung, 

Ghahremani, Bell & Sejnowski, 1997). Then, epochs that ranged from –500 ms to 

+2000 ms relative to critical word onset were extracted and normalized (by 

subtraction) to a 150 ms pre-onset baseline. Subsequently, segments with potentials 

exceeding +/- 75 μV were rejected, and the remainder was screened for drift artifacts. 

If the total rejection rate exceeded 40%, data of the participant were excluded. Six 

participants were excluded, leaving an average segment loss of 18% across the 

remaining 25 participants.  

 

2.3. Results 

As shown in Figure 1, the referentially ambiguous, pre-critical NPs from both the 2-2 

and 2-1 referent condition elicited a sustained, frontal negative shift relative to 

unambiguous NPs in the 1-1 referent condition. The corresponding difference 

waveforms and their scalp distributions are displayed in Figure 2. These results are 

very comparable to and thus replicate the findings by Van Berkum et al. (2003a). 

The results from our crucial comparison are displayed in Figure 3. The critical 

NPs in the 2-2 referent condition again elicited a frontal negative shift relative to 

critical NPs in the 1-1 referent condition, which had a distribution similar to the effect 

elicited by pre-critical NPs. However, this effect did not reappear in the 2-1 referent 

condition were one character had left the scene. The corresponding difference 

waveforms and their scalp distributions are displayed in Figure 4. These results 

suggest that a discourse-level semantic manipulation that prevents referential 

ambiguity also averts the elicitation of the ERP effect reported by Van Berkum et al 

(1999a, 2003a, 2004). 

The effects of referential ambiguity at the pre-critical NPs in the 2-2 and 2-1 

referent conditions and at the critical NPs in the 2-2 referent condition were 

statistically significant using mean amplitude in the 500-1500 ms window at anterior 

channels, but not at posterior channels. Because these ambiguity effects were 

benchmarks for interpreting the comparison at the critical NP in the 2-1 referent 

condition, and we wanted to have maximal power in the statistical tests involving this 

critical effect, we used only anterior channels for further analysis. 
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Figure 1. Grand averages elicited by pre-critical NPs. In this and all following figures, negativity is 

plotted upwards and waveforms are filtered (5 Hz high cut-off, 48 dB/oct) for presentation purpose 

only. 

 

Using mean amplitude in five consecutive latency windows (100-300, 300-600, 600-

1000, 1000-1500, 1500-2000 ms from word onset) the overall Condition (2) x 

Electrode (15) analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed significant main effects of 

referential ambiguity for pre-critical NPs in the 2-2 referent condition (600-1000 and 

1000-1500 windows) and pre-critical NPs in the 2-1 referent condition (300-600, 600-

1000, 1000-1500 and 1500-2000 windows; see Table 2). 

An identical analysis for the ERPs elicited by the critical NPs revealed 

significant main effects of referential ambiguity for the 2-2 referent condition in the 

100-300, 300-600, 600-1000 and 1000-1500 windows. Crucially, the 2-1 referent 

condition did not significantly differ from the 1-1 referent condition in any of the time 

windows. Subsequent comparison of the ERPs elicited by critical NPs in the 2-2 and 

2-1 referent condition revealed significant main effects of ambiguity in the 300-600 
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(F(1,24) = 6.65, P = .016), 600-1000 (F(1,24) = 10.66, P = .003), and 1000-1500 

(F(1,24) = 25.11, P = .000) windows. 

Finally, we analysed ERPs elicited by referentially disambiguating words 

(e.g., ‘politics’ and ‘history’) following pre-critical and critical NPs (displayed in 

Figure 5). There were no significant differences between the 1-1 referent condition 

and the other two conditions in any time window (at either anterior of posterior 

channels), except for the 1000-1500 ms window following pre-critical NPs. In this 

time window, the 2-2 referent condition significantly differed from the 1-1 condition 

(F(1,24) = 5.83, P = .031) and almost significantly differed from the 2-1 condition 

(F(1,24) = 5.12, P = .064). These differences are perhaps caused by differences in 

story content that occur after these disambiguating words: the information that both 

characters stay in the current scene (in the 2-2 referent condition) may be more salient 

or unexpected than one character leaving the scene.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Difference waves at Fz for critical NPs (2-2 minus 1-1 referent condition, and 2-1 minus 1-1 

referent condition), and corresponding scalp distributions for the time windows that were used for 

statistical analysis. 
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Figure 3. Grand averages elicited by critical NPs. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Difference waves for critical NPs. 
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Table 2. F values and P values for main effects of referential ambiguity in five consecutive time 

windows (at anterior channels only).  

  Latency range from acoustic word onset (ms) 

  100-300 300-600 600-1000 1000-1500 1500-2000 

Pre-critical NPs 

       2-2 referent condition 

F .47 1.28 14.00 17.41 2.94  

P .50 .269 .001*** .000**** .099 

       2-1 referent condition 

F .80 7.56 18.20 12.86 7.06  

P .38 .01* .000**** .001*** .014* 

 

Critical NPs 

       2-2 referent condition 

F 5.58 4.55 4.61 8.34 .33  

P .03* .04* .042* .008** .57 

       2-1 referent condition 

F .96 .02 .45 1.16 .86  

P .34 .97 .51 .292 .36 

For all F tests, numerator df = 1, denominator df = 24. 

P  <.05*, P  <.01**, P  <.005***, P <.001**** 

 

Importantly, the referentially induced ERP effect persisted after participants had heard 

the disambiguating words (the mean distance between NPs and disambiguating words 

was 1083 ms, min=673, max=1139). Together with the absence of any immediate 

effect of disambiguating words, this suggests that although the referentially induced 

ERP effect is immediately triggered by referentially ambiguous words, it ultimately 

outlasts the resolution of this ambiguity. 
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Figure 5. ERPs elicited by disambiguating words following pre-critical (left) and critical (right) NPs at 

midline electrodes. 

 

2.4. Discussion 

Our ERP findings confirm earlier evidence for rapid referential analysis in discourse 

comprehension (Van Berkum et al, 1999a, 2003a; see Tanenhaus et al, 1995, for 

comparable results from visual world eye-tracking experiments) and are consistent 

with delays observed in the reading of referentially ambiguous nouns (e.g., Garnham, 

2001; Myers & O’Brien, 1998). More importantly, our results suggest that the frontal, 

sustained negative shift reported by Van Berkum et al. (1999a, 2003a) reflects 

genuine referential ambiguity from having two eligible referents in the current model 

of the discourse, and not superficial ambiguity from two entities having been 

mentioned in the discourse. As such, it has proven sensitive to changes in referential 
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accessibility that typically accompany the comings and goings of story characters, and 

can thus be brought into action as a tool to selectively track referential processing 

during discourse comprehension. 

Upon encountering a referentially ambiguous word, a listener is temporally 

unable to construct a coherent mental model of what is described in the discourse, and 

has to take into account that both eligible candidates may turn out to be the intended 

referent. Note that these candidates do not need to be semantically equivalent (e.g., 

‘two girls’), as a similar ERP effect is also elicited by lexically ambiguous words that 

can refer to equally likely, though semantically different entities (e.g., ‘a pitcher’ in 

“The pitcher fell down…”, Hagoort & Brown, 1994). In this latter case, one could 

argue that lexically ambiguous words (when presented in a sufficiently neutral 

context) force the reader to set up two competing referents. But whether the 

referential candidates are semantically equivalent or not, referential ambiguity may 

very well demand additional working memory resources, which may explain why the 

referentially induced ERP effect resembles ERP effects that are associated with 

increased working memory load in linguistic (e.g., Kutas, 1997) as well as non-

linguistic tasks (e.g. Donaldson & Rugg, 1999), and why it is correlated with Reading 

Span performance (Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006a). 

Potential cues to the functional neuroanatomical underpinnings of the 

referentially induced ERP effect come from a recent fMRI-study by Rodd, Davis & 

Johnsrude (2005). In their study, subjects were presented lexically ambiguous words 

in relatively neutral sentence contexts (e.g., “He saw the hair/hare…), thus 

comparable to the materials known to evoke sustained, frontal negative shifts in the 

ERP (Brown & Hagoort, 1994). These ambiguous sentences were found to increase 

activity in temporal and frontal brain regions, including the left inferior frontal gyrus 

(LIFG) and to some extent its right hemisphere counterpart. In recent years, the LIFG 

has been associated with a range of processes and there is still discussion about its 

functional subdivision, but there seems to be a growing consensus that at least the 

anterior part of the LIFG (BA 45/47) is involved in making comparisons of semantic 

representations held in working memory during linguistic and non-linguistic 

processing (e.g., Bookheimer, 2002; Kaan & Swaab, 2002; Thompson-Schill, 

D’Esposito, Aguirre & Farah, 1997; Wagner, Pare-Blagoev, Clark & Poldrack, 2001), 

or, as Novick, Trueswell and Thompson-Schill (2005) put it, detecting and resolving 

conflict when multiple characterizations of the linguistic or non-linguistic input point 
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towards incompatible interpretations. It thus seems reasonable to predict that the 

LIFG (or, more specifically, at least BA 45/47) is also involved in processing 

referential ambiguity. We are currently undertaking a functional neuroimaging study 

to test this prediction and to explore which areas of the human brain are differentially 

involved in dealing with referential ambiguity, referential failure (when no referential 

candidate is directly available at all) and semantic incongruity during language 

comprehension. 

Although the present findings show that ERPs can be used to selectively track 

referential analysis in discourse comprehension, our results also raise new questions 

with regard to the resolution of referential ambiguity. The referentially induced ERP 

effect proved sensitive to discourse-level semantic information, but did not 

immediately disappear upon encountering a disambiguating word. These seemingly 

paradoxical results indicate that the increased working memory load due to referential 

ambiguity has relatively long-lasting effects on language processing (see also Kutas, 

1997, for similar results using syntactic complexity manipulations). In other words, 

our findings may suggest that while making demand on processing capacity has an 

immediate effect, letting go of this demand is a more gradual process. Further 

research is needed to clarify these issues. 

 One other caveat that should be made here is that the elicitation of a frontal 

negative shift by a referentially problematic word may be restricted to referentially 

ambiguous words. That is to say, this ERP effect is not the sole ‘representative’ of 

referential problems in general. ERP studies investigating other referential aspects of 

language comprehension (e.g., Anderson & Holcomb, 2005; Harris, Wexler & 

Holcomb, 2000; Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006a; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995; 

Streb, Rösler & Hennighausen, 1999; Swaab, Camblin & Gordon, 2004; Van Berkum 

et al., 2004, 2006) suggest that different referential ‘problems’ (e.g., nonparallel 

discourse structures, referential failure, synonymy) may elicit ERP effects that are 

typically associated with semantic or syntactic problems (e.g., N400 or P600). 

Perhaps because establishing reference is intricately intertwined with phonological, 

syntactic and semantic levels of linguistic representation, referential problems may 

sometimes affect the analysis at other levels and become manifest as such (see Van 

Berkum et al., 2006, for discussion). 

In all, our results show that the ERP effect that is associated with referential 

ambiguity reflects genuine ambiguity from having two eligible candidates in the 
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situation model of the discourse. This suggests that at least one type of problem with 

referential analysis, namely referential ambiguity, can be selectively tracked with 

ERPs at the level that is most relevant to discourse comprehension, the situation 

model. 
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3. Individual differences and contextual bias in pronoun resolution: 

Evidence from ERPs. 
 

Abstract 
Although we usually have no trouble finding the right antecedent for a pronoun, 

the co-reference relations between pronouns and antecedents in everyday language 

are often ‘formally’ ambiguous. But a pronoun is only really ambiguous if a reader 

or listener indeed perceives it to be ambiguous. Whether this is the case may 

depend on at least two factors: the language processing skills of an individual 

reader, and the contextual bias towards one particular referential interpretation. 

In the current study, we used event related brain potentials (ERPs) to explore how 

both these factors affect the resolution of referentially ambiguous pronouns. We 

compared ERPs elicited by formally ambiguous and non-ambiguous pronouns that 

were embedded in simple sentences (e.g., “Jennifer Lopez told Madonna that she 

had too much money.”). Individual differences in language processing skills were 

assessed with the Reading Span task, while the contextual bias of each sentence 

(up to the critical pronoun) had been assessed in a referential cloze pretest. In line 

with earlier research, ambiguous pronouns elicited a sustained, frontal negative 

shift relative to non-ambiguous pronouns at the group-level. The size of this effect 

was correlated with Reading Span score, as well as with contextual bias. These 

results suggest that whether a reader perceives a formally ambiguous pronoun to 

be ambiguous is subtly co-determined by both individual language processing 

skills and contextual bias. 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Almost no conversation goes by without somebody using a pronoun to refer to some 

object, action or individual. Pronouns are our linguistic ‘short-cuts’ for maintaining 

reference to topics that are in the focus of our conversation. In fact, comprehending 

pronouns is such common practice, we usually feel as if we understand their 

antecedents immediately (e.g., Clark & Sengul, 1979). Interestingly, we generally do 

not even notice that the co-reference relations between pronouns and their 

antecedents in everyday language are often ‘formally’ ambiguous, that is, when the 

linguistic features of a pronoun (e.g., male/female, singular/plural) by itself do not 

warrant the retrieval of a unique antecedent. For instance, given the sentence-

fragment “Bruce Willis hated Al Pacino because he…”, most people will 

automatically take ‘Al Pacino’ as the antecedent of ‘he’ (as the most likely 
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continuation of this sentence will describe the characteristics of Al Pacino which he 

was hated for), even though ‘he’ might, in principle, also refer to ‘Bruce Willis’. In 

the current study, we used event-related brain potentials (ERPs) to explore how the 

resolution of such formally ambiguous pronouns is subtly influenced by both 

individual differences in language processing skills and sentence-level contextual 

bias. 

How listeners and readers comprehend pronouns has been extensively studied 

for many years now (e.g., Garnham, 2001, for review). An important topic in this line 

of research has been whether pronouns and antecedents are immediately matched on 

syntactic features like number and gender (e.g., Arnold, Eisenband, Brown-Schmidt 

& Trueswell, 2000; Gernsbacher, 1989; McDonald & MacWhinney, 1995; Sanford & 

Garrod, 1989; see also Osterhout & Mobley, 1995; Schmitt, Lamers & Münte, 2002; 

Streb, Rösler & Hennighausen, 1999, for examples of ERP studies addressing 

pronoun resolution). Another thoroughly investigated issue comprises the strategies 

that readers and listeners opt for when no referent matches sufficiently or when more 

than one referent matches equally well, i.e. when readers may engage in optional 

strategic processing to identify the referent of an ambiguous pronoun (e.g., Greene, 

McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992; Järvikivi, Van Gompel, Hyona & Bertram, 2005; 

MacDonald & MacWhinney, 1990; Tyler & Marslen-Wilson, 1982). For example, 

many researchers have tried to unravel whether readers display certain preferences or 

strategies when resolving ambiguous pronouns (e.g., Crawley, Stevenson & 

Kleinman, 1990, Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988; Järvikivi et al., 2005). However, 

although individual differences in other aspects of language comprehension have long 

been established (e.g., Daneman & Carpenter, 1980), potential differences in how 

people resolve formally ambiguous pronouns has remained relatively unexplored 

territory. 

It is not hard to see how people may differ in processing a pronoun like ‘he’ in 

“Bruce Willis hated Al Pacino because he…”, because the formal ambiguity it 

conveys is a rather subtle linguistic phenomenon that can easily be overlooked. 

Though ‘he’ can, in principle, be taken to refer to either celebrity, readers might just 

as well immediately take on the – to them, and at that moment – most obvious 

referential commitment and completely miss out on this formal ambiguity. 

Alternatively, some readers may indeed take into account both possible referential 

interpretations, and engage in additional inferencing to identify the correct 
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antecedent. In short, a potential difference in how individuals process formally 

ambiguous pronouns may lie in whether they do or do not actually perceive anything 

ambiguous about these pronouns. Of course, the question then remains why some 

people do and others do not notice anything ambiguous. 

Traditionally, a particular explanatory role for individual variation in 

measures of language comprehension has been assigned to differences in working 

memory capacity (e.g., Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Just & Carpenter, 1992). 

Although the concept and measurement of working memory capacity remains a topic 

of debate (e.g., Caplan & Waters, 1999; Engle, 2002; MacDonald & Christiansen, 

2002; Waters & Caplan, 1996), there is a wealth of data suggesting that individuals 

who perform better on a typical verbal working memory task like the Reading Span 

task also perform better on both off-line and on-line measures of language 

comprehension (e.g., Just and Carpenter, 1992). One of the general findings on the 

relationship between Reading Span score and language comprehension is that high 

span readers are more likely to elaborate their discourse models with optional, 

knowledge-based inferences than low span readers (e.g., Calvo, 2001; Linderholm, 

2002; St. George, Mannes & Hoffman, 1997; Whitney, Ritchie & Clark, 1991). 

Furthermore, in the case of lexical-semantic ambiguity during sentence processing, 

high span readers seem to have both possible interpretations more readily available 

than low span readers (e.g., Miyake, Just & Carpenter, 1994).  

The abovementioned types of evidence seem to provide convergent support 

for the hypothesis that high span readers will generally be more ‘sensitive’ to the 

different referential interpretations that are conveyed by formally ambiguous 

pronouns. Because high span readers seem more sensitive to the subtle constraints 

that guide language comprehension (e.g., MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002), they are 

more likely to temporarily take into account that either referential interpretation may 

ultimately be correct. Low span readers, on the other hand, may tend to be 

‘insensitive’ to formal ambiguity and immediately take on the first referential 

commitment that comes to mind (for example, they may automatically rely on 

heuristic strategies or contextual bias to a greater extent than high span readers). Of 

course, the likelihood that a reader will immediately take on one particular referential 

interpretation upon encountering a formally ambiguous pronoun is not just based on 

his or her language processing skills, it is also greatly influenced by the degree of 

contextual bias (the syntactic and semantic/pragmatic constraints from the preceding 
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context) towards one or the other interpretation. Contextual bias involves the complex 

interplay of different types of informational cues, for instance, whether a referent was 

the first-mentioned entity (e.g., Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988) or the grammatical 

subject of a sentence (e.g., Crawley et al., 1990), but more importantly, it also 

involves world knowledge plausibility (e.g., McKoon, Ward, Ratcliff & Sproat, 

1993). For example, one reason why it may be hard to immediately determine who is 

meant by ‘he’ in a sentence like “Bruce Willis told Al Pacino that he…” is that, in the 

real world, it makes approximately equal sense that somebody tells something about 

himself (e.g., “that he was sorry.”) as to tell something about another person (e.g., 

“that he was an arrogant drunk.”). But this relative, contextual ‘neutrality’ can be 

subtly altered in either direction: in the sentence “Bruce Willis secretively whispered 

to Al Pacino that he…”, the more likely antecedent is ‘Bruce Willis’ because people 

tend to be more secretive about themselves than about others. Alternatively, ‘Al 

Pacino’ is the more likely antecedent in “Bruce Willis reproachfully told Al Pacino 

that he…”, because people are generally more reproachful because of someone else’s 

actions than their own (see Koornneef & Van Berkum, 2006; Van Berkum, 

Koornneef, Otten & Nieuwland, 2006, for evidence in support of an immediate 

influence of verb-based plausibility on pronoun resolution). Furthermore, connectives 

that precede pronouns may also play an important role by signaling the coherence 

relations between the surrounding clauses. For example, while ‘because’ signals that 

the second clause will describe the cause of what is described in the first clause, ‘so’ 

signals that the second clause will describe its consequence (e.g., Stevenson, Knott, 

Oberlander & McDonald, 2000). In effect, people will generally take ‘he’ in “Bruce 

Willis hated Al Pacino because he…” to refer to Al Pacino, as Al Pacino is the most 

likely cause of Bruce Willis‘s hatred, but most people will take ‘he’ in “Bruce Willis 

hated Al Pacino so he…” to refer to Bruce Willis, because Bruce Willis is the person 

most likely to act upon his own hatred.  

It is generally thought that contextual bias makes us prefer one referential 

interpretation over another by determining the relative amounts of focus on entities in 

the discourse model, and that entities that are more focused are more easily accessible 

for subsequent reference (e.g., Gordon, Grosz & Gilliom, 1993; Greene, McKoon & 

Ratcliff, 1992; Sanford & Garrod, 1989; Stevenson et al., 2000). Hence, contextual 

bias may also determine the online resolution of a pronoun that, in principle, can refer 

to two antecedents. In biased sentences, readers are more likely to immediately settle 
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on the character that is in greater focus and less likely to engage in additional 

processing than if there is no bias and the two characters are equally focused 

candidates. In fact, if a sentence has a very strong contextual bias, one particular 

referent may be focused so much that readers might immediately take this referent as 

the antecedent and not even notice anything ambiguous about a ‘formally’ ambiguous 

pronoun. For example, it might be just as easy to find the antecedent for ‘he’ in  a two 

male referent context like  “Bruce Willis reproachfully told Al Pacino that he…”, as 

in a 1 male referent context like “Jennifer Lopez reproachfully told Al Pacino that 

he…”. 

In the present study, we examined how both language processing skills (as 

reflected by Reading Span performance) and contextual bias influence the processing 

of formally ambiguous pronouns. The use of event-related brain potentials (ERPs) 

enabled us to study on-line language comprehension without the need of an artificial 

probe task. In particular, we were able to exploit a recently discovered ERP effect 

that can be used to selectively track referential ambiguity during language 

comprehension (Nieuwland, Otten & Van Berkum, 2006; Van Berkum et al, 1999a, 

2003a, 2004). This ERP effect, a sustained, frontal negative shift, is elicited by 

referentially ambiguous nouns (e.g., ‘girl’ in a two-girl context; Van Berkum et al, 

1999a, 2003a) relative to non-ambiguous nouns. Furthermore, and of particular 

relevance to the current study, results from a spoken sentence-study (see Van Berkum 

et al., 2004) showed that this ERP effect is also elicited by formally referentially 

ambiguous pronouns, that is, singular, male pronouns in a context containing two 

males (e.g., ‘he’ in “John shot David as he…”). 

In a follow up study, Nieuwland, Otten & Van Berkum (2006) showed that 

this referentially induced ERP effect is elicited by ambiguity from actually having 

two equally eligible referents in the discourse model, and not by ‘superficial’ 

ambiguity from two similar entities having been mentioned in the discourse. For 

example, if two girls had originally been mentioned, but one of them had left the 

scene (e.g., had left the room or died), critical nouns did not elicit the frontal negative 

shift any longer. Taken together, these findings suggest that referential ambiguity can 

be selectively tracked with ERPs at the level that is most relevant to language 

comprehension, the situation model. 

The abovementioned, referentially induced ERP effect allowed us, in the 

present study, to examine both the influence of individual differences in language 
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processing skills and of contextual bias on pronoun resolution. Individual differences 

in language processing skills were first assessed with a new Dutch version of the 

Reading Span Task (Van den Noort, Bosch, Haverkort & Hugdahl, 2006), while 

contextual bias for each sentence was established in a separate referential cloze task 

(see Table 1). Subjects read sentences that were presented on a screen word-by-word, 

while we measured ERP-responses to the singular pronouns that were embedded in 

the sentences. The sentences contained two males, two females or one male and one 

female. Hence, the male pronouns in a 2-male referents context and the female 

pronouns in a 2-female context were ‘formally’ ambiguous pronouns. All pronouns in 

the 1-male and 1-female referent context were non-ambiguous. 

Table 1. Example items (approximate translation from Dutch) with increasing contextual bias. The 

truncated sentences were used in the referential cloze task, while the complete sentences were used in 

the ERP experiment. %NP1 and %NP2 are the percentages of people in the referential cloze task who 

encircled the first- and second-mentioned entity respectively. Contextual bias was computed as the 

absolute difference between %NP1 and %NP2. 

Sentence 

 

%NP1 %NP2 Contextual 

bias 

Anton forgave Michael the problem because his … 

… car was a wreck. 

50 50 0 

The chemist hit the historian while he … 

… was laughing hard. 

53 47 6 

Bruce Willis told Al Pacino that he … 

… was a bit promiscuous. 

37 63 26 

Linda invited Anna when her … 

… irritating brother wasn’t around. 

70 30 40 

The businessman called the dealer just as he … 

… left the trendy club. 

20 80 60 

 

We expected ‘formally’ ambiguous pronouns to elicit a sustained, frontal negative 

shift relative to non-ambiguous pronouns, replicating the results from the spoken-

sentence study reported by Van Berkum et al. (2004). Crucially, we expected the size 

of this referentially induced ERP effect to be correlated with Reading Span score, as 

individual language processing skills should increase the reader’s ‘sensitivity’ to 

formal referential ambiguity. Furthermore, similar to how a discourse context that 

prevents referential ambiguity also averts the elicitation of the referentially induced 
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ERP effect (Nieuwland et al., 2006a), sentence-level differences in contextual bias 

may become visible in amplitude differences of this effect. Therefore, we expected 

the referential ambiguity effect to be dependent on the degree of contextual bias 

towards one particular referential interpretation. 

Finally, to provide a background against which to evaluate the effects of 

referential ambiguity, we also included two conditions involving highly salient 

anomalies: lexical-semantic anomalies (e.g., “Al Pacino told Madonna that she wasn’t 

a very nice sausage3 to be around.”) and referentially failing pronouns (e.g., ‘she’ in 

“Al Pacino told Bruce Willis that she wasn’t a very nice person to be around.”4). 

ERPs elicited by the critical words in both types of anomalies were compared to 

ERPs elicited by their non-anomalous and referentially successful counterparts 

respectively (e.g. “Al Pacino told Madonna that she wasn’t a very nice person to be 

around.”). We expected lexical-semantic anomalies to elicit an N400 effect (e.g., 

Kutas & Hillyard, 1980), and referentially failing pronouns to elicit a P600 effect 

(e.g., Osterhout & Mobley, 1995; Van Berkum et al., 2004). This would allow us to 

examine whether the expected effect of language processing skills is specific to 

referential ambiguity or whether it would also affect other aspects of language 

comprehension (e.g., Bornkessel, Fiebach & Friederici, 2004; Friederici, Steinhauer, 

Mecklinger & Meyer, 1998; Gunter, Wagner & Friederici, 2003; Münte, Schiltz & 

Kutas, 1998; Vos, Gunter, Kolk, Mulder, 2001). 

 

3.2. Methods 

Subjects 

After giving informed consent, thirty-two right-handed college students (11 males, 

mean age 20.4) participated in this study for course credit. All participants were 

                                                 
3 Although English speakers may actually refer to someone as a (silly) sausage, referring to someone as 

‘een vriendelijke rookworst’ (as was the case in this Dutch example item) is completely semantically 

anomalous. 
4 It should be noted that the present pronoun gender disagreements technically did not constitute any 

anomaly, because these pronouns could also be taken as referring to some third, unmentioned entity. 

However, under most models of pronoun resolution, readers first try to find an appropriate antecedent 

with the given set of discourse entities (e.g., Garnham, 2001), and such pronoun gender disagreements 

have been shown to elicit reliable ERP effects with both Dutch and English materials (Van Berkum et 

al., 2004; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995). 
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native speakers of Dutch, without any neurological impairment, and had not 

participated in the referential cloze task (see below). 

Reading Span task 

A computerized, new Dutch version of the reading span task (Van den Noort, Bosch, 

Haverkort & Hugdahl, 2006) was used to measure verbal working memory 

performance. This version consisted of five sets of 20 sentences, matched for 

sentence-length (number of syllables) and matched for the number of letters, number 

of syllables and frequency of the final word. The sentences were presented in 

different set sizes (2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 sentences), in random order (minimizing set-size 

anticipatory effects) and were read aloud by the subjects from a computer screen 

(minimizing experimenter effects).When a subject had finished a sentence, he/she 

immediately pressed the space bar triggering the onset of the next sentence. If the 

subject could not finish the sentence in 6.5s, the next sentence was automatically 

presented. When a subject had completed all the sentences of a set, a recall-cue was 

presented and he/she had to recall the final words of the sentences from that set, while 

the experimenter registered and scored the responses. Subjects were instructed to read 

for comprehension with a normal pace (though encouraged to read faster if they were 

not able to read the sentences in 6.5s). Reading Span score was computed as the total 

number of final words that were correctly recalled (note that this scoring method is 

less vulnerable to within-task performance variability than the original Reading Span 

scoring method). 

Materials 

We created 270 Dutch sentences describing the interaction between two characters. 

The one-referent condition always contained one male and one female. In the two-

referent condition, both characters were either male or both female. The two 

characters were denoted by proper names (e.g., ‘John/David/Mary/Lisa’), by definite 

noun phrases (e.g., ‘the father/son/empress/queen’) or they were celebrities (e.g., 

‘George Bush/Bill Clinton/Madonna/Jennifer Lopez’). The two conditions were 

matched on frequency and length of the words that denoted the story characters (and 

the celebrities were matched on frequency using Google-hits on Dutch websites). 

Every sentence also contained a pronoun (‘he/she/his/her’,5) that could formally be 

                                                 
5 The Dutch equivalent of ‘she’ is ‘zij’, which can also mean the plural pronoun ‘they’. To avoid this 

ambiguity, sentences containing the pronoun ‘zij’ were constructed so that a corresponding singular 
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taken to refer to either of the two characters mentioned in the two-referent condition. 

We used a range of different themes for constructing the sentences to increase the 

content variability of our materials (see Table 1 for examples; a full set of example 

materials can be obtained from http://users.fmg.uva.nl/mnieuwland/Nieuwland-

VanBerkum_Pronoun-exp_Example_stimuli.pdf). 

The 270 items were pre-tested using a written, referential cloze task: all two-

referent sentences were truncated after the pronoun, pseudo-randomly mixed into six 

different versions. Thirty-two subjects were asked to complete every sentence with 

the first sentence-ending that came to mind (while keeping the continuation as simple 

and logical as possible), and to subsequently circle the character they had in mind 

while completing the sentence (i.e., the antecedent of the pronoun). The rational for 

using this task was that when readers think about the most logical sentence 

continuation, they have already made a referential choice and what they write down 

reflects and confirms this choice. Note that this type of pre-test is more natural than 

asking subjects to directly point out the referent (encircling without continuation, or 

with encircling preceding continuation), and its usefulness and sensitivity have 

already been demonstrated in other studies (e.g., Stevenson et al 2000; though in that 

study the referential interpretation was scored by experimenters afterwards). 

For each item, contextual bias was computed as the absolute percentage-

difference between the percentage of people that completed it with the first 

mentioned character in mind and the percentage of people that had the second story 

character in mind6. The contextual bias of our pre-test items ranged from 0% to 

100%, from which we selected 240 items (min=0%, max=61%, M=22%, SD=17%). 

For each item, a one-referent version was created by replacing one male character 

with a female character or vice versa. Another two versions were created for each 
                                                                                                                                            
verb always preceded the pronoun and unambiguously constrained its interpretation to a singular ‘she’, 

e.g., “Toen Marie Lisa opzocht keek zij…”). 
6 The results from this completion task showed that some subjects encircled the first and second 

characters equally often, while some tended to encircle the first character more often than the second 

character or vice versa. For example, one subject had encircled the first character 66% of the pre-test 

items, while another subject did so only 41% of the items. All other subjects scored within this range. 

We are aware that these differences may be related to individual differences in language 

comprehension skills. However, because no other task than the completion task was administered to 

these subjects, we were not able to investigate whether differences in sentence completion may have 

been a function of individual language comprehension skills. 
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item to address the differential role of language processing skills in processing 

different types of anomalies/ambiguities: a lexical-semantic anomaly condition by 

replacing one word from the one-referent version with a lexical-semantic anomalous 

word (e.g., “Paula always greets Josh when he enters the quiet umbrella/study hall.”), 

and a zero-referent condition by replacing both male characters with female 

characters or vice versa (effectively leaving the pronoun without a directly available, 

eligible antecedent, e.g., “Jennifer Lopez screamed at Madonna because he …”). The 

lexical-semantic anomalous words were matched to their control counterparts for 

length and frequency. 

Each subject was presented 60 items from each condition, evenly distributed 

across the contextual bias spectrum of the corresponding two-referent sentences. To 

counteract the transparency of presenting 240 sentences containing pronouns, we 

included 120 fillers sentences that also described the interaction between two 

characters but that did not contain any pronouns. 

Procedure 

After having completed the Reading Span task, participants were seated in front of a 

display monitor, and were informed that they would be reading sentences word-by-

word from the middle of the screen. They were instructed to read for comprehension 

only, and to minimize movement. No additional task demands were imposed. 

 Four trial lists were used. For the first list, 60 items from each condition were 

pseudorandomly mixed with 120 filler sentences such that no trial type occurred more 

than three times consecutively and trials of each type were matched on average list 

position. The other lists were derived from the first by rotating the trial types. The 

total of 360 sentences was divided in five blocks, separated by a pause. 

 To parallel natural reading times, all words (except from the word that directly 

preceded the critical pronouns onwards) were presented using a variable serial visual 

presentation procedure, which was based on natural reading times (Haberlandt & 

Graesser, 1985; Legge, Ahn, Klitz, & Luebker, 1997) and a subjective assessment of 

the naturalness of the resulting presentation times. In principle, word duration in ms 

was computed as ((number of letters*30) + 190), with a maximum of 430 ms. 

However, to avoid spurious ERP effects due to differences in word length, we 

switched to non-variable presentation from the word that preceded the critical 

pronoun onwards (using a word duration of 350 ms, with an exception for final 

words, which were presented 1000 ms). Importantly, participants did not notice this 
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alternation between variable and fixed word duration presentation within sentences. 

All inter-word-intervals were 150 ms. After every final word, a blank screen was 

presented for 2s, which was subsequently followed by a fixation-mark. At the onset 

of this fixation-mark, subjects could start the new sentence themselves using a right 

button-press. Total time-on-task was approximately seventy minutes. 

EEG Recording 

The EEG was recorded from 30 standard scalp locations (Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz, Fp1/2, F3/4, 

F7/8, F9/10, FC1/2, FC5/6, FT9/10, C3/4, T7/8, CP1/2, CP5/6, P3/4, P7/8), amplified 

(band-pass filtered at 0.03 Hz-100 Hz), digitized at 500 Hz and re-referenced to the 

mean of left and right mastoids. Ocular and muscular artifacts were corrected by 

means of a procedure based on Independent Component Analysis (see Jung et al., 

2000; Makeig, Jung, Ghahremani, Bell & Sejnowski, 1997). Then, epochs that ranged 

from -500 ms to +1600 ms relative to critical word onset were extracted and 

normalized (by subtraction) to a 150 ms pre-onset baseline. Subsequently, segments 

with potentials exceeding +/- 75 μV were rejected, and the remainder was screened 

for drift artifacts. If the total rejection rate exceeded 40%, data of the participant were 

excluded. Two participants were excluded, leaving an average segment loss of 9% 

across the remaining 30 participants. 

 

3.3. Results 

Main effects of referential ambiguity 

Figure 1 displays the grand average waveforms elicited by the referentially 

ambiguous and non-ambiguous pronouns at all electrode locations. As visible from 

this figure, ambiguous pronouns elicited a sustained, slightly left-lateralized, frontal 

negative shift relative to non-ambiguous controls. Using mean amplitude in the 400-

1500 ms latency window (based on visual inspection of the ERP waveforms), the 

overall Ambiguity (2) x Electrode (30) analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a 

main effect of Ambiguity (F(1,29)=5.75, p= 0.023). Because simple main effects 

revealed a clear effect of Ambiguity at anterior electrodes only (F(1,14)=6.74, p= 

0.015), all subsequent analyses concerning referential ambiguity were done using 

mean amplitude of the 400-1500 ms window pooled over the 15 anterior electrodes. 
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Figure 1. Grand averages elicited by formally ambiguous and non-ambiguous pronouns. In this and 

all following figures, negativity is plotted upwards and waveforms are filtered (5 Hz high cut-off, 48 

dB/oct) for presentation purpose only. 

 

Effects of Reading Span 

Reading Span scores ranged from 52 to 94 (M= 71, SD= 10.8). Importantly, this score 

was significantly correlated with the size of the referential ambiguity effect 

(Pearson’s r=0.41, p=0.024; see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Relationship of Reading Span score and the referential ambiguity effect (left), and scalp 

distribution of the r-values corresponding to each electrode channel (right). 
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Our thirty subjects were subsequently grouped into low span (N=14) and high span 

(N=16) groups using a median split. Reading Span score for the low span group 

ranged from 52 to 70 (M= 61.9, SD= 6.1, 4 males, mean age 20.8), and from 71 to 94 

for the high span group (M= 78.9, SD= 7.1, 6 males, mean age 20.3). Grand average 

ERPs for the two groups are displayed in Figure 3. The overall ANOVA revealed a 

significant Ambiguity(2) x Span Group(2) interaction effect (F(1,28)=6.57, p= 

0.016). Simple main-effect analysis within each group showed that the referential 

ambiguity effect was found to be significant in the high span group (F(1,15)=11.39, 

p= 0.004), but not in the low span group. (F(1,13)=0.003, p= 0.956). 

 

 
Figure 3. Grand averages elicited by ambiguous and non-ambiguous pronouns per Reading Span 

group. In this and all following figures, scalp distribution corresponding to the differential effect in the 

400-1500 ms window is presented below the ERP plots. 
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Effects of contextual bias 

Because of the small number of trials available per participant for grouping with 

regard to contextual bias, trials were only grouped into moderately biased and weakly 

biased items (mean bias 37.0% and 7.8% respectively; bias was computed as the 

absolute difference between the percentages of people who encircled the first- or 

second-mentioned entity for each sentence in the referential cloze task). Figure 4 

displays the grand average ERPs for moderately and weakly biased items and 

corresponding scalp distributions of the ambiguity effect. The Ambiguity(2) x Bias(2) 

interaction was only marginally significant (F(1,29)=3.110, p= 0.088). Simple main-

effect analysis within each bias type showed that the referential ambiguity effect was 

found to be significant in the weakly biased items (F(1,29)=8.715, p= 0.006), but not 

in the moderately biased items (F(1,29)=.75, p= 0.393). 

 
Figure 4. Grand averages elicited by ambiguous and non-ambiguous pronouns for moderately and 

weakly biased sentences. The numbers below the example sentences indicate the percentages of people 

who took the critical pronoun to refer to the first-mentioned entity (%NP1) or the second-mentioned 

entity (%NP2). 
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Although the abovementioned simple main effects are not completely covered by a 

significant interaction effect (perhaps because of a relatively low power for this test), 

it is licensed by the results of a more fine-grained correlational analysis of the relation 

between contextual bias and the referential ambiguity effect. This analysis was 

performed by pooling trials from all subjects into 6 clusters with increasing 

contextual bias (each containing an approximately equally large number of trials), 

and calculating the mean contextual bias and referential ambiguity effect for each 

cluster. This analysis revealed that the size of the referential ambiguity effect was 

strongly and significantly correlated with contextual bias (Pearson’s r=0.94, 

p=0.006). 

 

Combined effects of Reading Span and contextual bias 

The grand average ERP for ambiguous and non-ambiguous pronouns in moderately 

and weakly biased sentences for the two Reading Span groups are displayed in Figure 

5 (electrode locations Fp1 & Fp2). The Ambiguity(2) x Bias(2) x Span-group(2) 

three-way interaction was not significant (F(1,28)=.045, p= 0.834).  

 
Figure 5. Grand averages elicited by ambiguous and non-ambiguous pronouns for moderately and 

weakly biased sentences for each Reading Span group at electrode position Fp1 & Fp2.  
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Reading Span score and N400/P600 effects 

ERP effects elicited by semantic incongruence and referential failure (i.e. 

semantically anomalous words and referentially failing pronouns, relative to their 

respective control words in the both referentially non-ambiguous and semantically 

congruent control condition) are displayed in Figure 6 for both span groups (electrode 

locations P3 & P4). As can be seen from this figure, semantically incongruent words 

elicited an N400 effect relative to congruent control words in both span groups (upper 

graph), and the referential failing pronouns elicited a P600 effect relative to 

referential non-ambiguous pronouns in both groups (lower graph).  

 
Figure 6. N400 effects of semantic incongruence (upper graph) and P600 effects of referential failure 

(lower graph) for each Reading Span group at electrode position P3 & P4. 

 

Using mean amplitude in the 300-500 ms window, the overall Congruence(2) x 

Electrode (30) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of semantic congruence 

(F(1,29)=68.27, p<0.001). Using mean amplitude in the 500-1000 ms window, the 

overall Referential Failure(2) x Electrode(30) ANOVA revealed a significant main 

effect of referential failure (F(1,29)=12.41, p=0.001). In contrast to the ERP effect 

elicited by referentially ambiguous pronouns, Reading Span score did not correlate 

with the abovementioned N400 effect (r=0.054, p=0.776), nor with the P600 effect 

(r=0.073, p=0.702), taking into account only posterior channels where both effects 

were largest. Also, using mean amplitude difference at posterior channels, there was 

no significant Congruence(2) x Span Group(2) interaction (F(1,28)=1.36, p=0.253), 
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nor a significant Referential Failure(2) x Span Group(2) interaction (F(1,28)=0.367, 

p=0.550). 

 

3.4. Discussion 

The goal of this ERP experiment was to explore how the resolution of formally 

ambiguous pronouns is affected by both individual differences in language processing 

skills and by sentence-level constraints on referential interpretation (contextual bias). 

Our results can be summarized as follows: (1) in line with earlier ERP studies on 

referential ambiguity (Van Berkum et al., 1999a, 2003a, 2004; Nieuwland et al., 

2006a), formally referentially ambiguous pronouns elicited a sustained, frontal 

negative shift, reflecting the processing consequences of temporarily having two 

referential candidates for a single pronoun. (2) The amplitude of this effect was 

positively correlated with Reading Span score, suggesting that readers with better 

language processing skills are generally more sensitive to formal referential 

ambiguity than low skilled readers. (3) The referentially induced ERP effect was also 

dependent on the degree to which sentences biased readers towards one particular 

referential interpretation, suggesting that whether a reader experiences referential 

ambiguity depends on both individual reader skills and contextual bias. (4) The 

amplitude of two other ERP measures of language processing (N400, P600) did not 

correlate with Reading Span score, which could be taken to suggest that differences 

in language processing skills especially surface in linguistic manipulations that 

involve subtle constraints (like referential ambiguity) but not in manipulations that 

involve highly salient anomalies (in this case lexical-semantic anomalies and pronoun 

gender disagreements). 

The present findings show that whether a reader perceives a formally 

ambiguous pronoun to be genuinely ambiguous depends on both reader 

characteristics and contextual bias. The likelihood that a reader responds differently 

to formally ambiguous pronouns relative to unambiguous pronouns increases with 

language processing skills as reflected by the Reading Span, and decreases with the 

strength with which sentence context biases towards one particular referential 

interpretation. If a reader indeed took into account both referential interpretations of 

formally ambiguous pronouns, the processing consequences of this perceived 

ambiguity are visible in the sustained, frontal negative shift as reported here.  
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Our findings provide unique ERP evidence for the existence of individual 

differences in referential – rather than syntactic or semantic – analysis, and for 

individual differences in pronoun resolution in particular.7 Following a ‘processing 

skill’ account of individual differences in language comprehension (e.g., MacDonald 

& Christiansen, 2002), our results suggest that high span readers (i.e. readers with 

better language processing skills due to both experience and biological/genetic 

factors) are more sensitive to the alternative interpretations that are conveyed by 

formally referentially ambiguous pronouns. Because our results are consistent with 

findings from studies on other types of ambiguity processing (e.g., lexical or syntactic 

ambiguity), they provide convergent evidence for the notion that high span readers 

are more sensitive to alternative analyses at any level of language processing (e.g., 

MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002).  

A caveat should be made concerning our conclusion that the absence of the 

referential ambiguity effect in low span readers indicates that they did not notice 

anything ambiguous about formally ambiguous pronouns. Of course, it is logically 

possible that low span readers did in fact notice the referential ambiguity, but that 

they were unable to pursue competing referential interpretations (due to limited 

processing resources) and only pursued the - to them, at that moment - most plausible 

interpretation. Such an account is perhaps most consistent with the more traditional 

'capacity' account of individual differences in language comprehension (e.g., 

Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Just & Carpenter, 1992). However, given that ERPs are 

generally sensitive to even very subtle perturbations of linguistic processing (e.g., 

Hagoort & Brown, 1994; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984), one might expect that if low span 

                                                 
7 Behavioral evidence for individual differences in pronoun resolution has already been reported by 

Long & De Ley, 2000. Their results suggest, among other things, that only skilled readers show an 

early effect of implicit causality on pronoun resolution (using only sentences that strongly biased 

towards one referential interpretation). Perhaps the present findings (that contextual bias had no 

differential effect on the referential ambiguity effect in high span readers) can be said to extend the 

Long & De Ley results, in the sense that skilled readers might only show effects of contextual bias if it 

is very strong, but not necessarily so if it is weak or moderate. However, the Long & De Ley study and 

the present study differ in important ways that complicate a direct comparison of the results: First of 

all, Long & De Ley grouped their subjects into skilled and less skilled readers using the Nelson-Denny 

Reading Test, while we used the Reading Span task, obscuring the sub-group comparison across 

experiments. Furthermore, Long et al. used a probe-recognition task while we gave no task other than 

normal comprehension. 
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readers did notice the ambiguity, the resulting struggle to simultaneously maintain 

two alternative interpretations would somehow show up in the ERP (e.g., as a 

referentially induced ERP effect of short duration, or perhaps a qualitatively different 

ERP effect). As this was not the case, the most parsimonious explanation for the 

present results, in our view, is that whereas high span readers generally noticed the 

ambiguity in both weakly and moderately biased sentences, low span readers did not 

notice anything ambiguous about formally ambiguous pronouns as they immediately 

took on the - to them, and at that moment - most plausible referential interpretation.  

In general, the results from the present ERP experiment are consistent with the 

bulk of the behavioral literature on the Reading Span task and the differences 

between low and high span readers on measures of online comprehension and 

ambiguity resolution. Perhaps the most striking example of this correspondence is 

that, just as high span readers are also known to be more sensitive to both 

interpretations of lexically ambiguous words than low span readers (e.g., Miyake, Just 

& Carpenter, 1994), high span readers were more sensitive to referential ambiguity in 

the current study. In fact, these effects may be quite similar, as it can be argued that 

recognizing the ambiguity posed by two different interpretations of the same lexically 

ambiguous word essentially poses a referential problem. Interestingly, lexically 

ambiguous nouns presented in a neutral sentence context elicit a sustained, frontal 

negative shift (Hagoort & Brown, 1994) that resembles the ERP effect as reported 

here. This is consistent with the idea that a lexically ambiguous word in a sufficiently 

neutral context can be said to have two possible referents. 

Our results are not only consistent with behavioral studies on individual 

differences and lexical/syntactic ambiguity resolution, but also with other ERP 

studies addressing individual differences in language comprehension that have 

reported sustained, frontal negative shifts in the ERP. For example, readers with 

better scores on subsequent comprehension questions have been reported to show a 

sustained, frontal negativity while reading syntactically complex, object relative 

sentences (e.g., “The reporter who the senator harshly attacked admitted the error”, 

but poor comprehenders do not or to a lesser extent (e.g., King & Kutas, 1995; 

Müller, King & Kutas, 1997). Furthermore, sentences that describe events in reverse 

chronological order (e.g., “Before the scientist…) also elicit slow negative potentials 

at anterior sites relative to sentences that describe events in chronological order (e.g., 

After the scientist….”), and the size of this ERP effect is correlated with Reading 
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Span (Münte, Schiltz & Kutas, 1998). However, the ERP effect reported here was 

only slightly left-lateralized, while the slow potentials from these other studies were 

far more asymmetrical over the left and right hemispheres (except for the Müller et al. 

study). These differences may be indicative of a stronger right-hemisphere 

involvement in processing ambiguous pronouns. Which brain structures are actually 

involved in processing referential ambiguity remains to be seen and is currently 

investigated in our lab using functional magnetic resonance imaging techniques 

(fMRI).  

Though the present results are consistent with a large number of behavioral 

and ERP studies, they also raise some new questions. For example, we have taken the 

referentially induced ERP effect to reflect the processing consequences of readers 

taking into account both referential interpretations of a formally ambiguous pronoun, 

but the nature of these processing consequences is as yet not entirely clear. For 

example, the ERP effect may reflect controlled, strategic processing in order to solve 

the ambiguity (e.g., extensive search in episodic memory for disambiguating 

information, or perhaps the controlled inhibition of irrelevant information8), but it 

may also reflect the active, simultaneous maintenance of competing referential 

interpretations, or even a more superficial reflection of the processing consequences 

of the noticing ‘itself’.  

On the one hand, it seems likely that readers, when faced with a genuinely 

ambiguous pronoun, do attempt to resolve this ambiguity someway or another. In 

                                                 
8 Inhibition or suppression of irrelevant information is often regarded as a crucial component of 

comprehension (e.g., Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991), and this concept has also been used to account for 

ERP differences between high and low span readers. An inhibition account that is often advocated is 

that low span readers cannot effectively inhibit irrelevant information or dispreferred readings and 

therefore pursue multiple syntactic representations (e.g., Bornkessel, Fiebach & Friederici, 2004; 

Friederici, Steinhauer, Mecklinger, 1998) or multiple word meanings (e.g., Gunter, Wagner & 

Friederici, 2003; but see Wagner & Gunter, 2004). However, the present results are difficult to 

reconcile with such an account, as low span readers were not the ones to show ERP signs of referential 

ambiguity. Given our results, it could be argued that low span readers were unable to inhibit the 

contextual cues or heuristic preferences that pointed to one particular referential interpretation, hence 

unable to inhibit the preferred reading. With respect to the functional interpretation of the referentially 

induced ERP effect, the possibility exists that it reflects controlled inhibition of one of the possible 

referential interpretations (e.g., Barret, Tugade & Engle, 2004), exerted after a referentially ambiguous 

word has actually been perceived as such. 
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fact, most subjects indicated that when they thought a pronoun could refer to either 

sentential character, they chose the most plausible character as the correct antecedent. 

In this sense, the correlation between the referentially induced ERP effect and 

Reading Span performance might be taken to reflect the relationship between 

controlled processing or executive attention and working memory performance (e.g., 

Engle, 2002). On the other hand, results from an earlier study (Nieuwland et al., 

2006a) suggest that there is no straightforward, temporal correspondence between the 

sustained nature of the referentially induced ERP effect and the referential ambiguity 

as conveyed by the discourse. In this earlier study, the resolution of referential 

ambiguity (i.e., the moment readers encounter a truly disambiguating word) was not 

directly observable as an immediate disappearance of the ERP effect, as one would 

expect if this effect reflected either controlled ‘problem solving’ or the active 

maintenance of competing interpretations (though it did ultimately disappear, 

suggesting that letting go of additional processing demands may be a more gradual 

process than imposing these demands; see also Kutas, 1997, for examples of 

comparable, sustained ERP effects that outlast syntactic complexity manipulations). 

Therefore, we cannot simply take the sustained nature of the present ERP effect as 

conclusive evidence that readers were either engaged in controlled problem-solving 

or pursuing competing referential interpretations during the full intervals as reported 

here9, and further research is warranted to elucidate these issues.  

Another interesting issue is raised by the fact that the referentially induced 

ERP effect was correlated with Reading Span score, while two other, well-known 

ERP effects (N400, P600) were not. So far, we have taken these results to suggest 

that differences in language processing skills especially surface in linguistic 

manipulations that involve subtle constraints but not in manipulations that involve 

highly salient anomalies. However, this does not mean that the N400 and P600 and 

the cognitive processes they reflect are totally insensitive to linguistic competency. 

For one thing, both ERPs are modulated by the amount of exposure of second-

language learners to the to-be-learned language (e.g., McLaughlin, Osterhout & Kim, 

2004; Osterhout, McLaughlin, Kim & Inoue, 2004). With regard to Reading Span 

                                                 
9 Unfortunately, the present design did not allow us to examine the effects of subsequent resolution of 

referential ambiguity, because most of our sentences did not contain any conclusive cues to which 

referential interpretation was indeed the most correct one. 
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performance, some studies have reported N400 or P600 amplitude differences 

between high and low span readers (e.g., Friederici, Steinhauer, Mecklinger & Meyer, 

1998; Gunter, Wagner & Friederici, 2003; St. George, Mannes & Hoffman, 1997; 

Van Petten, Weckerly, McIsaac & Kutas, 1997), while others have reported 

qualitatively different ERP responses from high and low span readers altogether (e.g., 

Bornkessel, Fiebach & Friederici, 2004), or even differential effects of experimental 

filler materials on ERP responses from high and low span readers (e.g., Wagner & 

Gunter, 2004). These apparently intricate interactions between individual differences 

in linguistic competency and preferences on the one hand, and the type and 

complexity of linguistic materials on the other, complicate the correspondence 

between experimenter-defined levels of linguistic processing and the ERPs that are 

obtained with certain manipulations (see also Van Berkum et al., 2006, for 

discussion). In any case, the absence of any N400 and P600 differences between high 

and low span readers as reported here may very well be limited to the highly salient 

and relatively unequivocal nature of the anomalies that were presented.  

To conclude, we have reported ERP evidence that the likelihood that a reader 

will take into account different referential interpretations of a formally ambiguous 

pronoun increases with the reader’s Reading Span, and decreases with the strength of 

the contextual bias towards one particular referential interpretation. As such, our 

results show that whether a reader perceives a formally ambiguous pronoun to be 

genuinely referentially ambiguous is subtly co-determined by both individual 

language processing skills and contextual bias.  
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4. On sense and reference: fMRI evidence for distinct neural 

mechanisms supporting semantic and referential aspects of language 

comprehension. 
 

Abstract 
In an event-related fMRI study, we investigated to what extent semantic and 

referential aspects of language comprehension recruit common or distinct neural 

ensembles. We compared blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) responses to 

sentences containing semantically anomalous or coherent words, and to sentences 

containing referentially ambiguous pronouns (e.g., “Ronald told Frank that he…”), 

referentially failing pronouns (e.g., “Rose told Emily that he…”) or coherent 

pronouns. Semantic anomaly elicited activation increases in lateral prefrontal brain 

regions associated with semantic processing. Referential failure elicited activation 

increases in brain regions associated with morphosyntactic processing, and 

additional activations associated with elaborative inferencing if readers took failing 

pronouns to refer to unmentioned entities. Referential ambiguity selectively recruited 

medial prefrontal regions, suggesting that readers engaged in problem-solving to 

select a unique referent from the discourse model. Furthermore, our results showed 

that semantic anomaly and referential ambiguity recruit overlapping neural 

ensembles in opposite directions, possibly reflecting the dynamic recruitment of 

semantic and episodic processing to resolve semantically or referentially problematic 

situations. These findings suggest that neurocognitive accounts of language 

comprehension will have to address not just how we parse a sentence and combine 

individual word meanings, but also how we determine who’s who and what’s what 

during sentence and discourse comprehension. 

 

4.1. Introduction 

At least since Frege (1892), a distinction has been made between a word’s general, 

dictionary-like meaning (sense) and the particular entity it denotes (reference; e.g., 

Clark, 1996; Jackendoff, 2002 for discussion). This distinction becomes clear when 

one compares, for example, the meaning carried by the word ‘doctor’ in (1) Hannibal 

Lecter is a doctor, and in (2) Hannibal Lecter is eating a doctor. The lexical item 

‘doctor’ has an identical sense in 1 and 2 (i.e., someone who has completed medical 

school), but it provides information about Hannibal Lecter in 1, while it refers to 

another, rather unfortunate doctor in 2. Thus, to appreciate the meaning of a word in a 
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given context, one must establish both the general, lexical meaning and the specific, 

referential meaning it conveys. 

 In psycholinguistics, sense and reference are often associated with semantic 

and referential analysis, respectively. Through semantic analysis, we retrieve the 

meaning of individual words from long-term memory and combine them into larger 

units of conceptual structure. Through referential analysis, we determine who’s who 

and what’s what by establishing the relationships between words in the discourse and 

entities (e.g., persons, events, concepts, places) in our mental representation of the 

world, real or fictional. Alongside the phonological and syntactic aspects of language 

comprehension, semantic and referential analysis has been subjected to experimental 

investigation throughout the past decades (e.g., see Carreiras & Clifton, 2004; 

Garnham, 2001, for relevant chapters). Convergent evidence from behavioral 

measures and event-related potentials (ERPs) has suggested that listeners and readers 

immediately relate the semantic and referential meaning of incomings word to the 

global context (e.g., Kutas & Hillyard, 1980; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980; 

Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006b; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995; Van Berkum, 

Brown & Hagoort, 1999). 

Importantly, results from ERP experiments show that the brain responds in 

qualitatively different ways to problems with reference than to problems with either 

syntax or semantics (Van Berkum et al., 1999a). While semantic and syntactic 

processing are predominantly associated with the N400 and P600/LAN respectively 

(e.g., Friederici, 2002; Hagoort, Brown & Osterhout, 1999), referentially ambiguous 

nouns (e.g., “the girl” in a two-girl context) elicit a frontally dominant and sustained 

negative shift (Van Berkum et al., 1999a; Van Berkum, Brown, Hagoort & 

Zwitserlood, 2003). This referentially induced ERP effect stems from having two 

suitable referential candidates for a single anaphor (Nieuwland, Otten & Van Berkum, 

2006; see Van Berkum, Koornneef, Otten & Nieuwland, 2006, for review), and 

enables us to selectively track referential ambiguity at the level that is most relevant 

for comprehension, the mental representation of the situation as described in the 

discourse (the situation model, Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). However, while language 

researchers have already taken up functional neuroimaging techniques (e.g., fMRI) to 

unravel the neuronal infrastructure of other language processes like phonology, syntax 

and semantics (e.g., Bookheimer, 2002; Friederici, 2002; Kaan & Swaab, 2002; 

Stowe, Haverkort & Zwarts, 2005, for reviews), the brain regions involved in 
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establishing reference remain largely unknown (but see Ferstl & Von Cramon, 2001; 

Robertson et al., 2000, who used referential manipulations to study 

cohesion/coherence processing in discourse comprehension). In an attempt to fill this 

gap, we explored how the human brain responds, in terms of event-related blood 

oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal changes, to problems with language 

comprehension that are particularly tied to referential as opposed to semantic 

meaning. 

To investigate referential processing during sentence comprehension, we used 

pronoun resolution as a linguistic vehicle. Pronouns have a rather shallow sense of 

their own and constitute our linguistic ‘pointers’ for maintaining reference to topics 

that are in the focus of our conversation (e.g., Gordon, Grosz & Gilliom, 1993; 

Sanford & Garrod, 1989). Because pronouns are among the most frequently used 

words in many languages, pronoun resolution is often regarded as the textbook 

example of referential processing. Consistent with our earlier ERP studies (Nieuwland 

et al., 2006b; Van Berkum et al., 1999a),  referentially ambiguous pronouns (e.g., 

“Ronald told Frank that he…”) also elicit a frontal negative shift compared to 

referentially coherent pronouns (Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006a; Van Berkum, 

Zwitserlood, Bastiaansen, Brown & Hagoort, 2004). Furthermore, referentially failing 

pronouns (when no suitable referent is directly available, e.g., “Rose told Emily that 

he…”) elicit a P600 effect (Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006a; Van Berkum et al., 

2004), suggesting that readers initially try to find an appropriate antecedent with the 

given set of discourse entities (e.g., Garnham, 2001) and ascribe the referential failure 

to a problem with the syntactic gender of the pronoun (e.g., Osterhout & Mobley, 

1995; see Van Berkum et al., 2006, for discussion). 

Taken together, these results suggest that the brain responds in qualitatively 

different ways to distinct problems with referential analysis (failure/ambiguity), and 

that both responses, in turn, differ from the brain’s response to semantically 

unexpected words (semantic anomaly). However, these findings do not tell the full 

story, because ERPs provide a relatively poor basis for identifying the underlying 

neural infrastructure. Through an investigation of the functional neuroanatomical 

correlates of semantic and referential analysis, we may be able to examine whether 

these processes, for example, differentially draw upon retrieval from semantic and 

episodic memory. Moreover, we may also be able to address whether semantic and 
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referential aspects of language comprehension draw upon common or different brain 

regions, and whether they do so in similar or distinct ways. 

In order to address these issues, we examined BOLD responses to two 

referentially complex situations and one semantically complex situation during 

sentence comprehension. Participants read sentences that were presented on a screen 

one word at a time, and that contained two narrative characters and one singular 

pronoun (cf., Table 1). This pronoun was referentially ambiguous, coherent, or failing 

depending on whether its gender matched both, one, or none of the characters 

mentioned in the sentence, respectively. Furthermore, referential coherent sentences 

were either semantically anomalous if it contained a lexical-semantically anomalous 

word (downstream from the pronoun), or semantically coherent if it contained a non-

anomalous control word. 

 
Table 1. Example sentences (approximate translation from Dutch). Critical pronouns are printed in 

boldface. Semantically anomalous and semantically coherent critical words are printed in italics. 

Referential coherence, semantic coherence:  

Ronald told Emily that he had a positive attitude towards life. 

Referential coherence, semantic anomaly:  

Ronald told Emily that he had a positive potato towards life. 

Referential failure:  

Rose told Emily that he had a positive attitude towards life. 

Referential ambiguity:  

Ronald told Frank that he had a positive attitude towards life. 

 

Based on related neuroimaging studies, we predicted that lexical-semantic anomalous 

sentences (compared to non-anomalous sentences) would be associated with an 

increased response in the left anterior inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG, BA 45/47; e.g., 

Baumgaertner, Weiller & Bucherl, 2002; Hagoort, Hald, Bastiaansen & Petersson, 

2004; Kiehl, Laurens & Liddle, 2002; Kuperberg, Holcomb, Sitnikova, Greve, Dale & 

Caplan, 2003). For referential failure, we predicted that the brain treats referentially 

failing pronouns as morphosyntactic violations in the first instance10 (e.g., Osterhout 
                                                 
10 Note that because the pronouns as used here are ‘free’ in a Chomskian sense (Chomsky, 1981), there 

are alternative resolutions of the referential failure at hand. For example, readers may stick with 

‘blaming’ the syntactic gender of the pronoun, but they may also invoke a third, unmentioned person 
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& Mobley, 1995; Van Berkum et al., 2006), eliciting activity increases in left 

middle/superior and inferior frontal (BA 6/8/44, Hammer, Goebel, Schwarzbach, 

Münte & Jansma; 2006; Newman, Pancheva, Ozawa, Neville & Ullman, 2001; Ni et 

al., 2000), and medial and bilateral parietal regions (BA 7/23/31/40; Kuperberg et al., 

2003a; Ni et al., 2000). 

For referential ambiguity, the predictions are less straightforward. To our 

knowledge, this study is the first to examine the neural underpinnings of referential 

ambiguity during language comprehension. The available literature suggests at least 

two possible scenarios that link ambiguous pronoun resolution to activity in the left 

inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG). First, referential ambiguity may require the language 

system to actively maintain two candidate fillers for an unresolved single referential 

slot in working memory (e.g., Gibson, 1998). The brain signature of referential 

ambiguity may thus resemble that of linguistic manipulations thought to impose 

working memory load during language comprehension (e.g., object-relative clauses 

like “The reporter that the senator attacked admitted the error, King & Kutas, 1995; 

Mueller, King & Kutas, 1997). Such complexity manipulations indeed also elicit 

sustained, frontally-distributed negative shifts in the ERP, and have been associated 

with increased activity in the LIFG (BA 44/45; Friederici, Fiebach, Schlesewsky, 

Bornkessel & Von Cramon, 2006; Just et al., 1996; Stromswold, Caplan, Alpert & 

Rauch, 1996). Second, in a recent review, Novick, Trueswell & Thomspon-Schill 

(2005) posit a similar prediction for LIFG involvement in resolving referential 

ambiguity, albeit for different reasons. According to Novick et al., LIFG activations 

may signal resolution of the representational conflict that arises when semantic 

representations point towards competing interpretations, an account that makes 

intuitive sense with regard to referential ambiguity. 

A third account does not necessarily link the processing of referential 

ambiguity to the LIFG at all. This account entails that ambiguous pronoun resolution 

requires readers to engage in problem-solving and inference procedures (e.g., 

Graesser, Singer & Trabasso, 1994; Greene, McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992). For example, 

readers may launch an additional search through their discourse memory (e.g., Myers 
                                                                                                                                            
(e.g., ‘he’ in “Rose told Emily that he had a positive attitude towards life” can very well be taken to 

refer to Rose‘s new boyfriend). In one of the analyses of this paper, we used the results from a post-

experiment debriefing to examine whether the reliance on different resolution strategies was also 

reflected in differential BOLD response patterns. 
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& O’Brien, 1998) and infer that one of the referents is the correct one (e.g., through 

reasoning or decision-making). In this respect, ambiguous pronoun resolution can be 

considered to be a multi-faceted enterprise that relies on interrelated, domain-

independent executive cognitive processes, recruiting a network of prefrontal and 

parietal regions (e.g., Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000; Fletcher & Henson, 2001; Wagner, 

Shannon, Kahn & Bucker, 2005). Following such an account, increased responses 

may be observed in brain regions that subserve knowledge-based, non-automatic 

inferences that require the use of general world knowledge and/or discourse 

information (e.g., Ferstl, 2006; Ferstl & Siebörger, 2006, for reviews). These regions 

include medial frontal (BA 8/9/10) and parietal (BA 7/23/31) cortices (e.g., Ferstl & 

Von Cramon, 2001, 2002; Ferstl, Rinck & Von Cramon, 2005; Kuperberg, 

Lakshmanan, Caplan & Holcomb, 2006; Maguire, Frith & Morris, 1999; Zysset, 

Huber, Ferstl & Von Cramon, 2002; Zysset, Huber, Samson, Ferstl & Van Cramon, 

2003), but also right lateral prefrontal (BA 8/9/10/46) and bilateral parietal regions 

(BA 39/40) involved in monitoring and evaluating of memory retrieval outcomes 

(e.g., Buckner & Wheeler, 2001; Fletcher & Henson, 2001; Wagner et al., 2005)11. 

In summary, we predicted that semantic anomalies would increase activity in 

lateral prefrontal brain regions associated with semantic processing, and that failing 

pronouns would elicit increased activity in brain regions involved in morphosyntactic 

processing. For referential ambiguity, we contrasted different functional accounts that 

are associated with different functional neuroanatomical predictions, particularly with 

respect to involvement of the LIFG. By comparing BOLD responses to semantically 

and referentially problematic situations, we addressed whether semantic and 

referential aspects of language comprehension draw upon common or different brain 

regions, and whether they do so in similar or distinct ways. 

 

4.2. Methods 

Participants 

After giving written informed consent, 22 right-handed college students (4 males, 

mean age 21, SD = 2.3) participated in this study for course credits or a small 

monetary reimbursement. All participants were native speakers of Dutch. None of 

                                                 
11 Note that inference-related activity in these areas may be accompanied by activity in the LIFG (e.g., 

Kuperberg et al., 2006), but not necessarily so (e.g., Ferstl et al., 2001). 
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them used medication or had a history of drug abuse, head trauma, neurological or 

psychiatric illness. 

Stimulus materials 

180 sentences (a subset of 270 sentences used by Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006b) 

were created that each described the interaction between two characters. These two 

narrative characters were denoted by proper names (e.g., ‘John/David/Mary/Lisa’), by 

definite noun phrases (e.g., ‘the father/son/empress/queen’) or they were celebrities 

(e.g., ‘George Bush/Bill Clinton/Madonna/Jennifer Lopez’). The 1-referent condition 

and semantic anomaly condition always contained 1 male and 1 female character, 

while the 0-referent and 2-referent conditions both contained either 2 male or 2 

female characters. All four conditions were matched on frequency and length of the 

words that denoted the narrative characters (celebrities were matched on frequency 

using Google-hits on Dutch websites). We used a range of different themes for 

constructing the sentences to increase the content variability of our materials, though 

many sentences followed the template <Character A> <matrix-verb> <Character B> 

<while/because/when/but/that> <pronoun> <remainder>. 

Every sentence contained a singular pronoun (‘he/she/his/her’12). In the 

referential coherence condition, this pronoun was referentially unambiguous as 

sentences from this condition always contained a uniquely identifiable antecedent. In 

the referential failure condition, this pronoun was referentially failing in a narrow 

sense, as these sentences contained no eligible sentence internal antecedent. In the 

referential ambiguity condition, this pronoun was ambiguous because it could be 

taken to refer to either of the two narrative characters mentioned. Sentences from the 

semantic anomaly condition were referentially unambiguous but contained a lexical-

semantic anomaly minimally 1 word and maximally 5 words downstream from the 

pronoun. This anomaly was created by substituting a meaningful adjective or noun 

from the 1-referent sentence type with an adjective or noun that violated the selection 

restrictions of the preceding verb or adjective. 

 

 
                                                 
12 The Dutch equivalent of ‘she’ is ‘zij’, which can also mean the plural pronoun ‘they’. To avoid this 

ambiguity, sentences containing the pronoun ‘zij’ were constructed so that a corresponding singular 

verb always preceded the pronoun, e.g., “Toen Marie Lisa opzocht keek zij…/When Marie Lisa visited 

she looked …”. 
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Experimental procedure 

Before entering the scanner, participants were informed that they would be reading 

sentences one word at a time, presented via back-projection onto the middle of the 

screen and viewed by subjects using a mirror attached to the head coil. They were 

instructed to read the sentences attentively for comprehension and to minimize 

movement. No additional task demands were imposed. Each subject was presented 45 

items from each condition. To counteract the transparency of presenting 180 

sentences containing pronouns, we included 90 fillers sentences that also described 

the interaction between two characters but that did not contain any pronouns. 

Four trial lists were used. For the first list, 45 items from each condition were 

pseudo-randomly mixed with the filler sentences such that no trial type occurred more 

than three times consecutively and trials of each type were matched on average list 

position. The other lists were derived from the first by rotating the trial types. The 

total of 270 sentences was divided in 6 sessions. Following the third session, subjects 

exited the scanner for a short break. 

 To parallel natural reading times, all words (except from the word that directly 

preceded the critical pronouns onwards) were presented using a variable serial visual 

presentation procedure (see Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006a). Word duration was 

computed as ([number of letters*30] + 190), with a maximum of 430 ms. From the 

word that preceded the critical pronoun onwards, every word was presented for a 

duration of 350 ms, with an exception for final words, which were presented 1000 ms. 

All inter-word-intervals were 150 ms. After every final word, a blank screen was 

presented for 2 s, which was subsequently followed by a fixation-mark. Subjects 

made a right button-press when the fixation-mark was presented, which was followed 

by another blank screen for a pseudo-randomly determined period of 5, 6, 7 or 8 

seconds before the first word of the next sentence was presented. During this period, 

subjects were instructed to fixate on the middle of the screen and await the start of the 

next trial. Total time-on-task was approximately 60 minutes. 

fMRI data acquisition, preprocessing and statistical analysis 

Whole head T2*-weighted EPI-BOLD fMRI data were acquired with a 3T Philips 

MR-scanner using an ascending slice acquisition EPI sequence (volume TR = 1.96s; 

TE = 30ms, flip angle = 90°, 31 axial slices, matrix size = 64×64, slice thickness = 3 

mm, slice gap = 0.5 mm, FOV = 224 mm, isotropic voxel-size = 3.5×3.5×3.5 mm3). 

In addition, we acquired a structural T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence (182 coronal 
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slices; volume TR = 9.67ms; TE = 4.6 ms; flip angle = 8°; slice matrix = 256 x 256; 

slice thickness = 1.2 mm, no slice gap; FOV = 256 mm). 

Image preprocessing and statistical analysis was performed using the SPM5 

software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk). The functional EPI-BOLD contrast images 

were realigned, and the subject mean was co-registered with the corresponding 

structural MRI by using mutual information optimization. These images were 

subsequently slice-time corrected, spatially normalized, transformed into a common 

space (SPM5 MNI-T1 template), and spatially filtered with an isotropic 3D Gaussian 

kernel (10 mm FWHM). The fMRI data were analyzed statistically by using the 

general linear model and statistical parametric mapping. Two separate models were 

created for the comparisons involving the semantic and referential conditions. For the 

first model, explanatory variables included semantic coherence and semantic 

anomaly, both ranging from the onset of the critical word up to the onset of the 

fixation cross. For the second model, explanatory variables included referential 

coherence, failure, and ambiguity, as well as inter-sentence-interval fixation. All three 

referential conditions were modeled from the onset of the corresponding critical 

pronouns up to the onset of sentence-final words, and inter-sentence interval was 

modeled from the onset of the fixation cross up to the onset of every sentence-first 

word. To ensure that all of the available data was entered into the models, an 

additional regressor was created to include the critical sentences up to the onset of the 

critical words and the filler sentences, and another to include the critical sentence 

parts that were irrelevant to the model at hand (e.g., in the referential model, it 

included the semantically anomalous sentence fragments). The explanatory variables 

in each model were temporally convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response 

function along with its temporal derivative (Friston et al., 1998) provided by SPM5, 

and additional variables were included for session/subject effects. For the statistical 

analysis, parameter estimates for the explanatory variables were generated for each 

subject and subsequently subjected to a second-level random effects analysis with 

non-sphericity correction for correlated repeated measures. 

The following linear contrasts (and their reverse counterparts) were specified: 

semantic anomaly > semantic coherence, referential failure > referential coherence, 

referential ambiguity > referential coherence, referential ambiguity > referential 

failure. The results of the random effects analyses were thresholded at P = 0.001 

(uncorrected) and the cluster-size statistics were used as the test statistic. Only clusters 
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at P  0.05 (corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate (FDR; 

Genovese, Lazar & Nichols, 2002) were considered significant. Clusters in prior 

regions of interest (Brodmann's areas for which we predicted possible activation 

differences across conditions in our introduction, and that showed significant effects 

of condition type in a full-factorial model that included all our conditions of interest, 

using a cluster-level FDR-correction at P  0.05) that did not survive this threshold, 

cluster-level FDR-correction was applied to a subset of voxels following small 

volume correction (SVC, radius = 10 mm). Local maxima are reported as MNI 

coordinates (Evans et al., 1993) and all corresponding P-values were FDR-corrected 

at P  0.05. Approximate Brodmann's areas were estimated from converted MNI 

coordinates (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html), using the 

Talairach Daemon Client (http://ric.uthscsa.edu/projects/talairachdaemon.html). 

 

4.3. Results 

We first investigated the contrasts involving semantic anomaly, referential ambiguity 

and referential failure compared to their coherent counterparts. As is visible from 

Figure 1, semantic anomaly (anomaly > coherence) was associated with significantly 

enhanced activity in left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45/47; Figure 1A, Table 2A), 

and to some extent its right hemisphere counterpart. Corresponding statistical results 

are presented in Table 2A. Referential failure (failure > coherence) was associated 

with a significantly activated set of regions (Figure 1B, Table 2B) that also included 

medial parietal regions (precuneus, BA 7) and bilateral inferior parietal regions (BA 

7/39/40), but no medial frontal regions. Referential ambiguity (ambiguity > 

coherence; Figure 1C, Table 2C) was associated with greater activation in a set of 

regions that included medial frontal gyrus (BA 10), right superior frontal cortex (BA 

8/9), medial parietal cortices (precuneus, BA 7/31), and bilateral inferior parietal 

regions (BA 39). 

For the abovementioned comparisons, we also tested the reverse contrasts to 

examine which brain regions showed a relative decrease in activity following 

semantic anomaly, referential ambiguity, and referential failure compared to their 

coherent counterparts. For semantic anomaly, relative decreases occurred in medial 

frontal regions (BA 10/11/25, including the anterior cingulate cortex and the caudate 

nucleus), medial parietal regions (precuneus/PCC, BA 7/30/31), and right superior 

frontal cortex (BA 8/9; Figure 1E, Table 2E).  
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For referential failure, a relative decrease was observed in a left medial 

temporal region that entailed the parahippocampal gyrus (Figure 1F, Table 2F). For 

referential ambiguity, relative decreases occurred in bilateral inferior frontal gyrus 

(BA 44/45/47; Figure 1G, Table 2G). 

To examine which brain areas were differentially modulated by the two 

different referential problems, we also made a direct comparison between referential 

ambiguity and referential failure. Compared to referential failure, referential 

ambiguity was associated with enhanced activity in medial frontal cortex (BA 9/10; 

Figure 1D, Table 2D) and to some extent in medial parietal cortex (BA 31), while it 

was associated with a relative decrease of activity in posterior parts of bilateral 

inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45; Figure 1H, Table 2H). 

As evident from Figure 1A, 1C, 1E and 1G, BOLD responses to semantic 

anomaly and referential ambiguity revealed opposing patterns in different regions 

throughout prefrontal and parietal cortex. Activity in bilateral inferior frontal regions 

increased following semantic anomaly, but decreased following referential ambiguity. 

In contrast, an opposite pattern was observed in medial and lateral parietal, medial 

frontal and right superior frontal cortices. To explore whether problems with 

referential and semantic interpretation differentially modulate brain activity in these 

regions compared to a relatively passive task, we specified separate contrasts for each 

referential and semantic condition compared to the inter-sentence fixation period.  
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Table 2. MNI-coordinates and approximate Brodmann’s area (BA) corresponding to the brain regions that 

showed significant differential effects in the 8 pair-wise comparisons (A to H). Z-value and P-value (FDR-

corrected at P <= 0.05) correspond to the local maxima in the relevant cluster (multiple local maxima are 

reported when they are more than 8 mm apart). Cluster size and cluster-level statistical significance are given in 

the far right column. 

 Coordinates BA Z P Size 
(A)  
Semantic anomaly > Semantic coherence  

x y z     

Inferior frontal L -44 24 0 45/47 4.17 .114 722** 
 -46 32 8 45    
 -52 14 18 44    
Inferior frontal R 50 32 4 45 3.81 .114 111^ 

(B) 
Referential failure > Referential coherence 

 

Medial parietal 4 -64 46 7 4.39 .043 474** 
Lateral parietal L -40 -60 50 7/40 4.35 .043 726** 

 -48 -52 48 39/40 3.83 .044  
 -54 -54 42 39/40 3.66 .048  

Lateral parietal R 52 -62 42 39 4.17 .043 332* 
Middle frontal L -42 10 54 6/8 3.76 .044 67^ 

(C)  
Referential ambiguity > Referential coherence 

       

Medial frontal  -6 66 -2 10 4.31 .003 529** 
 2 64 20 10 3.45 .017 60^ 
Superior frontal R 28 28 44 8/9 4.09 .005 347* 
Medial parietal -6 -62 30 7/31 5.31 .001 2576*** 
 -10 -64 44 7  .003  
 -2 -64 48 7  .003  
Lateral parietal L -50 -68 30 39 4.10 .004 498** 
Lateral parietal R 50 -62 30 39 4.09 .005 619** 

(D)  
Referential ambiguity > Referential failure 

 

Medial frontal -2 62 24 9/10 4.63 .041 1375*** 
 -2 50 -6 10 4.37 .041  
 -8 62 -2 10 3.74 .056  
Medial parietal -8 -66 22 31 3.42 .078 168^^ 
 -16 -68 22 31 4.39 .083  

(E)  
Semantic anomaly < Semantic coherence  

 

Medial frontal 4 60 -10 10/11 3.98 .012 304* 
 -4 18 -14 25 3.95 .012 363* 
 0 10 -10 25 3.79 .014  
 6 22 -20 25 3.61 .017  
Superior frontal R 30 30 46 8/9 4.82 .01 577** 
Medial parietal -8 -64 22 31 4.56 .01 3231*** 
 8 -56 18 30 4.60 .01  
 -12 -62 34 7 4.40 .01  

(F) 
Referential failure< Referential coherence 

 

Medial temporal L -30 -12 -14 20/21 4.46 .245 306* 
 -44 -6 -20   .245  
(G)  
Referential ambiguity < Referential coherence 

 

Inferior frontal L -42 28 -2 45/47 4.26 .113 407* 
 -50 26 18 45  .113  
Inferior frontal R 40 32 -8 45/47 4.16 .113 518** 
 40 22 12 45  .113  
 50 18 18 44/45  .114  

(H)  
Referential ambiguity < Referential failure 

 

Inferior frontal L -42 24 18 44/45 3.72 .519 167^^ 
Inferior frontal R 38 24 18 44/45 3.86 .519 104^^ 

 
* Cluster-level significance (FDR-correction at P <= 0.05): *** P <= 0.001, ** P <= 0.01, * P <= 0.05 

^ Cluster-level significance (FDR-correction at P <= 0.05) after small volume correction (SVC) with a 10mm 

radius spherical region around the reported coordinates: ^^ P <= 0.005, ^ P <= 0.01 
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Figure 2 displays each of these contrasts for a selection of brain regions that 

differentiated between conditions in the pair-wise comparisons (additional contrasts 

are plotted for left superior temporal gyrus). As can be seen from Figure 2, referential 

ambiguity had only a very marginal effect in brain regions that are generally more 

active during sentence reading compared to fixation (upper graphs), and was 

associated with increased activity in brain regions that were generally less active 

during sentence reading compared to fixation (lower graphs). In contrast, semantic 

anomaly led to an opposite pattern of results for most of these regions. 

Finally, we addressed whether the adoption of different solutions for resolving 

referentially failing pronouns was reflected in differential BOLD response patterns. In 

a post-experiment debriefing, subjects were presented 3 example sentences from the 

referential failure condition, and were asked to indicate how they interpreted the 

failing pronouns, and whether they had consistently used this type of interpretation 

throughout the experiment. Seven subjects (approximately equally distributed across 

the four versions of the experiment) indicated to have consistently adopted a third-

person, sentence-external interpretation (whereas no subject indicated to have used 

such a strategy for resolving referential ambiguity), while the other subjects indicated 

that they had consistently used a sentence-internal interpretation. To explore the 

neural correlates of these different resolution strategies, we entered the subject-level 

results from the original referential failure contrast (referential failure > coherence) 

into a new, between-group contrast (sentence-external > sentence-internal). This 

contrast (thresholded at P  0.001 uncorrected, cluster-level FDR corrected at P  

0.05) yielded two large clusters of activity13 (Figure 3A): the first cluster was located 

in the left medial superior frontal gyrus (BA 8; P = 0.073, containing two local 

maxima at [-14,18,48] and [-18,32,36]). The second cluster was located in the right 

middle frontal gyrus (dorsolateral BA 9/46, P =0.002, containing three local maxima 

at [52,26,28], [50,16,34] and [38,16,34]). The reverse contrast (sentence-external < 

sentence-internal) yielded no significantly activated clusters (Figure 3B). 

 

 

                                                 
13 Additional activations were located in the posterior cingulate gyrus (BA 31, [-12,-54,24], voxel-level 

P =0.065, voxel-level FDR corrected at P <= 0.05), middle temporal gyrus (BA 21, [-58,-14,-12], 

voxel-level P =0.085), and also right medial frontal gyrus  (BA 8, [8,20,46], voxel-level P =0.085).  
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4.4. Discussion 

In the present study, our objective was to investigate to what extent semantic and 

referential aspects of language comprehension recruit common or distinct neural 

circuits. We compared event-related BOLD-fMRI responses to sentences containing 

semantically anomalous or semantically coherent words (e.g., “Ronald told Emily that 

she had a positive potato/attitude…”), and compared responses to sentences 

containing referentially ambiguous (e.g., “Ronald told Frank that he…”), referentially 

failing pronouns (e.g., “Rose told Emily that he…”) or referentially coherent 

pronouns (e.g., “Frank told Emily that he…”). 

Consistent with results from similar studies (e.g., Baumgaertner et al., 2002; 

Friederici et al., 2003; Hagoort et al., 2004; Kiehl et al., 2002; Kuperberg et al., 

2003a), semantic anomalies elicited increased BOLD responses in left and right 

inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45/47), possibly reflecting the increased amount of 

semantic processing (e.g., Badre & Wagner, 2002; Bookheimer, 2002, for reviews) 

needed to build a situation model from semantically unexpected or implausible input. 

Also consistent with our predictions, referentially failing pronouns elicited increased 

BOLD responses in medial and bilateral parietal, and left middle frontal brain regions 

(e.g., Kuperberg et al., 2003a; Newman et al., 2003; Ni et al., 2000; Hammer et al., 

2006), supporting the notion that readers initially ascribed referential failure to a 

problem with the morphosyntactic gender of the pronoun (e.g., Osterhout & Mobley, 

1995; Van Berkum et al., 2006). 

Following referential ambiguity, we observed activation increases in medial 

and bilateral parietal, medial frontal and right superior frontal regions. This activation 

pattern suggests that referential ambiguous pronouns required readers to engage in 

problem-solving (i.e., inference procedures, Ferstl, 2006; Ferstl & Siebörger, 2006) in 

order to establish reference and build a coherent model of the text (e.g., Greene et al., 

1992; Graeser et al., 1994). Furthermore, as referential ambiguity did not elicit 

increases in the LIFG, our results suggest that the processing consequences of 

referential ambiguity are qualitatively different from those imposed by structural 

linguistic complexity (e.g., Just et al., 1996; Friederici et al., 2006) or conflicting 

semantic representations (e.g., Novick et al., 2005)14. 

                                                 
14 Note that we have as yet refrained from relating our findings for referential ambiguity to results 

obtained with other ambiguity manipulations in sentence comprehension. Both syntactic and lexical 
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Referential ambiguity and medial prefrontal regions 

The present findings show that the language comprehension system relies on different 

neural mechanisms to deal with semantic anomalies, referential failure and referential 

ambiguity (e.g., Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006a; Van Berkum et al., 2006). The 

most distinctive brain signature of referential ambiguity was the activation increases 

in dorsal and ventral medial frontal cortices (see Figure 1C and 1D). Because 

referentially ambiguous pronouns also elicit a sustained frontally-distributed negative 

shift in the ERP (e.g., Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006a), we speculate that at least 

some of the neural generators of this ERP effect are located in the reported dorsal and 

ventral medial prefrontal regions. Although there is as yet no coherent account of the 

exact functional significance of these anterior prefrontal brain regions (BA10, e.g., 

Ramnani & Owen, 2004; Burgess, & Simons, Dumontheil & Gilbert, 2005), dorsal 

medial frontal regions have been implicated in making controlled, higher-order 

inferences to establish coherence during discourse comprehension (e.g., Ferstl & Von 

Cramon, 2001), and ventral medial prefrontal regions have been related to making 

evaluative judgments (e.g., Zysset et al., 2002; Goel & Dolan, 2003; Petersson et al., 

2003; Zysset et al., 2003). Thus, consistent with what our subjects had indicated in the 

post-experiment debriefing, the present medial prefrontal activations may reflect that 

subjects made an evaluation or choice between the two referential candidates (i.e. an 

anaphoric inference, Greene et al., 1992) in order to establish a referentially coherent 

interpretation. 

 

                                                                                                                                            
ambiguity have been reported to enhance activity in LIFG regions (e.g., Fiebach, Vos & Friederici, 

2004; Mason, Just, Keller & Carpenter, 2003; Rodd, Davis & Johnsrude, 2005). However, lexical 

ambiguity may also invoke semantic implausibility depending on the meaning that is pursued (e.g., 

“there was thyme/time and sage…”, Rodd et al., 2005), and syntactically ambiguous sentences often 

contain unusual constructions (e.g., “The experienced soldiers warned about the dangers before the 

midnight raid.”, see Mason et al., 2003, for discussion). Given the limited temporal resolution of fMRI, 

it is difficult to dissociate such syntactic or semantic garden-path effects from those of lexical or 

syntactical ambiguity. This said, our results do tie in with those from a study by Chan and colleagues 

(2005), who used a word-generation paradigm, and reported that isolated, lexically ambiguous words 

(compared to unambiguous words) elicited relative activation decreases in the LIFG, but relative 

increases in medial frontal cortex. 
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Semantic and referential analysis modulates activity in parietal and lateral prefrontal 

regions in opposite directions 

A closer examination of relative activation increases and decreases across different 

brain regions for all conditions revealed an intriguing pattern of results. Bilateral and 

medial parietal regions showed relative increases following both referential problems 

(see Figure 1B and 1C), but a relative decrease following semantic anomaly (see 

Figure 1E). In contrast, bilateral inferior prefrontal regions showed an almost exactly 

opposite pattern: relative increases following semantic anomaly (Figure 1A), but 

relative decreases following referential ambiguity (Figure 1G). Although the relative 

decrease in the LIFG following referential failure was not significant, this pattern of 

results is very similar to the pattern reported for semantic and morphosyntactic 

violations by Kuperberg et al. (2003a). Because difficult tasks elicit greater activation 

decreases in bilateral and medial parietal regions (e.g., Shulman et al., 1997; Gusnard 

& Raichle, 2001), and based on their observation that subjects made faster plausibility 

judgments to morphosyntactic violations than to correct and semantically anomalous 

words, Kuperberg et al. suggested that morphosyntactic violations elicited relative 

activation increases in these parietal regions because these violations required less 

attentional resources. Although the present results indeed closely resemble those 

reported by Kuperberg et al., our exact findings do not support the latter 

interpretation, because it seems unlikely that referentially problematic pronouns in the 

present study actually required less attentional resources than coherent pronouns. 

Furthermore, we also observed that superior regions of the left middle frontal cortex 

(BA 6/8) showed distinctive activation increases following referential failure (see also 

Hammer et al., 2006).  

If not the allocation of attentional resources, then what does the differential 

modulation of parietal and lateral prefrontal regions reflect? Consistent with the 

presumed role of medial and bilateral parietal regions in episodic memory processing 

and the monitoring of internal representations (e.g., Wagner et al., 2005), it is possible 

that the activations in these regions reflect the reprocessing of the episodic memory 

trace of the sentence when readers resolve a referentially problematic situation (e.g., 

Myers & O’Brien, 1998). Such a reprocessing account may also explain why 

morphosyntactic number violations elicit similar parietal activation patterns (e.g., 

Kuperberg et al., 2003a). Because semantic anomalies do not require reprocessing or 

revision of the episodic memory trace of the sentence, but the construction of a mental 
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model from the sentence as it was stated (that is implausible with regard to world 

knowledge), semantic anomalies recruit inferior prefrontal brain regions associated 

with semantic processing (e.g., Bookheimer, 2002). Our results may thus reflect the 

dynamic recruitment of semantic and episodic processing to resolve semantically or 

referentially problematic situations. 

Although previous studies have reported that coherence-building processes are 

not necessarily accompanied by LIFG activations (see also Ferstl & Von Cramon, 

2001), we can only speculate why referential ambiguity was associated with relative 

decreases in the LIFG. These patterns may reflect the reduced amount of semantic 

processing when readers are faced with a referentially ambiguous situation that 

hinders the successful semantic integration or binding of incoming information. 

Consistent with this notion, referentially coherent pronouns elicit gamma power 

increases in the EEG frequency spectrum, whereas referentially ambiguous and 

failing pronouns both elicit gamma power decreases (e.g., Van Berkum et al., 2004), 

possibly signalling the successful versus problematic binding of incoming information 

into a coherent mental representation (e.g., Tallon-Baudry & Bertrand, 1999). On the 

other hand, our results may also partly reflect reciprocal attenuation between lateral 

prefrontal and parietal regions (e.g., Greicius, Krasnow, Reiss & Menon, 2003). 

Future research will need to address the functional connectivity patterns to uncover 

interactions between the neural networks involved in different aspects of language 

comprehension (e.g., Petersson, Gisselgård, Gretzer, & Ingvar, 2006). 

Sentence-external anaphoric inferences 

Whereas most readers took failing pronouns as morphosyntactically incorrect and as 

referring to one of the narrative characters mentioned in the sentence, some 

participants had indicated in the post-experiment debriefing to have consistently 

invoked a third, unmentioned character. Such sentence-external inferences were 

accompanied by additional increases in medial frontal and right dorsolateral brain 

regions (Figure 3A). These regions have been associated with a range of cognitively 

demanding tasks (e.g., Duncan & Owen, 2000; Fletcher & Henson, 2001; 

Ridderinkhof, Ullsperger, Crone & Nieuwenhuis, 2004). Interestingly, they have also 

been implicated in making causal inferences in order to plausibly link sentences 

together (e.g., Kuperberg et al., 2006). When readers make causal inferences, they 

elaborate on what may have happened in the described scenario but was not explicitly 

stated in the text (e.g., Singer, 1994; van den Broek, 1994). Similarly, sentence-
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external anaphoric inferences may require readers to infer that the two narrative 

characters were already engaged in a conversation about a third person, or perhaps 

that some specific event took place that caused the two narrative characters to engage 

in conversation. In this respect, the similarities between the present results and those 

reported by Kuperberg et al. may reflect that both types of inferences require readers 

to engage in elaborative processing in order to make sense of the situation as 

described in the text.  

Conclusions 

Taken together, our results show semantic anomaly, referential failure and referential 

ambiguity elicit qualitatively different brain responses during sentence 

comprehension. Semantically anomalous words elicited activation increases in lateral 

prefrontal brain regions associated with semantic processing (notably, the LIFG). 

Referentially failing pronouns elicited activation increases in brain regions associated 

with morphosyntactic processing (notably, parietal and middle frontal regions), and 

elicited additional activations associated with elaborative inferencing if readers took 

failing pronouns to refer to unmentioned entities. Referentially ambiguous pronouns 

selectively recruited medial prefrontal regions, suggesting that readers made 

evaluative judgments about the referential candidates in order to construct a 

referentially coherent sentence interpretation. Our results also showed that semantic 

and referential aspects of language comprehension modulate activity in overlapping 

brain regions in opposite directions, perhaps reflecting the dynamic recruitment of 

semantic and episodic processing to resolve semantically or referentially problematic 

situations. 

Because our results show that referential analysis during sentence 

comprehension draws upon brain regions beyond the ‘traditional’ temporal-frontal 

language network, these results also have implications for neurocognitive models of 

language comprehension. Although in contrast to models of syntactic (e.g., Friederici, 

2002) or semantic processing (e.g., Jung-Beeman, 2005), some neurocognitive 

accounts include additional cognitive processing components (e.g., Hagoort, 2005), 

none of the existing models seem to have the necessary machinery to deal with the 

establishing of reference. A complete neurocognitive account of language 

comprehension will have to address not just how we parse a sentence and combine the 

meaning of the individual words, but also how we determine who’s who and what’s 

what during sentence and discourse comprehension. 
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5. When peanuts fall in love: N400 evidence for the power of 

discourse 

 

Abstract 
In linguistic theories of how sentences encode meaning, a distinction is often made 

between the context-free rule-based combination of lexical-semantic features of 

the words within a sentence (‘semantics’), and the contributions made by wider 

context (‘pragmatics’). In psycholinguistics, this distinction has led to the view 

that listeners initially compute a local, context-independent meaning of a phrase or 

sentence before relating it to the wider context. An important aspect of such a two-

step perspective on interpretation is that local semantics cannot initially be 

overruled by global contextual factors. 

In two spoken-language ERP experiments, we tested the viability of this 

claim by examining whether discourse context can overrule the impact of the core 

lexical-semantic feature animacy, considered to be an innate organizing principle 

of cognition. Two-step models of interpretation predict that verb-object animacy 

violations, as in "The girl comforted the clock", will always perturb the unfolding 

interpretation process, regardless of wider context. When presented in isolation, 

such anomalies indeed elicit a clear N400 effect, a sign of interpretive problems. 

However, when the anomalies were embedded in a supportive context (e.g., a girl 

talking to a clock about his depression), this N400 effect disappeared completely. 

Moreover, given a suitable discourse context (e.g., a story about an amorous 

peanut), animacy-violating predicates (‘the peanut was in love’) were actually 

processed more easily than canonical predicates (‘the peanut was salted’). Our 

findings reveal that discourse context can immediately overrule local lexical-

semantic violations, and therefore suggest that language comprehension does not 

involve an initially context-free semantic analysis. 

 

5.1. Introduction 

During the past two decades, successful text comprehension has been equated with 

the construction of an adequate situation model (e.g. Garnham, 1981; Johnson-Laird, 

1983; Kintsch, 1988; Zwaan & Radvanksy, 1998), a mental representation of the state 

of affairs described in the text at hand. Research on situation models has shown that 

our narrative experiences are structured through expectations based on real world 

experience with regard to time, space, causation et cetera (see Zwaan & Radvansky, 

1998, for a review). Furthermore, neuroimaging evidence has shown that such high-

level, real-world knowledge can have an immediate effect on language 
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comprehension (e.g., Hagoort, Hald, Bastiaansen & Petersson, 2004; Münte, Schiltz 

& Kutas, 1998). For example, because we conceive of time in terms of a sequential 

order of real-world events, sentences that describe events in reverse chronological 

order instantly require additional discourse-level computations (Münte et al., 1998). 

Such findings testify to the fact that our perception and understanding of the world 

around us fundamentally ‘colors’ the way we communicate ideas and information 

about the world (e.g., Lakoff, 1987; Langacker, 1986).   

Of course, this does not mean that the things we communicate about always 

need to map onto what is actually possible in the real world. Owing to the creative 

nature of our cognitive endowment (e.g. Fauconnier & Turner, 2002; Pinker, 1997), 

we are generally able to comprehend stories that are completely at odds with the real 

world. Consider, for instance, Lewis Carroll's classic story of Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland, in which Alice enters an absurd world with argumentative creatures, 

where logic and proportion are completely lost. In this and other kinds of discourse 

genre, fictional characters and events just do not abide by the biological or physical 

laws of the world as we know it, and we as readers happily accept it.  

One type of world knowledge that is occasionally ‘violated’ in a discourse 

such as Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland is knowledge of the things that nonliving, 

inanimate entities can and cannot do in the real world. We know that rocks and 

clocks, for example, cannot be exhilarated or depressed. The animate-inanimate 

distinction is often considered to be a conceptual primitive, i.e. an innate 'building 

block' of cognition that has evolved under evolutionary pressures (e.g., Gelman & 

Opfer, 2002; Jones, 1999; Pinker, 1997), with different neural mechanisms subserving 

each of the two categories (e.g., Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). Yet, when we read a 

fairy tale or cartoon-like story in which inanimate entities act like animate ones, it is 

not that our language comprehension system grinds to a halt. The aim of the two 

studies reported below is to examine, by means of event-related potentials, how the 

brain copes with stories that are internally coherent, but at odds with what we know to 

be true in the world. 

Consider reading "The girl comforted the clock" in the context of a cartoon-

like story about a clock feeling depressed. How does the language comprehension 

system handle “comforted the clock” in this situation? In classic linguistic semantics 

(e.g., Katz, 1972), animacy is viewed as belonging to a set of generic semantic 

features (e.g. animate/inanimate, singular/plural, male/female, proximal/distal) that, 
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because of their importance in communicating about the real world, are lexically 

encoded and obligatorily involved in grammatical distinctions across many languages 

(i.e. grammatically realized; see Jackendoff, 2002, for discussion). The assumption is 

that these semantic features are primitive aspects of word meaning, and are recruited 

by linguistic-semantic computations (‘semantics’) that proceed more rapidly than, and 

independently of, computations that establish the meaning of an utterance in its wider 

context (‘pragmatics’; e.g., Chomsky, 1965; Fodor, 1983; see Kempson, 2001, for a 

recent analysis of this position). Within this framework, "The girl comforted the 

clock" is deeply anomalous, as the inanimate ‘clock’ is not a proper argument for the 

animacy-requiring ‘to comfort’. Of course, in a final analysis where contextual 

pragmatics is allowed to modulate sentential semantics, the anomaly can be 

attenuated. However, because sentential semantics is assumed to apply before 

pragmatics, sentences like "The girl comforted the clock" remain initially anomalous, 

regardless of their wider context. 

In psycholinguistics, the interplay between lexical-semantic constraints and 

discourse context has been discussed in terms of ‘local’ and ‘global factors’ (e.g. 

Hess, Foss & Carroll, 1995), and when and how these two sources of information are 

recruited during discourse comprehension has been an important topic of debate (e.g. 

Graesser et al, 1997; Carpenter, Miyake & Just, 1995; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1998). 

Echoing the linguistic distinction between semantics and pragmatics, some models of 

language comprehension assume that people compute a local, context-independent 

meaning of a phrase or sentence before integrating it in the prior discourse (e.g. 

Fodor, 1983, Forster, 1979; Kintsch, 1988; Millis & Just, 1994). According to such 

‘two-step’ models of interpretation, local semantics can initially not be overruled by 

global contextual factors, and sentences like “The girl comforted the clock” should 

thus invariably perturb the comprehension system, regardless of context. 

This assumption about the temporal and functional distinction between local 

and global effects has been challenged by more interactive models of language 

comprehension (e.g. Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Jackendoff, 2002; MacDonald, 

Pearlmutter & Seidenberg, 1994; Marlsen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980; Trueswell & 

Tanenhaus, 1994). The general tenet of these 'single-step' models of language 

interpretation is that locally supplied ‘semantic’ cues have no principled temporal or 

functional precedence over globally supplied ‘pragmatic’ cues. Because both types of 

constraint can simultaneously determine language interpretation, and can in principle 
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overrule each other as a function of cue relevance and strength, a sentence like “The 

girl comforted the clock” may in certain discourse contexts actually be very easy to 

interpret15. 

With classic psycholinguistic paradigms (e.g., cross-modal naming or lexical 

decision, eye tracking during reading) it has been difficult to resolve the issue when 

and how local and global factors interact in comprehension, with some findings 

suggesting a relatively late influence of prior discourse on lexical or phrase processing 

(e.g., Millis & Just, 1994; Rayner, Pacht & Duffy, 1994; Till, Mross & Kintsch, 

1988), and others revealing an early impact of discourse-level conceptual information 

(e.g., Hess, Foss & Carroll, 1995; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980). With the recent 

addition of the ‘visual world’ or ‘head-mounted’ eye-tracking paradigm to the 

psycholinguist’s methodological repertoire, the evidence that extra-sentential context 

can very rapidly affect word and sentence comprehension is steadily accumulating 

(e.g., Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard & Sedivy, 

1995; see Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 2005, for many more examples). However, none 

of these studies has examined the interaction of global discourse context with a local, 

‘primitive’ semantic feature as fundamental and powerful as animacy. Furthermore, 

the various processing measures discussed so far (RT, fixation times) do not by 

themselves provide qualitative information as to whether in language comprehension, 

local and global factors are processed by the same single brain system, or, 

alternatively, by two functionally distinct brain systems. 

In the experiments reported below, we track the interplay between global 

discourse-level factors and local animacy constraints by means of event-related brain 

potentials (ERPs), a highly time-resolved measure that does intrinsically provide cues 

to the identity of the cognitive event at hand (e.g.; Rugg & Coles, 1995; Van Berkum, 

2004). The most commonly used ERP index of semantic processing is the N400, a 

centro-parietally distributed, negative ERP deflection that peaks at approximately 400 

ms after word onset (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980). The N400 is elicited by every content 

                                                 
15 Single- and two-step models of language interpretation also have their counterparts in the debate 

about interpretation of figurative expressions. It has been suggested that whereas literal language can 

be understood by normal linguistic mechanisms, listeners must recognize the deviant nature of a 

figurative utterance before determining its nonliteral meaning (e.g. Grice, 1975; Searle, 1979; Temple 

& Honeck, 1999). However, this principled distinction between literal and contextualized meaning has 

been challenged by a number of researchers (e.g. Clark, 1996; Gibbs, 1984; Jackendoff, 2002). 
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word of an unfolding sentence, and its amplitude is inversely related to the ease with 

which the word at hand is related to its semantic context (e.g. Brown, Hagoort & 

Kutas, 2000; Kutas & Van Petten, 1994, for review). For example, words that do not 

easily fit the animacy requirements imposed by a sentential context elicit a larger 

N400 than words that do fit those requirements (e.g. Weckerly & Kutas, 1999; see 

also Trueswell, Tanenhaus & Garnsey, 1994, for eye-movement evidence for 

immediate effects of animacy on ambiguity resolution). The N400 is also highly 

sensitive to how well the words of an unfolding sentence fit the wider discourse (e.g., 

Van Petten, 1995; St. George, Mannes & Hoffman, 1994, 1997; Van Berkum, 

Hagoort & Brown, 1999; Van Berkum, Zwitserlood, Hagoort & Brown, 2003; Van 

Berkum, Brown, Zwitserlood, Kooijman & Hagoort, 2005). Because of its established 

sensitivity to locally supplied animacy requirements as well as discourse-level global 

context, the N400 component allows us to examine the interplay between the two. 

The few studies that have examined the sensitivity of the N400 to discourse-

level manipulations (see Van Berkum, 2005, for review) suggest a temporal and 

functional equivalence of local and global semantic context, as predicted by a single-

step model of language interpretation. St. George, Mannes and Hoffman (1994), for 

example, observed that adding a title to a paragraph to increase its coherence led to 

smaller N400 components elicited by the words in that paragraph. Because the 

resulting discourse-level N400 effect emerged at about the same time as the N400 

effects that had been reported for more local semantic manipulations, this finding 

suggested that discourse-level factors are brought to bear on comprehension as rapidly 

as local factors. Systematic comparisons of discourse- and sentence-dependent 

anomalies within the same experimental paradigm (Van Berkum et al., 1999b; 2003b) 

confirmed that the two anomalies elicit essentially identical N400 effects, sharing 

their time course, overall morphology and scalp distribution. In addition, follow-up 

work revealed that the N400 is not only sensitive to blunt discourse-dependent 

anomalies, but can reflect much more subtle differences in discourse-level fit (e.g., 

Van Berkum et al., 2005; Otten & Van Berkum, 2005). 

In all, these N400 findings suggest that, from the perspective of the language 

comprehension system, it does not matter whether its constraints on interpretation 

come from local sentence-internal context or from wider discourse context. Elsewhere 

(e.g., Van Berkum et al., 1999b; 2003b), we have taken this as evidence that the 

words of an unfolding sentence are immediately mapped onto the widest interpretive 
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domain available (one-step interpretation), and that there is no initial computation of 

local context-free meaning followed by contextual reappraisal (two-step 

interpretation). However, a much more direct way to demonstrate this would be to pit 

local and global semantic factors against one another, and show that even a powerful, 

local semantic anomaly can be completely neutralized by a discourse context. This 

was the purpose of the two event-related brain potential (ERP) experiments reported 

below. 

 

 Table 1. Example story (approximate translation from Dutch) 

1. Once upon a time a psychotherapist was consulted in her home office by a 

yacht/sailor with emotional problems. 

2. The yacht/sailor confided her that everything in life had gone wrong and started 

crying. 

3. The psychotherapist consoled the yacht/sailor by stating that everybody 

experiences these kinds of trouble every now and then. 

4. But the yacht/sailor doubted whether to continue outlining his problems to her.  

5. The psychotherapist advised the yacht/sailor to be honest not only with her, but 

especially with himself.  

6. At that moment the yacht/sailor cried out that he was absolutely terrified of 

water. 

 

In our first experiment, participants listened to short narratives in which a person was 

engaged in conversation with either another person or with an inanimate object (see 

Table 1). In the latter case, we expected the narrative to gradually and implicitly set 

up a cartoon-like interpretive context for our subjects, i.e. a context in which it is not 

uncommon for inanimate objects to have animate properties. The issue was whether 

and at what point in the story this wider ‘pragmatic’ context, once in place, would be 

able to overrule a local ‘semantic’ anomaly. Subjects encountered comparable 

animacy violations in the first, third and fifth sentence of the inanimate story (e.g., 

“The therapist consoled the yacht”). We expected the violation in the first sentence to 

elicit a standard N400 effect compared to the animate control words. The critical issue 

was whether the gradual build-up of a cartoon-like context would be able to eliminate 

the interpretive problems posed by animacy violations somewhat later in the story, in 
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the third or fifth sentence. If it can indeed do so, as predicted by single-step models of 

interpretation, those later animacy violations should not elicit an N400 effect. If the 

initial interpretation is governed by local lexical-semantic factors only, however, an 

N400 effect should also still be obtained towards the end of the story.  

 

5.2. Methods 

Subjects 

Thirty-one right-handed college students (14 males, mean age 21.8) participated in 

this study for course credit. All participants were native speakers of Dutch and 

without any neurological impairment. 

Materials 

We constructed 60 naturally spoken Dutch stories. To allow us to record the EEG 

without an attention-recruiting and potentially biasing secondary task (see Van 

Berkum, 2004), we designed these stories to be as engaging as possible under the 

constraints of the present design. Each story consisted of 6 sentences and contained 

two different main entities.  One entity was always a woman, the other was always 

either a man (animate condition) or an inanimate object (inanimate condition).  

Every sentence contained a noun phrase anaphor to either the man or the inanimate 

object.  Stories in both conditions were identical except for the critical words (CWs) 

denoting the men and inanimate objects. The CWs were closely matched for word 

duration (mean 566 and 580 ms respectively) and word form frequency (mean 1.78 

and 1.75 on a million; Spoken Dutch Corpus). As can be seen in Table 1, in the 

inanimate condition every sentence contained an animacy violation. For the analyses, 

however, we focus on the first, third and fifth sentence of every story, each of which 

contained a highly comparable mismatch between requirements imposed by the 

transitive verb and the inanimate argument actually supplied to this verb (i.e., a 

selection restriction violation). For each story an animate and inanimate version were 

recorded with a normal speaking rate and intonation, by the same female speaker.  

Procedure  

Participants were seated in front of two loudspeakers, and were informed that they 

would be listening to short stories. They were instructed to listen for comprehension 

and minimize movement. No additional task demands were imposed. 

 Two trial lists were used. For the first list, 30 animate context and 30 

inanimate context stories were pseudorandomly mixed with 90 filler stories such that 
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neither cartoon trials nor control trials occurred more than two times consecutively 

and trials of each type were matched on average list position. The second list was 

derived from the first by replacing all cartoon trials by their control counterparts and 

vice versa. The 90 filler stories described scenarios about three human characters 

engaged in conversation, 30 of which contained temporarily referentially ambiguous 

noun phrases. The total of 150 stories was divided in ten blocks, separated by a pause. 

Each trial was separated from the next by a 5 sec silence and was preceded by a short 

warning tone. Total time-on-task was approximately eighty minutes. 

EEG Recording 

The EEG was recorded from 30 standard scalp locations (Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz, Fp1/2, F3/4, 

F7/8, F9/10, FC1/2, FC5/6, FT9/10, C3/4, T7/8, CP1/2, CP5/6, P3/4, P7/8), amplified 

(band-pass filtered at 0.03 Hz-100 Hz), digitized at 500 Hz and re-referenced to the 

mean of left and right mastoids. Ocular and muscular artifacts were corrected by 

means of a procedure based on Independent Component Analysis (see Jung et al., 

2000; Makeig, Jung, Gahremani, Bell & Sejnowski, 1997). Then, epochs that ranged 

from –500 ms to +1600 ms relative to critical word onset were extracted and 

normalized (by subtraction) to a 150 ms pre-onset baseline. Subsequently, segments 

with potentials exceeding +/- 75 μV were rejected, and the remainder was screened 

for drift artifacts. If the total rejection rate exceeded 40%, data of the participant were 

excluded. Seven participants were excluded from Experiment 1, leaving an average 

segment loss of 15% across the remaining 24 participants.  

 

5.3. Results 

The grand average waveforms elicited by the inanimate (“yacht”) and animate 

(“sailor”) critical words in the first, third and fifth sentence are displayed in Figure 1, 

2 and 3 respectively. As expected, inanimate nouns elicited a larger N400 than 

animate control nouns in the first sentence. Using mean amplitude in the 300-600 ms 

time window, this N400 effect was significant in an overall Animacy (2) x Electrode 

(30) analysis of variance (see Table 2). Importantly, there were no significant 

differences between ERPs elicited by the same inanimate and animate critical words 

either in the third or fifth sentence. 
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Table 2. F-values, Mean Square Errors (MSE) and p-values for main effects of 

Animacy time-locked to critical word onset. 

 F MSE p 

Sentence 1 5.82 37.23 0.024* 

Sentence 3 0.19 30.44 0.667 

Sentence 5 0.95 21.12 0.761 

Note. For all F tests, numerator df = 1, denominator df = 23. 

* p < .05. 

 

We also examined whether the violation-preceding verbs (such as “consoled” and 

“advised” in the third and fifth sentence respectively), which always formally required 

an animate object, would elicit any differential effects of whether the wider discourse 

did or did not involve conversation with inanimate objects. Surprisingly, in the third 

sentence these verbs elicited an N400 effect in inanimate story context, compared to 

identical verbs in the animate story context (Figure 4). This effect was only trend-wise 

significant in the 300-600 ms time window (F(1,23) = 3.58, MSE = 24.35, p = .071), 

but was statistically significant in the 400-700 ms mean amplitude time window 

(F(1,23) = 4.56, MSE = 22.73, p = .044). In the fifth sentence, this effect had 

disappeared (Figure 5), as was confirmed by analysis of both the 300-600 ms (F(1,23) 

= 0.02, MSE = 29.11, p = .879) and 400-700 ms (F(1,23) = 0.004, MSE = 34.34, p = 

.950) time window. 
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Figure 1. Grand average ERPs elicited by critical nouns in the first sentence (Experiment 1). In this 

and all following figures, ERPs elicited by critical words in the Inanimate conditions are represented 

by dotted lines, while ERPs elicited by critical words in the Animate conditions are represented by 

solid lines. Furthermore, all waveforms are filtered (5 Hz high cut-off, 48 dB/oct) for presentation 

purpose only, negativity is plotted upwards, and the scalp distribution of the Animacy effect (Inanimate 

condition minus Animate condition, mean amplitude in the 300-600 ms time window) is displayed in 

the lower right corner.  
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Figure 2. Grand average ERPs elicited by critical nouns in the third sentence (Experiment 1). 
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Figure 3. Grand average ERPs elicited by critical nouns in the fifth sentence (Experiment 1). 
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Figure 4. Grand average ERPs elicited by critical verbs in the third sentence (Experiment 1). 
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Figure 5. Grand average ERPs elicited by critical verbs in the fifth sentence (Experiment 1). 
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5.4. Discussion 

In Experiment 1 we investigated whether a cartoon-like discourse context would be 

able to prevent the language comprehension system from being disrupted by a local 

animacy violation. According to two-step models of language comprehension, which 

assume that local semantic factors have a functional and temporal precedence over 

global discourse context (e.g. Fodor, 1983; Kintsch, 1988; Millis & Just, 1994), 

animacy violations should always disrupt semantic processing, regardless of context. 

Alternatively, if discourse-level and local animacy constraints are simultaneously 

brought to bear on language comprehension, in a fundamentally equivalent way (e.g., 

Clark, 1996; Gibbs, 1984; Van Berkum et al., 1999b), a sufficiently strong discourse 

context should be able to completely overrule the impact of local, lexical-semantic 

factors. Our results lend support to the latter one-step model: whereas animacy 

violation in the first sentence elicited a large N400 effect, no such effect was elicited 

by comparable animacy violations encountered later in the story. These results 

suggest that a cartoon-like interpretive context, in which it is not uncommon for 

specific inanimate objects to behave just like human beings, can – once in place – 

completely overrule the effect of a local lexical-semantic animacy violation. 

An interesting extension of these results followed from the examination of the 

ERPs elicited by the violation-preceding verbs in the third and fifth sentence (e.g., 

“consoled” and “advised” respectively). To create a local animacy violation on the 

critical inanimate object noun thereafter, we used verbs that always formally required 

an animate object. In the third sentence of inanimate stories, however, these verbs also 

elicited a small N400 effect (relative to the same verbs in animate stories). In the fifth 

sentence, this verb-elicited N400 effect had again disappeared. We interpret this effect 

to suggest, first, that listeners begin to look for plausible arguments of a verb right 

upon encountering the verb itself, a finding that is consistent with evidence for scene-

based anticipation of verb arguments (e.g. Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Sedivy, 

Tanenhaus, Chambers & Carlson, 1999), as well as with other ERP effects of 

discourse-based predictive processes (e.g., Van Berkum, Brown, Hagoort, 

Zwitserlood & Kooijman, 2005; Wicha, Bates, Moreno & Kutas, 2003). Furthermore, 

a verb-elicited N400 effect in the third sentence reveals that, at that point in the story, 

the discourse model is not yet strong enough to completely overrule the anticipated 

local anomaly. Apparently, although listeners did anticipate the inanimate objects as 
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upcoming verb arguments, they did not – at this point – yet accept them as completely 

suitable referents.  

We take the absence of an N400 effect at both the verb and noun in the fifth 

sentence to suggest that, ultimately, a strong discourse context can indeed completely 

overrule local lexical-semantic animacy violations. However, two alternative 

explanations for the decline of the N400 effect observed in this experiment need to be 

addressed. First, one might argue that this decline is solely the result of simple lexical 

repetition. We consider this somewhat implausible, as this argument entails that the 

more often we encounter a word, the more difficult it is for us to notice that it is used 

erroneously. Note that mistakes in, say, using ‘a’ versus ‘an’, or in using ‘he’ instead 

of ‘she’ do not easily escape attention, in spite of the massive repetition of these 

words. Such a lexical repetition account also cannot explain why the N400 effect 

observed at the violation-preceding verb in the third sentence was subsequently absent 

at a lexically different verb in the fifth sentence. Alternatively, one might argue that 

the disappearance of the N400 effect was caused by our subjects becoming indifferent 

(i.e. ‘tuning out’) during cartoon-like stories, possibly due to incomprehensible or 

unrealistic content. This explanation also seems unlikely, though, for in the systematic 

exit-interview held after the experiment all our subjects reported that they found our 

cartoon-like stories easy to grasp and entertaining. In all, we ascribe the results from 

Experiment 1 to the fact that a cartoon-like story gradually provided a wider 

interpretive context that ‘neutralized’ the violation of animacy requirements. In our 

second experiment, we generalize and extend this finding, and provide further 

evidence against the abovementioned lexical repetition and tuning out accounts. 

 

5.5. Experiment 2 

In Experiment 2, we examined whether a cartoon-like interpretive context can go 

beyond just neutralizing the potentially harmful impact of an animacy violation, and 

can actually outweigh the joint effects of animacy and real-world plausibility. In this 

experiment, all critical stories were cartoon-like stories, for instance, about a peanut 

and his new girlfriend (see Table 3). Towards the end of these stories, the inanimate 

object was either described with a context-appropriate but animacy-violating property 

(e.g., “The peanut was in love” in a story about a peanut singing a song about his new 

girlfriend) or with an inanimate property that was ‘canonical’ for the object but highly 

inappropriate in this particular context (e.g., “The peanut was salted”).  
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Table 3. Example story (approximate translation from Dutch) 

 

A woman saw a dancing peanut who had a big smile on his face. The peanut was 

singing about a girl he had just met. And judging from the song, the peanut was 

totally crazy about her. The woman thought it was really cute to see the peanut 

singing and dancing like that. The peanut was salted/in love, and by the sound of 

it, this was definitely mutual. He was seeing a little almond. 

 

The experimental logic of this experiment was similar to that of Experiment 1. In a 

two-step model of semantic interpretation, initial semantic processing is governed by 

local semantic factors, and only its outcome is related to the global discourse context. 

Under such a model, locally anomalous but contextually appropriate predicates (e.g., 

“in love”) should elicit an N400 effect compared to locally plausible but contextually 

inappropriate predicates (e.g., “salted”). A single-step model, in which locally and 

globally supplied information can both immediately affect semantic processing, 

predicts exactly the reverse pattern. If discourse context prevails over animacy and 

real-world plausibility taken together, locally plausible but contextually inappropriate 

predicates should elicit an N400 effect compared to locally anomalous but 

contextually appropriate predicates. 

 

5.6. Methods 

Subjects 

Forty-two right-handed college students (10 males, mean age 20.7) participated in this 

study for course credit. All participants were native speakers of Dutch and without 

any neurological impairment. 

Materials 

Participants listened to 60 naturally spoken Dutch, cartoon-like stories. Each story 

consisted of 6 sentences and contained two different main entities, one woman and 

one inanimate object that behaved as a human character. A difference between the 

two conditions emerged only in the fifth sentence. Either the inanimate object was 

described with a canonical, but story-irrelevant inanimate property (inanimate 

condition), or with a formally anomalous but contextually appropriate animate 

predicate (animate condition). These predicates consisted of adjectives that were 
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closely matched for word duration (mean 552 and 556 ms respectively) and word 

form frequency (mean 1.26 and 1.29 on a million; Spoken Dutch Corpus). As in 

Experiment 1, the same female speaker recorded all stories with a normal speaking 

rate and intonation. 

Procedure 

The procedure of Experiment 2 was identical to that of Experiment 1, with the 

following exceptions pertaining to presentation modality and filler materials. 

In contrast to Experiment 1, in which the stories were completely presented in 

the auditory modality, the non-critical story-final sentences were presented in variable 

serial visual presentation mode (RSVP) based on natural reading times. This was 

done to increase the homogeneity of our material, as the filler stories contained 

visually presented story-final sentences. The epochs that were extracted for 

subsequent analysis always fell within the time range of the last auditorily presented 

sentence. 

 For the first list, 30 incoherent and 30 coherent stories were pseudorandomly 

mixed with 90 filler stories (of which the first two sentences were spoken, and the 

final sentence was presented in RSVP mode) and 120 isolated sentences (all presented 

in RSVP mode). The 90 filler stories described scenarios about three human 

characters engaged in conversation, 30 of which contained referentially ambiguous 

noun phrases in the final sentence. Of the 120 isolated sentences, 60 described the 

location of various manipulable objects, and 60 described a person manipulating one 

of these objects. 

The total of 150 stories and 120 isolated sentences was divided in five blocks, 

separated by a pause. Each trial was separated from the next by a 4 sec silence and 

was preceded by a short warning tone. Total time-on-task was approximately seventy 

minutes. 

EEG Recording 

The EEG was recorded and processed identically to Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, 

none of the participants met the exclusion criteria regarding rejection rates of 

artifactual epochs, and there was an average segment loss of 8%. 
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5.7. Results 

The grand average waveforms elicited by locally plausible but contextually 

inappropriate (“salted”) and locally anomalous but contextually appropriate predicates 

(“in love”) are displayed in Figure 6. Predicates that were canonical for a particular 

object but inappropriate given the discourse context, elicited an N400 effect compared 

to formally anomalous but contextually appropriate predicates. 

Using mean amplitude the 300-600 ms time window, this N400 effect was significant 

in an overall Animacy (2) x Electrode (30) analysis of variance (ANOVA) (F(1,41) = 

27.14, MSE = 27.57, p ≤ .001).  

 
 

 
Figure 6. Grand average ERPs elicited by critical predicates in the fifth sentence (Experiment 2). 
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5.8. Discussion 

The goal of Experiment 2 was to examine whether context-appropriateness can 

outweigh the joint effects of animacy and real-world plausibility. Subjects listened to 

cartoon-like stories in which inanimate objects (e.g., a peanut) were characterized 

either with a canonical but context-inappropriate predicate (e.g., salted), or with a 

semantically anomalous but contextually appropriate predicate (e.g., in love). 

Inconsistent with two-step models of semantic interpretation, but in line with single-

step models, locally plausible but contextually inappropriate predicates elicited a 

larger N400 than locally anomalous predicates that fitted the wider discourse context. 

These results extend our findings from Experiment 1, as they show that contextual 

appropriateness can not only ‘neutralize’ animacy violations, but can even render the 

animacy-violating predicate more preferred than an animacy-obeying canonical 

predicate.  

Note that the present results cannot be explained by a lexical repetition 

confound, as both critical words (‘e.g., salted’, ‘in love’) were used for the first time 

in the story at hand. Furthermore, the present findings unequivocally indicate that the 

results from Experiment 1 cannot be attributed to subjects tuning out during ‘odd’ 

stories. After all, towards the end of the equally odd stories in Experiment 2, subjects 

had no trouble whatsoever detecting a discourse-level semantic anomaly. 

 

5.9. General discussion 

We conducted two ERP experiments to examine whether discourse context could 

modulate the semantic interpretive processes revolving the animacy of fictional 

entities. Subjects listened to naturally spoken (Dutch) cartoon-like stories describing 

conversational interactions between human characters and inanimate objects. In 

Experiment 1, inanimate nouns in story-initial sentences like “The girl comforted the 

clock” elicited an N400 effect compared to animate control words, reflecting the fact 

that in the absence of a wider interpretive context, listeners find it odd to encounter 

inanimate objects engaged in conversation. Furthermore, verbs that preceded the 

animacy violations in the third sentence and that formally required animate objects, 

elicited an N400 effect in inanimate story context, compared to identical verbs in 

animate story context. This effect suggests that listeners can use their model of the 

discourse to anticipate specific arguments of a given verb, but also that the discourse 

model at that point is not yet strong enough to overrule the anticipated local anomaly. 
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The most critical finding of this experiment, the absence of an N400 effect at both the 

verb and noun in the fifth sentence, suggests that, ultimately, a strong discourse model 

can indeed completely neutralize a local animacy violation. Finally, in Experiment 2, 

inanimate predicates that were canonical for inanimate objects but inappropriate given 

the discourse context (e.g., a peanut being salted), elicited an N400 effect when 

assigned to these objects, compared to locally anomalous but contextually appropriate 

predicates (e.g., a peanut being in love). This last finding suggests that the results 

from Experiment 1 cannot be attributed to possible ‘tuning out’ of the subjects during 

unrealistic stories, nor to the effects of lexical repetition. But more importantly, it 

suggests that contextual appropriateness not only ‘neutralizes’ processing difficulties 

that are introduced by animacy violations, but can actually even outweigh the joint 

effects of animacy and real-world plausibility. 

Taken together, the results of our experiments constitute strong evidence that 

discourse context can completely overrule lexical-semantic violations. As such, they 

support interactive, ‘single-step’ models of language comprehension, in which local 

and global context can both immediately influence interpretation, without giving 

principled precedence to local semantic information (e.g., Bates & MacWhinney, 

1989; Jackendoff, 2002; MacDonald, Pearlmutter & Seidenberg, 1994; Marlsen-

Wilson & Tyler, 1980; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994). Our findings also indirectly 

support the perspective on language structure that is usually behind those single-step 

models of comprehension, one which does not make a sharp distinction between 

linguistic semantics, i.e. linguistic knowledge about the core meaning of words, and 

pragmatics, i.e. knowledge about how we use these words in everyday language (e.g., 

Clark, 1996; Gibbs, 1984; Jackendoff, 2002; Kempson, 2001). Furthermore, our 

findings accord well with a growing number of other observations that discourse 

context is immediately brought to bear on language comprehension (e.g., Altmann & 

Kamide, 1999; Hess, Foss & Carroll, 1995; Marslen-Wilson, 1980; St. George, 

Mannes & Hoffman, 1994; Van Berkum, Hagoort & Brown, 1999; see Van Berkum, 

2005, for a review of the ERP evidence). 

At this point, we should briefly clarify the relation between our present 

findings and those reported in Nieuwland & Van Berkum (2005). What we observed 

in the latter study with realistic non-cartoon stories is that, under certain ‘misleading’ 

conditions that are known to lead to incorrect semantic analyses of the input  --  

‘semantic illusions’ -- in behavioral experiments, highly unexpected animacy 
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violations do not elicit an N400 effect. As explained in detail in Nieuwland & Van 

Berkum (2005), we took this result to indicate that the listeners in this experiment 

momentarily suffered from a semantic illusion, and briefly failed to notice that the by 

then familiar animate protagonist was suddenly replaced by an inanimate object (akin 

to the so-called change blindness phenomenon in visual perception). Our explanation 

of the present results, however, has nothing to do with momentarily erroneous 

analyses and semantic illusions, and instead capitalizes on the speed and flexibility 

with which the comprehension system can arrive at a correct interpretation in non-

misleading situations. What binds the two sets of findings is that they both testify to 

the power of prior discourse in guiding the initial interpretation of unfolding input, 

and to conspire with other factors such that a superficially anomalous critical word is 

easily integrated (albeit erroneously in the semantic illusion case).2  

In all, we take the disappearance of an N400 effect in Experiment 1 to show 

that even a semantic anomaly revolving around a core semantic feature like animacy, 

can effortlessly be integrated into a prior discourse, if this discourse has provided a 

context in which it is not uncommon for a particular inanimate object to have animate 

properties. We take the results from Experiment 2 to illustrate that it sometimes may 

be easier to integrate a lexical-semantic anomaly that is globally coherent, than a 

‘correct’ phrase that is plausible with regard to real-world knowledge but that has 

nothing to do with the prior discourse.  

Given the present findings, we should offer a speculative remark on what it 

might really ‘mean’ to understand a story about, for example, a peanut that has fallen 

in love. Interestingly, although subjects had no instructions other than to listen for 

comprehension, almost all of them reported to have interpreted the inanimate objects 

in our stories as actual ‘cartoon-character-like’ entities (i.e. a peanut that walks and 

talks like a human, having emotions and possibly even arms, legs and a face).3 To 

achieve such an interpretation, listeners need to construct and gradually update their 

situation model of the story to the point that they project human characteristics unto 

inanimate objects (e.g. Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). This process of projecting human 

properties (behaviour, emotions, appearance) unto an inanimate object comes close to 

what has been called ‘conceptual blending’, the ability to invent new concepts and to 

assemble new and dynamic mental patterns by ‘blending’ elements and vital relations 

from diverse scenarios (e.g., Fauconnier & Turner, 2002). Furthermore, most subjects 

also indicated that they visualized the cartoon-like stories in order to comprehend 
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them, which seems to illustrate the importance of perceptual processes in cognitive 

mechanisms like language and memory (e.g., Barsalou, 1999). Within such a 

framework, projecting animate properties unto an inanimate object might perhaps 

even be understood as ‘perceptual blending’ during language comprehension. 

Regardless of representational concerns, however, we assume that the acceptability of 

a crying yacht or amorous peanut is not merely induced by repeated specific instances 

of such unusual feature combinations, but somehow also – perhaps even critically – 

by the literary genre (e.g., Zwaan, 1994) that such instances suggest. 

The fact that listeners had no trouble whatsoever comprehending our cartoon-

like stories suggests that they can temporarily ‘bracket’ their real-world knowledge of 

the distinction between living and nonliving entities, to pursue an analysis that is more 

appropriate for the genre at hand. Even though evolution will undoubtedly have 

predisposed our brains to be highly tuned to the difference between being alive or not 

(e.g., Caramazza & Shelton, 1998), evolution has also equipped us with the capacity 

to acquire and express new concepts and ideas, and to mentally pursue counterfactual 

‘what-if’ simulations in order to anticipate future events (e.g., Fauconnier & Turner, 

2000). Perhaps as a side effect of this ability, we can apply modes of thinking to 

subject matters we were not designed for (Pinker, 1997). Mixing and matching our 

ways of understanding in fact seems to come pretty natural to us, as we can easily – 

within the time frame of a few sentences – enter a world of fiction where yachts visit 

psychotherapists and peanuts fall in love. It is this flexibility that allows us to cope 

with, and even enjoy, stories that violate everything we know to be true in the real 

world. 
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6. Testing the Limits of the Semantic Illusion Phenomenon: ERPs 

reveal Temporary Semantic Change Deafness in Discourse 

Comprehension 
 

Abstract 
In general, language comprehension is surprisingly reliable. Listeners very rapidly 

extract meaning from the unfolding speech signal, on a word-by-word basis, and 

usually successfully. Research on ‘semantic illusions’ however suggests that under 

certain conditions, people fail to notice that the linguistic input simply doesn’t 

make sense. In the current event-related brain potentials (ERP) study we examined 

whether listeners would, under such conditions, spontaneously detect an anomaly 

in which a human character central to the story at hand (e.g. “a tourist”) was 

suddenly replaced by an inanimate object (e.g. “a suitcase”). Because this 

replacement introduced a very powerful coherence break, we expected listeners to 

immediately notice the anomaly and generate the standard ERP effect associated 

with incoherent language, the N400 effect. However, instead of the standard N400 

effect, anomalous words elicited a positive ERP effect from about 500-600 ms 

onwards. The absence of an N400 effect suggests that subjects did not immediately 

notice the anomaly, and that for a few hundred milliseconds the comprehension 

system has converged on an apparently coherent but factually incorrect 

interpretation. The presence of the later ERP effect indicates that subjects were 

processing for comprehension and did ultimately detect the anomaly. Therefore, 

we take the absence of a regular N400 effect as the online manifestation of a 

temporary semantic illusion. Our results also show that even attentive listeners 

sometimes fail to notice a radical change in the nature of a story character, and 

therefore suggest a case of short-lived ‘semantic change deafness’ in language 

comprehension. 
 
 

6.1. Introduction 

Under normal circumstances, the human language comprehension system works 

amazingly fast, and amazingly well. One of the key features of the system that allows 

for its usually excellent performance is incrementality. Psycholinguistic experiments 

have shown that listeners and readers immediately relate the meaning and grammar of 

each incoming word to the context, whether this context consists of an isolated 

sentence (e.g., Marslen-Wilson, 1975; Van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, Plante & Parks, 

1999), the global discourse (e.g., Hess, Foss & Carroll, 1995; Marslen-Wilson & 
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Tyler, 1980; Van Berkum, Zwitserlood, Hagorrt & Brown, 2003; Van Berkum, 

Brown, Zwitserlood, Kooijman & Hagoort, 2005), or a non-linguistic visual scene 

(e.g., Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers & Carlson, 1999).  

But immediate analysis does not necessarily mean that linguistic information 

is always interpreted to the fullest degree possible. For instance, there are quite a few 

reports of incomplete semantic analysis or underspecification (e.g., Barton & 

Sanford, 1993; Erickson & Mattson, 1981); for review see Ferreira & Baily, 2002; 

Sanford & Sturt, 2002). Particularly striking are semantic illusions, which indicate 

that sometimes the full meaning of a word is not incorporated into the interpretation 

of a sentence, with people happily accepting an incorrect interpretation based on 

semantic heuristics instead. A well-known example is the “Moses illusion” (Erickson 

& Mattson, 1981), in which participants routinely fail to notice the anomaly in the 

question ‘How many animals of each sort did Moses put on the ark?’, despite 

knowing it was Noah instead of Moses. Similarly, after reading a story about a plane 

crash and confronted with the sentence ‘The authorities had to decide where to bury 

the survivors’, participants regularly do not perceive the coherence break (Barton & 

Sanford, 1993). 

The available evidence suggests that the probability of detecting a semantic 

anomaly decreases if the impostor word (e.g., “Moses”) is semantically related to the 

correct word (“Noah”; Erickson & Mattson, 1981), as well as if the impostor word is 

strongly associated with the global scenario suggested by the discourse (e.g., 

“survivors” in a plane crash scenario; Barton & Sanford, 1993). Furthermore, we 

know that impostor words are more easily detected when they are brought into focus 

(e.g., as in ‘It was Moses who put two of each kind of animal on the ark. True or 

False?’, Bredart & Modolo, 1988), indicating that semantic illusions are partially 

dependent on the misdirection of focus. To account for these phenomena, Sanford 

and Sturt (2002) have proposed that if a word fits the global situation very well or 

when it is out of focus, it will receive incomplete semantic analysis, to such an extent 

that the actual input can be misconstrued and a semantic anomaly can pass 

undetected. 

On the one hand, the existence of semantic illusions is perhaps not that 

amazing. After all, the heavy cognitive demands imposed by processing speech or 

written text at a rate of several words per second makes it very unlikely that people 

always exploit every single bit of relevant information to the fullest degree. We know 
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that in other domains of cognition, our brain often employs plausibility strategies, so 

that it can get where it needs to be quickly, while maintaining sufficient accuracy 

(Pinker, 1997). In decision making, for instance, our brain makes heavy use of 

heuristics that usually work well but inevitably go wrong from time to time (e.g., 

Kahneman & Tverski, 2000). As evidenced by many classic visual illusions, even our 

highly esteemed visual system sometimes gets it wrong. Recent demonstrations of 

visual ‘change blindness’ (e.g., Simons & Levin, 2000), in which observers fail to 

notice a change to central objects in a scene even when looking for it, forcefully 

illustrate the fact that our input systems are not designed to consistently deliver full 

and complete representations of the input they encounter. Language comprehension 

may be no different. In fact, semantic illusions in language comprehension have 

recently been related to the use of a plausibility heuristic, which biases the system 

towards semantic analyses that are most consistent with world knowledge (e.g., 

Fereirra & Bailey, 2002; Sanford & Start 2002). 

From another perspective, however, the existence of these illusions is actually 

very surprising. After all, story characters are central to situation models, and readers 

appear to be intensively engaged in keeping track of such ‘protagonists’ during 

comprehension (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). If so, then why do people allow Moses 

to replace Noah without a blink, and allow survivors to replace protagonists who 

actually died? If protagonists are so central to the situation model, wouldn’t one 

expect that listeners always immediately notice a protagonist being replaced by an 

entirely different entity, even if the anomalous impostor word is out of prosodic focus 

and it fits a scenario very well?  

This raises the issue of just how far we can stretch the limits of the semantic 

illusion phenomenon. For instance, would listeners, given the abovementioned 

conditions, fail to notice cases in which a salient human story character (e.g., a 

tourist) engaged in conversation with another human being (say, a check-in desk 

clerk) is suddenly replaced by a non-living entity (e.g., a suitcase) that happily 

continues the conversation? Animacy is a core semantic feature that lies at the heart 

of our understanding of the world around us. In fact, the animate-inanimate 

distinction is often considered to be an innate organizing principle of cognition (e.g., 

Gelman & Opfer, 2002; Pinker, 1997), with different neural mechanisms subserving 

each of the two categories (Caramazza & Shelton, 1998). Even if an inanimate 

impostor word such as “suitcase” would be prosodically unfocussed, scenario-
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relevant, and semantically related to the animate character being replaced, it does lack 

a core semantic feature required in this context, namely, being alive. Would even 

such a flagrant violation remain undetected? 

We explored this issue in the present event-related brain potential (ERP) study 

by investigating whether participants would detect a discourse anomaly of the type 

just outlined under conditions that have been reported to induce semantic illusions. 

Participants listened to short narratives portraying a man and a woman engaged in a 

conversation about some inanimate object (see Table 1). The inanimate object and the 

man were semantically related to each other (e.g. ‘diver’ and ‘harpoon’, ‘coachman’ 

and ‘whip’). A replacement occurred in the fifth and following sentences: Either the 

woman would continue her conversation with the man as usual (coherent 

continuation) or she would suddenly address the inanimate object instead and 

continue her conversation with this entity (anomalous continuation). Equivalent to 

the coherent continuation, the anomalous continuation was prosodically deaccented, 

and as such did not focus attention on the impostor word. In spite of its prosodic ‘low 

profile’, though, the impostor word did introduce a flagrant anomaly, since it resulted 

not only in a strong discourse coherence break but also in a mismatch between 

animacy requirements imposed by a specific transitive verb and the inanimate 

argument actually supplied to this verb.  

To assess whether our subjects would detect the anomaly, we relied on the 

N400 (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984), a negative deflection in the ERP waveform that is 

elicited by every content word of an unfolding sentence, and peaks at approximately 

400 ms after word onset. The amplitude of the N400 is known to be highly sensitive 

to the ease with which the meaning of the word at hand can be integrated into the 

prior sentence or discourse context. Semantically anomalous words, for instance, 

elicit a larger N400 than semantically coherent words (e.g., Kutas & Hillyard, 1980; 

Van Berkum et al., 2005; see Brown, Hagoort & Kutas, 2000; Kutas & Federmeier, 

2000; Kutas & Van Petten, 1994, for reviews). The N400 effect is also elicited by 

words that are fully coherent but somewhat less expected (e.g., Hagoort & Brown, 

1994; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; St. George, Mannes & Hoffman, 1994; Van Berkum, 

Hagoort & Brown, 1999). It is because of the latter findings that the N400 effect is 

not viewed as an anomaly marker, but is instead generally taken to reflect semantic 

integration processes that occur routinely as words and sentences unfold, as part of 

everyday language comprehension.   
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 Table 1. Example story (approximate translation from Dutch) 

Introduction 

A tourist wanted to bring his huge suitcase onto the airplane. However, because the suitcase was so 

heavy the woman behind the check-in counter decided to charge the tourist extra. In response, the 

tourist opened his suitcase and threw some stuff out. So now the suitcase of the resourceful tourist 

weighed less than the maximum twenty kilos. 

Coherent continuation 

Next, the woman told the tourist that she 

thought he looked really trendy. The tourist 

grabbed the woman’s hand and eagerly asked 

her for a date. But the woman reprimanded the 

tourist for being pushy and told him to just get 

on the plane right away. 

Anomalous continuation 

Next, the woman told the suitcase that she 

thought he looked really trendy. The suitcase 

grabbed the woman’s hand and eagerly asked 

her for a date. But the woman reprimanded the 

suitcase for being pushy and told him to just get 

on the plane right away. 

 

With spoken language comprehension, N400 effects typically begin to emerge at 150-

250 milliseconds after acoustic onset of the critical word (e.g., Federmeier, 

McLennan, De Ochoa & Kutas, 2002; Van Berkum et al., 2003b; Van Petten et al., 

1999). This rapid onset is taken to reflect the immediacy with which every unfolding 

spoken word is routinely related to its semantic context. As revealed by recent 

analyses involving spoken-language N400 effects (e.g., Van den Brink, Brown & 

Hagoort, 2001; Van den Brink & Hagoort, 2004; Van Petten et al., 1999), listeners in 

fact routinely relate an unfolding word to its context before the word has become 

acoustically unique, i.e., before enough of the word has been heard for the listener to 

know exactly which word it is going to be. These N400 findings converge with 

findings from eye-tracking research, which have revealed that listeners also extremely 

rapidly relate the meaning of an unfolding word to a visual scene (e.g., Altmann & 

Kamide, 1999; Sedivy et al., 1999). 

Numerous studies have demonstrated language-elicited N400 effects under a 

variety of conditions and experimental manipulations. Two findings are particularly 

relevant to our present experimental logic. One is that the N400 effect, originally and 

most commonly established in isolated sentences, is equally sensitive to the ease with 

which a word can be related to the wider discourse. This has been demonstrated with 

discourse-dependent anomalies (e.g., Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006b; Van 

Berkum et al., 2003b, 2005) as well as with words whose discourse-semantic fit 

differs in more subtle ways (e.g., St. George et al., 1994; Van Berkum et al., 1999b). 
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Importantly, the timing of a discourse-dependent N400 effect is the same as that of its 

classic sentence-dependent counterpart, typically emerging in the ERP record within 

some 150-250 milliseconds after acoustic or visual onset of the critical word, and 

invariably culminating in a large amplitude difference in the 300-500 ms interval.  

The second N400 effect that is particularly relevant to our logic is one that we 

recently obtained in response to animacy violations involving the same set of critical 

words. In a spoken-language experiment related to the present study (Nieuwland & 

Van Berkum, 2006b), participants listened to stories in which the first sentence 

occasionally contained a verb-argument animacy mismatch (e.g., “The woman spoke 

to the suitcase”). In such sentential contexts, inanimate nouns elicited a standard and 

large N400 effect relative to an animate control noun (e.g., “tourist”), emerging at 

about 250 milliseconds after acoustic word onset (see also Weckerly & Kutas, 1999). 

Thus, when listeners encounter sentences like “The woman spoke to the suitcase” 

without any further context, they immediately find out about the anomaly, as part of 

their routine process of semantic integration in language comprehension. 

The critical issue addressed in the present study was whether or not 

participants would notice the very same anomaly, embedded in similar sentences, 

under conditions that have been reported to lead to semantic illusions. Based on the 

findings just discussed, and given the radical nature of the discourse-level coherence 

break, we expected our listeners to immediately notice the anomaly and as such 

generate a standard N400 effect in the 300-500 ms latency range. On the other hand, 

if under the ‘semantic illusion’ conditions investigated here listeners in fact fail to 

immediately detect the coherence break, no such N400 effect should be obtained. 

 

6.2. Methods 

Participants 

Thirty-five right-handed college students (15 men, mean age 21.4) participated in this 

study for course credit. All participants were native speakers of Dutch and without 

any neurological impairment. 

Stimuli 

Participants listened to 60 naturally spoken Dutch stories. To allow us to record the 

EEG without an attention-recruiting and potentially biasing secondary task (see Van 

Berkum, 2004), we designed these stories to be as engaging as possible under the 

constraints of the present design. Each of the stories consisted of 7 sentences and 
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contained three different main entities. Those entities were always one woman, one 

scenario-relevant man, and one scenario-relevant inanimate object. The nouns 

denoting the men and inanimate objects were semantically related to each other, and 

closely matched for word duration (mean 515 and 516 ms respectively) and word 

form frequency (mean 1.78 and 1.75 on a million; Spoken Dutch Corpus). To provide 

a benchmark for our results, we used critical words that in an earlier study 

(Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006b) had elicited a reliable N400 effect in story-initial 

sentences that contained similar animacy violations (e.g. “the girl told the harpoon”). 

The first 4 sentences were identical across conditions (see Table 1): the man 

and woman were engaged in conversation, and the inanimate object constituted the 

theme of the story. Each of these sentences contained a noun phrase anaphor to both 

the man and the inanimate object, matching our critical words for earlier mention. In 

the fifth sentence the two conditions diverged. Either the woman would continue her 

conversation with the man (coherent continuation) or she would suddenly start 

talking to the inanimate object instead (anomalous continuation). The last 3 sentences 

were identical across conditions except for the critical words. For each story a 

coherent and anomalous version were recorded with a normal speaking rate and 

intonation, by the same female native speaker. The speaker was requested to 

minimize prosodic differences across the two versions of a story. In particular, the 

critical impostor word (e.g. ‘suitcase’) was always de-accented in a way that would 

be appropriate for the ‘given’ entity (e.g. ‘tourist’). If necessary, recordings were 

redone to achieve this. 

EEG Recording 

The EEG was recorded from 30 standard scalp locations (10-20 system), amplified 

(band-pass filtered at 0.03 Hz-100 Hz), digitized at 500 Hz and re-referenced to the 

mean of left and right mastoids. Ocular and muscular artifacts were corrected by 

means of a procedure based on Independent Component Analysis (see Jung et al., 

2000; Makeig, Jung, Bell, Ghahremani & Sejnowski, 1997). Then, epochs that ranged 

from –500 ms to +1600 ms relative to critical word onset were extracted and 

normalized (by subtraction) to a 150 ms pre-onset baseline. Subsequently, segments 

with potentials exceeding +/- 75 μV were rejected, and the remainder was screened 

for drift artifacts. If the total rejection rate exceeded 40%, data of the participant were 

excluded, which resulted in the exclusion of 3 participants. Across the remaining 

participants, average segment loss was 16%. 
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Procedure  

Participants were seated in front of two loudspeakers, and were informed that they 

would be listening to short stories. They were instructed to listen for comprehension 

and minimize movement. No additional task demands were imposed. 

 Two trial lists were used. For the first list, 30 coherent and 30 anomalous 

stories were pseudorandomly mixed with 80 filler stories such that neither coherent 

nor anomalous trials occurred more than two times consecutively and trials of each 

type were matched on average list position. The second list was derived from the first 

by replacing all coherent trials by their anomalous counterparts and vice versa. The 

total of 140 stories was divided in seven blocks, separated by a pause. Each trial was 

separated from the next by a 5 sec silence and was preceded by a short warning tone. 

Total time-on-task was approximately one hour.  

 

6.3. Results 

Figure 1 displays the grand average waveforms elicited by the coherent animate 

(“tourist”) and anomalous inanimate (“suitcase”) critical words at 19 electrode 

locations. The corresponding difference waveforms, which quantify the net effects of 

coherence, are displayed in Figure 2. Two striking results are visible from these 

figures: In the first place, the absence of a standard N400 effect in the normal 300-500 

ms latency range. Secondly, the presence of a large positive deflection emerging 

around 500-600 ms, with a peak latency within the 900-1100 ms window and a 

centro-parietal distribution. Using mean amplitude in seven consecutive 200 ms 

latency windows ranging from 100 to 1500 ms, the overall Coherence (2) x Electrode 

(30) analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed main effects of Coherence in the 700-

900, 900-1100 and 1100-1300 ms window, but no main effects of Coherence in the 

100-300, 300-500, 500-700 or 1300-1500 ms window (Table 2). 
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Figure 1. Grand average ERPs elicited by CWs in the coherent (C) and anomalous (A) condition. In 

this and all following figures, waveforms are filtered (10 Hz high cut-off, 48 dB/oct) for presentation 

purpose only, and negativity is plotted upwards. 

 

 
Table 2. F-values, p-values and Mean Square Errors (MSE) for main effects of Coherence time-locked 

to critical word onset. 

 Latency range from acoustic word onset (ms) 

  

100-300 

 

300-500 

 

500-700 

 

700-900 

 

900-1100 

 

1100-1300 

 

1300-1500 

F 

p 

MSE 

.02 

.905 

6.96 

.89 

.354 

18.91 

.95 

.337 

36.18 

14.41 

.001** 

53.42 

10.69 

.003** 

70.03 

4.64 

.039* 

82.72 

.03 

.876 

73.34 

Note. For all F tests, numerator df = 1, denominator df = 31. 

*p < .05. **p < .005. 
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Figure 2. Coherence effect (anomalous-coherent difference waveform), and minimum, mean and 

maximum duration of the critical words. 

 

Contrary to our expectations, we did not obtain a regular word-elicited N400 effect, 

an effect that (with spoken language input) emerges at about 150-250 ms after 

acoustic word onset and is at its maximum in the 400-500 ms latency range. For 

reasons discussed below, we take the absence of a standard N400 effect as evidence 

that participants did not immediately notice the replacement of the protagonist by the 

inanimate object. The large differential effect that started to emerge at about 500-600 

ms revealed that listeners did detect the anomaly somewhat later.16 Note that the onset 

of this late effect approximates the mean word offset of the impostor words. To 

examine whether the effect was perhaps triggered by the acoustic offset of our critical 

words, or by the onset of the next word, we recomputed ERPs for epochs that were 

time-locked to these two potentially relevant linguistic events. Figure 3 displays the 

two associated difference waveforms at P7, Pz and P8, together with the original 

                                                 
16 Because ERPs are average brain potentials, we cannot claim that every participant detected the 

anomaly in every trial. However, our data do indicate that anomalies were detected in a sufficient 

number of trials by a sufficient number of participants to generate a large and significant ERP effect. 
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difference waveform time-locked to critical word onset (as in Figure 2). If critical 

word offset or onset of the next word effectively triggered the late effect observed in 

Figure 1 and 2, time-locking to one of these alternative critical events might well 

yield a larger and more focussed ERP effect. However, as can be seen in Figure 3, 

time-locking to critical word offset did not yield a sharper and larger differential 

effect, providing us with little evidence that word offset is by itself critically involved 

in generating the effect. Additional analysis revealed that the main effect of 

Coherence did not significantly differ between ERPs time-locked to CW offset and 

CW onset (mean amplitude in the 200-800 ms window and 600-1200 ms window 

respectively, F(1, 31)=0.05, MSe=40.42, P=0.83). Time-locking to the onset of the 

next word resulted in an evidently smaller ERP effect that was already developing 

before the 0 ms time-locking point (most prominent at electrode P7). This suggests 

that the effect at hand is not functionally tied to the onset of the next word. We briefly 

return to this matter in the discussion. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Coherence effect (A-C) at P7, Pz and P8 for epochs time-locked to critical word onset (CW 

onset), critical word offset (CW offset) and onset of the next word (CW+1 onset). 

 

6.4. Discussion 

The goal of this experiment was to investigate whether conditions that have been 

reported to induce semantic illusions can interfere with the detection of a very 

powerful discourse coherence break, as reflected in the magnitude of the N400 effect. 

To examine this, we unexpectedly replaced one of the central human characters 

engaged in a conversation in our stories (e.g., a tourist) by a very scenario-relevant 

but nevertheless inanimate entity (e.g., a suitcase), in a story that was fully coherent 
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up to that point. Because the resulting anomaly deeply affected one of the central 

characters in the story and hinged on a fundamental organizing principle of the 

semantic system (to be alive or not), we expected our listeners to immediately notice 

the anomaly, in spite of the scenario-relevance, semantic relatedness, and deaccented 

(i.e. unfocussed) acoustic realization of the anomalous word.  

 Our study yielded two main results, the absence of a regular word-elicited 

N400 effect and the presence of a differential effect that began to emerge at about 

500-600 ms after word onset. We take this pattern of results to suggest that, against 

our expectations, participants did not immediately notice the replacement of the 

animate protagonist by an inanimate object. Moreover, we interpret our findings as 

evidence that participants momentarily suffered from a semantic illusion. In the 

below, we will unpack each of these claims. After examining these implications of 

our N400 result, we briefly turn to the late positivity. 

 

The N400, anomaly detection, and semantic illusions 

In the light of what we know about the N400 in language comprehension, the absence 

of a regular N400 effect in the current study is a very surprising finding. In spoken as 

well as written language, differences in the degree to which a particular word fits the 

wider semantic context reliably show up in the amplitude of the N400 elicited by that 

word (with one interesting exception, to which we return below). A discourse-

dependent semantic anomaly, for example, elicits an N400 effect that emerges 

between 150-250 ms after acoustic or visual onset of the critical word, and is 

invariably large in the 300-500 ms latency range (Van Berkum et al., 2003b, 2005). 

Far more subtle variations in discourse-semantic fit, such as differences in the 

discourse-based predictability of a word, also reliably elicit N400 effects in this 

latency range (Otten & Van Berkum, 2006; St. George et al., 1994; Van Berkum et 

al., 1999b). Because of the well-established sensitivity of the N400 to even very 

subtle differences in the ease with which a word can be related to its semantic context, 

we take the absence of an N400 effect to suggest that in our current experiment, the 

semantic anomaly in “The woman told the suitcase…” momentarily went undetected. 

 It is of particular interest to note that verb-object animacy violations of the 

very type investigated here did elicit a standard N400 effect when these sentences 

were in story-initial position (Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006b; see also Weckerly & 

Kutas, 1999). In Figure 4, we display the present ERP results together with those 
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earlier N400 findings, for electrodes Pz, P3 and P4. Note that in either experiment, all 

we asked our participants to do was to pay attention and listen for comprehension. 

Our earlier N400 result can thus be taken to confirm that listeners normally detect the 

animacy violation in “The woman told the suitcase…” immediately, as part of a 

semantic integration process that is highly sensitive to the degree of fit between 

current word and prior context. However, when the same critical anomalies are 

embedded in a wider discourse such that they also disrupt discourse-level coherence, 

and as such effectively present a twofold semantic anomaly, they nevertheless 

momentarily escape attention. Apparently, there are nontrivial conditions under which 

human story characters can suddenly turn to inanimate objects without the listener 

noticing this immediately, i.e., at the time at which listeners routinely relate the 

meaning of an unfolding word to its wider interpretive context. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Overlay of grand average ERPs at electrodes Pz, P3, and P4 elicited by CW’s in the coherent 

(C) and anomalous (A) condition in the present study and in an earlier study ([30], indexed by 

asterisks) in which we used the exact same set of critical words in similar, but story-initial sentences. 

 

Because of what is known about the N400 in language comprehension, we believe 

that the present findings not only demonstrate a temporary anomaly detection failure, 

but actually also provide evidence for a temporary semantic illusion, i.e., for an 

apparently coherent but factually incorrect interpretation of the input. The critical 

thing to note is that, as discussed before, the N400 does not reflect a simple anomaly 

detection process, but instead reflects a routine semantic analysis process that relates 

the meaning of every unfolding word to its wider interpretive context (see Brown et 

al., 2000; Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Kutas & Van Petten, 1994, for reviews). In a 

sentence like “Jenny put the sweet in her…”, for instance, the somewhat less 
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expected but perfectly coherent word “pocket” elicits an N400 effect relative to the 

more expected word “mouth” (e.g., Hagoort & Brown, 1994; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; 

St. George et al., 1994; Van Berkum et al., 1999b; see Otten & Van Berkum, 2006, 

for the same phenomenon in connected discourse). Moreover, with spoken language, 

the routine semantic integration process indexed by the N400 is known to spring into 

action after only two or three phonemes of the unfolding word have been heard (Van 

Berkum et al., 2005), well before listeners know what the exact word is going to be 

(Van den Brink et al., 2001; Van Petten et al., 1999), and even well before they can 

know whether it is a noun, an adjective, or some other part of speech (Van den Brink 

& Hagoort, 2004). 

The established sensitivity of the N400 to subtle modulations of this very 

early routine semantic analysis process renders several alternative accounts for our 

findings unlikely. For example, it rules out the possibility that semantic integration is 

so difficult that no interpretation can be arrived at for the new word. If slightly less 

expected words already elicit a larger N400, a devastatingly problematic word should 

– if detected as such – certainly do so. It also rules out alternative accounts that focus 

on the fact that the unfolding word, although problematic as a head noun (‘suitcase’), 

might also be part of a semantically coherent prenominal modifier (e.g., ‘suitcase-

carrying tourist’) or compound noun (e.g., ‘suitcase-holder’). The most obvious 

problem with the latter is that in the language used (Dutch), all such continuations are 

rather unusual, ‘marked’ constructions, and are as such far less expected than the 

straightforward continuation used as baseline condition (e.g., “tourist”). Moreover, 

even if such less expected continuations might alert the listener to interesting 

coherent alternative continuations, they should – if detected as such – nevertheless 

elicit the N400 effect that is reliably elicited by other low-cloze coherent 

continuations.  

The same argument can be levelled against an alternative account in terms of 

metonymy or reference transfer. Analogous to waitresses referring to an impatient 

client who ordered a ham sandwich a while ago as “the ham sandwich is getting 

restless” (Clark, 1992; Nunberg, 1978), speakers might in our example decide, for 

stylistic or other reasons, to refer to the tourist by means of “the suitcase”. However, 

such referential devices are marked, and derive much of their attractiveness as 

stylistic or humoristic device from the very fact that they are less expected.  
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In all, and in line with various off-line demonstrations of semantic illusions, 

we believe that the absence of a regular word-elicited N400 effect at our anomalous 

words (e.g., “suitcase”) should be taken to indicate that our listeners briefly fell prey 

to a semantic illusion, i.e., that for a few hundred milliseconds, our listeners did have 

something else in mind, something as unproblematic as the coherent continuation 

word (“tourist”). In fact, the most parsimonious interpretation of our N400 findings is 

that our listeners momentarily proceeded as if they had heard the latter word. 

Before we can confidently accept the above, we need to examine whether any 

other aspects of our experiment, other than the conditions that are known to induce 

semantic illusions, might account for the present pattern of results. First, what about 

the effects of repetition? Our impostor words were not only semantically similar to 

the expected words, but had also been repeated several times throughout the 

preceding discourse. However, although repetition is known to attenuate the N400 

amplitude (Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Van Petten, Kutas, Kluender, Mitchiner & 

Parks, 1991), it cannot account for the complete absence of an N400 effect in our 

study (nor for the presence of a later differential effect). The reason is that despite all 

its repetitions, the anomalous word is still a highly unexpected continuation at that 

point of the discourse, and should – when detected as such – thus elicit a larger N400. 

Second, the absence of an N400 effect can also not be explained by arguing 

that our participants might have ‘tuned out’ during the experiment, e.g., because of 

fatigue or unrealistic materials. As for the latter, we note that the proportion of 

unrealistic materials in this study is comparable to that in studies in which we did 

obtain large N400 effects (e.g., Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006b). Furthermore, a 

split-half analysis yielded no differences between coherence effects in the first and 

second half of the experiment. In addition, if the experiment was such that semantic 

analysis would be discouraged, anomalous continuations should also not have elicited 

a differential later ERP effect.  

Finally, the absence of an N400 effect is not likely to be the result of active 

strategic anticipation. As revealed by structured post-session interviews, participants 

had in the end noticed that some of our stories were rather odd. Of course, it is not 

inconceivable that at least some (perhaps even all) of the participants came to realize 

this during the experiment, and may as such have been alerted to the possibility of 

more upcoming anomalies. However, in the present materials, there is no way to spot 

the anomalies other than via regular language comprehension. The implication is that 
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even if participants were on the lookout for such anomalies (which we are hesitant to 

believe), the latter should still elicit an N400 effect. Importantly, note that semantic 

illusion studies have actually shown that detection failures occur with a fairly high 

frequency even when subjects are explicitly instructed to watch out for anomalies 

[10]. Thus, even if some of our participants might have been on the lookout, they can 

still be lured into a temporary semantic illusion. 

As it appears, we created a unique combination of conditions that generated a 

semantic illusion, and as such delayed the detection of a severe anomaly. What might 

those conditions be? We speculate that besides scenario-relevancy, semantic 

relatedness, and de-accentuation of the impostor word, a key lies in the anticipation of 

the correct word in our narratives. There is growing evidence that listeners can use 

their knowledge of the discourse context to anticipate specific words (Otten & Van 

Berkum, 2006; Van Berkum, 2004; Van Berkum et al., 2005; see also Wicha, Moreno 

& Kutas, 2003). Other evidence suggests that listeners can begin to look for plausible 

arguments of a verb right upon encountering the verb itself (Altmann, 1999; 

Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006b; Sedivy et al., 1999). At the critical point in our 

stories, such as at “Next, the woman told the…” in our example item, these two 

anticipatory mechanisms may well conspire to strongly suggest both a particular 

discourse entity that might serve as the verb’s argument (the tourist engaged in the 

conversation), and a particular word (“tourist”). In other words, because discourse 

constraints at that moment are very powerful, the male protagonist is consequently 

anticipated as the upcoming argument of the verb, and the language processor 

essentially takes up an early referential commitment. Altmann (1997) persuasively 

argues that such anticipation need not be particularly odd or effortful, but can instead 

naturally flow from what linguistic meaning essentially is: knowing when it is 

appropriate to use certain words or constructions. 

How can such anticipation lead to a semantic illusion? To the degree that 

strong predictions are being made, the initial analysis of what actually comes in might 

change from signal-driven full analysis to expectation-driven partial matching, or 

‘verification’. Furthermore, if the unexpected impostor word is highly scenario-

relevant, semantically associated with the correct word, and not prosodically accented 

in the way that an unexpected or newsworthy turn of events would normally be, this 

partial matching may well temporarily yield a global, good enough fit (Barton & 

Sanford, 1993). Thus, in all, we speculate that in the present study, our severe 
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anomalies are not immediately detected because of strong expectations combined with 

actual input that has a superficially good fit.  

 

The late positivity 

Of course, if our account is correct, the question remains why the impostor word is 

detected at all, in our case within some 500-600 milliseconds. The presence of this 

differential ERP effect is vital to our interpretation, because it shows that our 

participants did process for comprehension and did detect the anomaly, albeit 

somewhat later than expected. Unfortunately, our ERP results provide no specific 

cues as to what exactly triggered the late positivity. The analyses in which we 

recomputed ERPs relative to potentially relevant later aspects of the unfolding speech 

only revealed that it was not triggered by the onset of the next word, nor specifically 

functionally tied to the acoustic offset of the impostor word.  

Taking a constraint based perspective (Gibson & Pearlmutter, 1998; 

Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995), one could argue that in the face of powerful 

discourse-level and prosodic constraints, it simply takes more time than usual for 

lexical constraints to build up and overrule the illusory interpretation, but the system 

does get there in the end. The most natural prediction that would fall out of this 

account, however, would be that of a delayed (or possibly wider) N400 effect, and 

additional assumptions are required to explain the qualitatively different ERP effect 

that we observed. Another possible explanation for our findings takes up a distinction 

that has also been made in more general accounts of language comprehension that 

distinguish between a ‘quick-and-dirty’ heuristics-based initial interpretation and a 

delayed, more careful interpretive process (e.g., Garrod & Sanford, 1999; Townsend 

& Bever, 2001). According to such an account, the temporary semantic illusion arises 

from (or goes undetected because of) the initial use of coarse semantic heuristics, but 

is soon thereafter unmasked as an incorrect semantic analysis. With respect to the 

present findings, such an interpretation would suggest that the absence of an N400 

reflects the use of these semantic heuristics, which results in a temporary 

underspecified, and erroneous interpretation, whereas the later positivity would be 

indicative of a delayed and more careful interpretive process that subsequently 

overrides this incomplete, illusory interpretation.  

It is interesting to note that the combined absence of an expected N400 effect 

and presence of a later positivity has also been reported in studies on ‘semantic 
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reversal anomalies’, anomalies that can arise when the arguments of a verb are 

exchanged (e.g., “The cat that fled from the mice ran through the room”, Van Herten, 

Kolk & Chwilla, 2005), or more generally, are not in their canonical position (e.g., 

“For breakfast the eggs would only eat toast and jam.”, Kuperberg, Sitnikova, Caplan 

& Holcomb, 2003). When the word at which such sentences are rendered 

semantically anomalous has a strong lexico-semantic fit (e.g., “eat” in the above 

example), it does not elicit an N400 effect, but instead elicits a late positivity (Hoeks, 

Stowe & Doedens, 2004; Kolk, Chwilla, Van Herten & Oor, 2003; Kuperberg et al., 

2003b; Van Herten et al., 2005). Because the polarity, timing and scalp distribution of 

this positivity strongly resembles that of the syntax-related P600 effect (see 

[Osterhout & Hagoort, 1999, for review), it has in all abovementioned studies been 

taken to be an instance of the latter. The functional account of the P600 effect that is 

assumed by these authors varies from thematic or syntactic reanalysis in order to 

obtain a plausible sentence (Hoeks et al., 2004; Kuperberg et al., 2003b), to a 

monitoring process that checks upon the veridicality of ones sentence perception 

(Kolk et al., 2003; Van Herten et al., 2005). 

Although there is no logical necessity to interpret the late positivity observed 

in our experiment as an instance of the P600 effect (because of the inverse problem), 

we similarly cannot rule out that this is the correct interpretation. This would be of 

interest, because, even though the animacy violation at a word like “suitcase” hinges 

on selectional restrictions of the verb, and would thus by some be considered ‘close to 

the syntax’ (Chomsky, 1965), having a conversation with a suitcase is also 

semantically highly implausible. Moreover, in our materials, the unexpected 

replacement of a discourse protagonist by an entirely different entity is also a deep 

violation of discourse-semantic coherence. One potentially viable way to resolve the 

apparent conflict in obtaining a P600 effect to a – not initially detected – semantic 

anomaly is to assume that, although the immediate symptom that signals a 

comprehension problem might be semantic, the system might in these cases ‘put the 

blame on syntax’ (e.g., consider the possibility of an incorrect phrase ordering). 

Alternatively, if the P600 more generally indexes a monitoring process that checks 

upon the veridicality of ones sentence perception, as has been recently proposed 

(Kolk et al., 2003; Van Herten et al., 2005), the conflict would also be resolved. 
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In the absence of compelling evidence, we refrain from taking a strong 

position on these issues.17 Instead, we note that our findings and those from semantic 

reversal anomalies could be taken to provide converging evidence for the same 

underlying temporary semantic illusion phenomenon, namely that of a first, 

superficial and incorrect semantic analysis, which is followed up by a second, more 

elaborate interpretive process. That is, readers or listeners may well momentarily 

believe that “eat” in “For breakfast the eggs would only eat toast and jam” is fine 

because of some of the same factors that lured our listeners into momentarily 

believing that “suitcase” is fine: semantic relatedness, scenario-relevance, no 

accentuation, and strong expectations. Both Van Herten et al. (2005) and Hoeks et al. 

(2004) allude to the possibility that their participants might momentarily suffer from a 

semantic illusion.18 

 

Semantic change deafness 

Regardless of whether the semantic reversal anomaly results can be taken to testify to 

the same phenomenon, we believe we have evidence that in language comprehension, 

even attentive listeners can sometimes momentarily fail to notice a radical change in 

the nature of a critical story character. This has an interesting parallel to the well-

                                                 
17 It is not very likely that the late positivity is an instance of the P300 family, a domain-general brain 

response elicited by rare and/or informative events (Pritchard, 1981). Although anomalous words were 

relatively rare in our study, there was no other task than to pay attention and listen for comprehension, 

a requirement that does not in any way impose the task-based explicit response demands involved in, 

say, oddball detection. But even if the late positivity would be part of the P300 family, our N400-based 

semantic illusion claims still hold. The reason is that the detection of an anomalous ‘oddball’ can only 

be carried out by the language comprehension system. Hence, even if the late positivity would be a 

P300-type effect associated with the detected oddball, the absence of an N400 effect would need to be 

interpreted along the same lines as we proposed. 
18 Although we are sympathetic with the account of Hoeks and colleagues [18], we are somewhat 

hesitant to accept their critical claim that these verbs did not elicit an N400 effect. First, the relevant 

ERP difference wave (Fig 3) does reveal a small N400 effect, the reliability of which has not been 

evaluated in the relevant way (mean amplitude difference within the 300-500 or 300-600 ms latency 

range). Furthermore, part of this N400 effect may well be counteracted by overlap from an immediately 

preceding differential positivity (potentially the consequence of processing difficulties elicited by the 

preceding auxiliary “has”). Finally, we note that their participants were actively conducting a sentence 

plausibility judgement task, and potentially initiated the associated processing right at the anomalous 

sentence-final word.  
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documented change blindness phenomenon in visual perception (e.g. Simons & 

Levin, 2000), where observers are sometimes oblivious to important changes in the 

scene – including (under specific conditions) a change in the person they are dealing 

with. Because the reported temporary semantic illusion involves not noticing that a 

central protagonist was exchanged for an inanimate object, our ERP findings thus 

also suggest a case of short-lived ‘semantic change deafness’ in language 

comprehension.  
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7. General Discussion 

 
This thesis set out with an illustration of the difference between semantic and 

referential aspects of word meaning (sense and reference). Semantic word meaning 

involves the quasi-definitional meaning of the words we have in our mental 

dictionary. Referential word meaning involves the relationships between the words 

we use and the entities we communicate about. The aim of the present thesis was to 

investigate how readers establish sense and reference during discourse 

comprehension. With respect to how language comprehenders establish reference, we 

have focused on referential ambiguity, which arises whenever one is unable to select a 

single referent for a name, pronoun or noun phrase out of multiple candidates. The 

first three experimental chapters describe the psycholinguistic experiments that we 

conducted to investigate whether ERPs can be used to selectively track referential 

ambiguity throughout short stories (Chapter 2), whether language comprehenders may 

differ in their sensitivity to referential ambiguity (Chapter 3), and whether referential 

processing draws upon similar or different brain regions as compared to semantic 

processing (Chapter 4). With respect to how language comprehenders establish sense, 

we have focused on the effects of discourse context on semantic processing, in 

particular on whether contextual appropriateness can outweigh real-world plausibility 

(Chapter 5) and whether discourse context may bias listeners to initially pursue a 

semantically plausible interpretation that departs from what is actually stated (Chapter 

6). In the next section, I will discuss the main findings and implications of the 

experiments as described in this thesis. 

 

7.1. Establishing reference 

The results presented in Chapter 2 show that the ERP effect associated with 

referential ambiguity (Van Berkum, Brown & Hagoort, 1999) was not elicited when 

NPs were ‘double-bound’ (e.g., ‘the girl’ when two girls had been mentioned in the 

discourse) but referentially non-ambiguous because the story had rendered one of the 

two referential candidates highly implausible. We take these results to suggest that 

this ERP effect reflects ‘deep’ ambiguity from having two equally likely referential 

candidates in the discourse model, not ‘surface’ ambiguity from a single noun phrase 

having been used to denote distinct discourse entities. In short, these results suggest 
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that it is possible to relatively selectively track referential ambiguity with ERPs at the 

level that is most relevant to language comprehension, the situation model. 

In Chapter 3, we exploited the referentially induced ERP effect to investigate a 

more subtle case of referential ambiguity. Consistent with our results as presented in 

Chapter 2, ambiguous pronouns elicited the same sustained, frontally-distributed 

negative shift in the ERP as referentially ambiguous noun phrases. However, they 

only elicited this effect when the sentence context did not bias towards one particular 

referential interpretation, consistent with the notion that discourse context can 

preclude referential ambiguity. Importantly, the size of this referentially induced ERP 

effect correlated positively with Reading Span performance, suggesting that whether 

readers take into account competing referential interpretations depends on their verbal 

skills. These results provide unique ERP evidence for individual differences in 

pronoun resolution, consistent with other reports of individual differences in language 

comprehension. Furthermore, although we reported individual differences in 

ambiguous pronoun resolution, no such differences appeared in the initial processing 

of referentially failing pronouns (pronouns for which no directly available referent is 

present, e.g., “David told John that she…”, eliciting a P600 effect), and neither did 

they appear in the processing of lexical-semantic anomalies (eliciting an N400 effect). 

These differential effects suggest that individual differences in language 

comprehension are more likely to surface in linguistic manipulations that involve 

relatively subtle constraints than in manipulations that involve highly salient 

anomalies. 

Using an adapted, functional neuroimaging version of the abovementioned 

pronoun study, we subsequently addressed whether semantic and referential aspects 

of language comprehension draw upon common or distinct neural ensembles (Chapter 

4). Consistent with related studies, semantic anomalies elicited activation increases in 

lateral prefrontal brain regions associated with semantic processing. Referential 

failure elicited activation increases in brain regions associated with morphosyntactic 

processing, and additional activations associated with elaborative inferencing if 

readers took failing pronouns to refer to unmentioned entities. Interestingly, 

referential ambiguity selectively recruited medial prefrontal regions, suggesting that 

readers engaged in problem-solving to select a unique referent from the discourse 

mode (e.g., Greene, McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992). Furthermore, our results showed that 

semantic anomaly and referential ambiguity actually modulated activity in 
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overlapping brain regions in opposite directions, possibly reflecting the dynamic 

recruitment of semantic and episodic processing to resolve semantically or 

referentially problematic situations. 

 

7.2. Establishing sense 

We know that words reliably mean things; otherwise they wouldn’t be of any real 

communicative use. However, we also know that words can have flexible meanings 

that strongly depend on the discourse context. In Chapter 5, we tested the effects of 

discourse context on semantic word meaning by investigating whether a discourse 

context can overrule local lexical-semantic violations. When presented in isolation, 

animacy violations like “she comforted the clock” elicited a clear N400 effect, 

reflecting the fact that readers find it odd to find inanimate objects engaged in 

conversation. However, when the anomalies were embedded in a supportive context 

(e.g., a girl talking to a clock about his depression), this N400 effect disappeared 

completely. Moreover, given a suitable discourse context (e.g., a story about an 

amorous peanut), animacy-violating predicates (‘the peanut was in love’) were 

actually processed more easily than canonical predicates (‘the peanut was salted’). 

These findings reveal that discourse context can overrule local lexical-semantic 

violations and outweigh real-world plausibility. 

The abovementioned results show that the language comprehension system 

can immediately bring to bear the global discourse context to prevent lexical-semantic 

anomalies from disrupting the comprehension process. However, a ‘downside’ of the 

immediate use of discourse context is that it may sometimes cause the reader or 

listener to not accurately interpret the exact linguistic input, but stick with a more 

plausible though incorrect interpretation instead (so-called semantic illusions). In 

Chapter 6, we tested whether circumstances that are known to lead to semantic 

illusions (a discourse context that strongly biases towards an alternative interpretation, 

combined with the absence of acoustic focus that normally accompanies critical 

linguistic information), would also prevent readers from immediately noticing a 

semantic anomaly. Our ERP results showed that, under such circumstances, animacy 

violations like “she told the clock” did not elicit an N400 effect but a later positive 

component instead. Taking into consideration similar results in the ERP literature 

(e.g., Van Herten, Chwilla & Kolk, 2006), these results suggest that readers 
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sometimes pursue the most plausible semantic interpretation in spite of contradictory 

incoming linguistic information. 

 

7.3. Implications for models of discourse comprehension 

As in many other subdomains of psychology, theoretical accounts of language 

comprehension have a strong focus on the traditional, time-honored issue of bottom-

up versus top-down processing. Models of sentence comprehension can be roughly 

classified into syntax-first models that assume an initial context-free syntactic analysis 

(e.g., Ferreria & Clifton, 1986), and parallel, constraints-based models wherein 

contextual information can, in principle, affect the initial stages of syntactic 

processing (e.g., Trueswell, Tanenhaus & Garnsey, 1994). A similar distinction can 

be made for models of discourse comprehension, with memory-based, minimalist 

models on the one hand (e.g., McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992; Myers & O’Brien, 1998; 

Kintsch, 1998) and constructionist, explanation-based models (e.g., Graesser, Singer 

& Trabasso, 1994; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998) on the other. Memory-based models 

focus on the automatic memory processes that influence the availability of 

information during reading, whereas constructionist models focus on the strategic 

‘search for meaning’ that readers adopt during reading (e.g., Van den Broek, Rapp & 

Kendeou, 2005; Cook & Guéraud, 2005, for discussion). 

With regard to the distinction between minimalist and constructionist models, 

the evidence as presented in Chapter 2 might be taken as evidence against a strong 

version of the minimalist, memory-based models. Note that these models assume that, 

upon encountering a referring expression, the initial process of situation model 

updating is dominated by low-level memory process. In effect, anaphors 

automatically activate all antecedents that share features in common with that anaphor 

(e.g., Kintsch, 1998; Myers & O’Brien, 1998), and these antecedents will initially be 

returned to working memory, independent of whether this will ultimately facilitate or 

hinder further processing. In contrast, a here-and-now, constructionist view of 

situation-model updating (e.g., Morrow, Greenspan & Bower, 1987; Zwaan & 

Radvanksy, 1998) assumes that information that is currently relevant to the 

protagonist (e.g., because of physical proximity or relatedness to a goal) is more 

accessible than information that does not meet these criteria, and memory-based 

interference need not occur when information is not relevant to the current scenario. 

In our experiment the feature overlap between the antecedents and the referring 
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expression was 100% as they shared the same initial NP. Other factors known to 

counteract such reactivation processes (e.g., elaboration, distance) were kept constant 

across conditions, and minimized in order to keep the stories as short as possible. 

Thus, if low-level episodic memory processes can actually disturb comprehension 

processes, we created the optimal circumstances for it to occur. But our ERP results 

suggested that readers did not notice anything ambiguous when one of the two 

potential antecedents was highly implausible. Given that ERPs are generally sensitive 

to even very subtle disturbances of linguistic processing (e.g., Hagoort & Brown, 

1994), we deem it unlikely that readers did perceive ambiguity but that it didn’t show 

in the results (see also our discussion in Chapter 3). Thus, our results seem 

inconsistent with the prediction from memory-based models that ‘irrelevant’ 

information can disturb the comprehension process through low-level memory 

resonance, but are consistent with a here-and-now view of situation model updating 

during discourse comprehension (e.g., see also Zwaan & Madden, 2004). 

Note that a similar conclusion follows from our experiments reported in 

Chapter 5. As do ‘two-step’ models of semantic interpretation (e.g., Millis & Just, 

1994), memory-based models of discourse comprehension allow low-level semantic 

processing to disrupt the comprehension process even in the face of a discourse 

context that renders world knowledge violation contextually appropriate (e.g., Cook 

& Myers, 2004, for discussion). Again, our ERP evidence suggest otherwise. 

However, the results from Chapter 5 do not allow us to decide between two other 

psycholinguistic notions. One might argue that cartoon-like stories force listeners to 

create a new meaning for a word like peanut (e.g., see Clark, 1983; Gerrig & Bortfeld, 

1999), reflecting our ability to flexibly map new meanings onto old words (e.g., 

Clark, 1996), and to maintain situation models that are at odds with what is possible 

in the real world. As argued in Chapter 5, this may be a more general effect of the 

discourse genre (e.g., Zwaan, 1994), also keeping in mind that it is not uncommon for 

us to ‘play around’ with animacy constraints in language and thought (e.g., children’s 

stories, cartoons, certain animistic religions). However, it may also be a more specific 

effect because a lexical reinterpretation is computed for the word peanut in the story 

at hand (e.g., Hess, Foss & Carroll, 1995). In this respect, it remains to be seen 

whether such contextual effects are also immediately carried over to inanimate objects 

other than the story protagonist.  
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The results from our functional neuroimaging study (Chapter 4) showed that 

semantic and referential aspects of language comprehension draw upon overlapping 

brain regions in distinct ways. Furthermore, our results suggested that people resolve 

referential ambiguity by making an anaphoric inference (i.e., engaging in problem-

solving to select a unique referent for an ambiguous expression). Because our results 

show that referential analysis during sentence comprehension draws upon brain 

regions beyond the ‘traditional’ temporal-frontal language network, these results also 

have implications for neurocognitive models of language comprehension. Although in 

contrast to models of syntactic (e.g., Friederici, 2002) or semantic processing (e.g., 

Jung-Beeman, 2005), some neurocognitive accounts include additional cognitive 

processing components (e.g., Hagoort, 2005), none of the existing models seem to 

have the necessary machinery to deal with the establishing of reference. A complete 

neurocognitive account of language comprehension will have to address not just how 

we parse a sentence and combine the meaning of the individual words, but also how 

we determine who’s who and what’s what during language comprehension. In this 

respect, a crucial future also lies ahead for unravelling the functional neuroanatomy of 

discourse-level comprehension (e.g., Ferstl & Siebörger, 2006), as referential 

processing is especially (but not exclusively) important during discourse 

comprehension. 

At this point, it is important to acknowledge that a comparison of the ERP and 

fMRI correlates of semantic and referential processing seems to mirror the somewhat 

limited scope of ERPs. Whereas semantic anomaly, referential failure and referential 

ambiguity elicit qualitatively different ERPs, these linguistically problematic 

situations modulate activity within, to a large extent, common brain regions. 

Obviously, both differences and commonalities in BOLD responses provide important 

information about the neural underpinnings of language comprehension. With respect 

to ERPs, although qualitatively different ERPs cannot tell us whether certain 

processing mechanisms share underlying neural infrastructure, they do tell us that 

different neural mechanisms are at work. Qualitatively similar ERPs, however, should 

be interpreted with more caution. For example, the N400 component may inform us 

about whether a word is incongruent with respect to the preceding context or not, but 

seems to lack specificity to tell us why a word is incongruent (e.g., because it 

constitutes a lexical-semantic or world knowledge violation, e.g., Hagoort, Hald, 

Bastiaansen & Petersson, 2004). Thus, we should keep in mind that ERPs like the 
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N400 show us only the tip of the iceberg of what the brain is doing and 

psycholinguists will have to start deploying multi-modal imaging techniques to 

investigate both the spatial and temporal dynamics of language comprehension. On 

the other hand, we should also keep in mind that there are many linguistic processes 

that ERPs are highly sensitive to, and that their temporal resolution remains 

unequalled by modern fMRI techniques, so, in the end, it all boils down to selecting 

the most appropriate (and cheapest) tool for addressing the scientific issue at hand. 

 

7.4. Conclusion 

The experiments as reported in this thesis support the following conclusions: (1) The 

human brain responds qualitatively different to linguistic problems that are 

specifically tied to semantic and referential aspects of word meaning, and we can use 

ERPs to selectively track how readers and listeners establish sense and reference 

during sentence and discourse comprehension. (2) With our study that addressed the 

functional neuroanatomy of establishing sense and reference, we have shown that 

semantic and referential aspects of language comprehension recruit overlapping 

neural circuits in distinct ways, and we have made an important initial step in our 

understanding of how the brain realizes referential processing. (3) There is no such 

thing as context-free semantic analysis, as discourse contextual factors are 

immediately brought to bear on ‘local’ semantic processing, and may even cause us to 

temporarily pursue an interpretation that conflicts with what was literally stated. 

Taken together, our results illustrate the immediate and profound impact of discourse 

context on semantic and referential aspects of language comprehension. 
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Nederlandse samenvatting 
 

Onze woorden hebben naast een algemene, woordenboek-achtige betekenis 

(semantische betekenis) soms ook een specifiekere betekenis, namelijk wanneer we 

woorden gebruiken om te verwijzen naar specifieke personen, dingen of 

gebeurtenissen binnen een verhaal of gesprek (referentiële betekenis). Een illustratie 

van het verschil tussen semantische en referentiële aspecten van taalbegrip is de 

betekenis van ‘dokter’ in “Hannibal Lector is een dokter” en “Hannibal Lector eet een 

dokter”. Hoewel de semantische betekenis van ‘dokter’ in beide zinnen gelijk is 

(iemand die een medische opleiding heeft gevolgd), ‘dokter’ verwijst alleen in de 

tweede zin naar een apart individu. 

Dit proefschrift gaat over hoe mensen de semantische en referentiële betekenis 

van woorden in een bepaalde verhaalscontext begrijpen. Met betrekking tot 

referentiële betekenis hebben we ons gericht op de referentiële ambiguïteit die 

ontstaat wanneer we op basis van een gegeven woord niet kunnen bepalen over wie of 

wat het gaat (bijvoorbeeld het woord ‘meisje’ in een verhaal waarin twee meisjes 

voorkomen). In de eerste drie onderzoekshoofdstukken werd onderzocht of we 

referentiële ambiguïteit kunnen volgen met event-related brain potentials (ERPs, 

Hoofdstuk 2), of mensen verschillen in hun gevoeligheid voor subtielere vormen van 

referentiële ambiguïteit (Hoofdstuk 3), en of semantische en referentiële verwerking 

plaatsvindt in dezelfde of verschillende hersengebieden (Hoofdstuk 4). In de laatste 

twee onderzoekshoofdstukken onderzochten we de rol van verhaalscontext op 

semantische verwerking, namelijk of verhaalscontext semantische schendingen geheel 

teniet kan doen (Hoofdstuk 5), en of verhaalscontext luisteraars soms op het 

verkeerde been kan zetten (Hoofdstuk 6). Hier volgt een korte samenvatting: 

Uit eerder onderzoek (Van Berkum, Brown & Hagoort, 1999) bleek dat 

referentiëel ambigue woorden (bijvoorbeeld, ‘meisje’ in een verhaal met twee 

meisjes) een frontaal verdeeld, aanhoudend ERP van negatieve polariteit tot gevolg 

hadden. In Hoofdstuk 2 lieten we zien dat dit ERP effect niet ontstaat omdat hetzelfde 

woord is gebruikt om twee personen aan te duiden, maar omdat allebei de personen 

ongeveer even goede referentiële kandidaten zijn. Als er oorspronkelijk twee meisjes 

waren maar er later nog maar een over was, trad het bovengenoemde ERP effect 
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namelijk niet meer op. Het is dus mogelijk om referentiële ambiguïteit door een 

verhaal heen te ‘volgen’ met ERPs. 

 Ook persoonlijke voornaamwoorden kunnen referentiëel ambigue zijn, zoals 

‘hij’ in “David bekeek Pim terwijl hij…”, en ook deze woorden gaan gepaard met het 

bovengenoemde ERP effect. In Hoofdstuk 3 lieten we zien dat er verder een sterke 

invloed is van de mate waarin de zin een lezer in een bepaalde referentiële ‘richting’ 

duwt. Bijvoorbeeld, in een zin als “David haat Pim omdat hij…” is het 

waarschijnlijker dat ‘hij’ op ‘Jan’ slaat omdat mensen anderen haten om een 

eigenschap van die anderen (“omdat hij een eikel was”). En inderdaad trad er geen 

ambiguïteits-effect op in het ERP in zulke zinnen, maar wel in zinnen waar niet een 

dergelijke invloed was. Onze resultaten wezen ook uit dat niet iedereeen opvalt dat 

voornaamwoorden ambigue zijn, want het ambiguïteits ERP-effect bleek samen te 

hangen met een veelgebruikte maat van taalvaardigheid: ‘betere’ lezers lieten het 

effect wel zien, terwijl ‘slechtere’ lezers dit niet lieten zien en geneigd waren de 

ambiguïteit over het hoofd te zien. 

 Met functionele magnetische resonantie imaging (fMRI) technieken hebben 

we kunnen onderzoeken welke hersengebieden betrokken zijn bij semantische en 

referentiële verwerking (Hoofdstuk 4). Een belangrijke bevinding was dat referentiële 

ambiguïteit tot grotere hersenactiviteit leidde in mediaal prefrontale gebieden. Deze 

gebieden worden vaak geassocieerd met het maken van beslissingen en evaluaties, en 

deze resultaten suggereren dan ook dat lezers, als ze een referentiëel ambigue woord 

lezen, een afweging of beslissing maken om tot een coherent referentiële interpretatie 

te komen. Ook bleek dat semantische schendingen (“ze was in gesprek met de klok”) 

en referentiëel ambigue woorden in grote mate hersenactiviteit in dezelfde gebieden 

beïnvloedden, maar in tegenovergestelde richting. Deze resultaten duiden erop dat 

semantische en referentiële verwerking niet zozeer in aparte hersengebieden 

plaatsvindt, maar dat deze aspecten van taalverwerking worden ondersteund door 

verschillende mechanismen in grotendeels overlappende hersengebieden. 

In Hoofdstuk 5 onderzochten we of semantische schendingen zoals “ze was in 

gesprek met de klok” het begripsproces blijven verstoren als ze zijn geplaatst in een 

verhaalscontext die een onmogelijke gebeurtenis ‘mogelijk’ maakt. Zo weten we 

bijvoorbeeld dat klokken geen gesprekken kunnen voeren, maar de creatieve en 

flexibele aard van ons taal- en denkvermogen laat ons situaties voorstellen waarin 

klokken weldegelijk kunnen praten. Semantische schendingen aan het begin van een 
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verhaal ontlokten een standaard N400 ERP effect (vergeleken een semantisch 

‘normaal’ woord als bijvoorbeeld ‘leraar’), erop duidend dat luisteraars het raar 

vonden dat iemand in gesprek met een klok was.  Echter, dit effect trad niet op bij 

soortgelijke schendingen die later optraden in een cartoon-achtig verhaaltje waarin de 

klok menselijke eigenschappen had. Dit betekent dat verhaalscontext semantische 

schendingen volledig kan ‘overrulen’.  

Hoeveel dieren van elke soort nam Mozes mee op de ark? Ja, 2, dat klopt, 

maar was het wel Mozes? Veel mensen hebben niet direct door dat daar eigenlijk 

Noach had moeten staan, hoewel ze precies weten wie Mozes en Noach zijn. De 

bovenstaande vraag wordt vaak gebruikt om aan te tonen dat mensen niet altijd 

gedetailleerd verwerken wat ze horen of lezen, en in plaats daarvan soms de meest 

voor de hand liggende interpretatie aannemen (zogenaamde ‘semantische illusies’). In 

Hoofdstuk 6 onderzochten we de omstandigheden waaronder zulke semantische 

illusies kunnen optreden. Semantische schendingen (“ze zei tegen de klok”) waren nu 

verborgen midden in een verhaaltje dat sterke verwachtingen schepte over wie met 

wie in gesprek was (bijvoorbeeld een verhaal waarin een vrouw met een man in 

gesprek was over de klok), en de schendingen werden uitgesproken alsof er niets raars 

aan de hand was. In plaats van een N400 effect veroorzaakten deze schendingen een 

later optredend, positief ERP effect, wat suggereert dat de proefpersonen niet direct 

opmerkten dat er een semantische schending was opgetreden. 

Uit onze experimenten kunnen we de volgende conclusies trekken: (1) Het 

menselijke brein reageert kwalitatief anders op semantisch en referentiëel 

problematische woorden, en we kunnen ERPs gebruiken om semantische en 

referentiële verwerking te volgen tijdens verhaalsbegrip. (2) Semantische en 

referentiële verwerking moduleert hersenactiviteit in overlappende hersengebieden in 

tegenovergestelde richting, en een eerste stap is gezet om te begrijpen hoe het brein 

referentiële verwerking ondersteunt. (3) Er bestaat niet zoiets als context-vrije 

semantische analyse, want verhaalscontext wordt vanaf het vroegst mogelijke moment 

gebruikt om tot een semantische interpretatie te komen, en kan er zelfs voor zorgen 

dat mensen tijdelijk een interpretatie volgen die afwijkt van wat gezegd wordt. Al 

onze resultaten samen laten zien dat verhaalscontext een onmiddellijke en vergaande 

impact heeft op semantische en referentiële aspecten van taalbegrip. 
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